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PREFACE 

The old Baroda State Govermnwt had a scheme of ''The Maharaja 
Sayajirao Gaekwa'd Honorarium Lectures" under which an eminent scholar 
in any one or more of thefollowing Mtbjects was invited every year to deliver a 
series of Lectures at Baroda aud he was paid at< honorarium of Rs. 5,000/-

1. Poetry 5. Economics 
2. Literature 6. Scientific Research 
3. History 7. Fine Arts 
4. Philosophy 8. Social Service & Social Reform 

Some of the eminettt scholars invited by the former Baroda Gover11ment 
to deliver -lectures under this series are Dr. Radhakumud Mukerjee, 
Dr. Rabindranath tagore, Shri C. V. Vaid:pa, Shri K. Natarajan, Dewat~ 
Bahadur K. H. Dhruva, Pat~dit V. N. Bhatkhande, Dr. S. Dasgupta, Dr. Sir 
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Shafaat Ahmed Khan, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, Dr. R. K. Das, T. E. Gregory, 
Sir C. V. Raman, Rao Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami Iyengar, Dr. Birbal Sahani 
and Dr. Sir J. C. Ghosh. Prior to merger, the former Baroda Government 
Selection Committee had selected Prof. K. T. Shah B. A., B. Sc., Bar-at-Law, 
the eminent Economist of India to be invited to deliver lectures under this series 
during the year 1950-51. 

0-z the merger of the Baroda State with the Bombay State, the Govern· 
ment of Bombay t-tnder Eaucation Department G. R. No. 9107 dated 20th March 
1950 entrusted the management of these lectures to the Maharaja Sayajirao 
University of Baroda and sanctioned a special recurring grant of Rs. 5,000/
for the purpose. 

Accordingly, the Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda invited 
Prof . . K. T. Shah for the year 1950-51 and h·e was kind enough to accept our 
invitation. He delivered three lecturers on •' The Ancient Foundations of 
Economics in India" under the Chairmanship of Sayajirao University, i" the 
Baroda College Central Hall on the 19th, 20th and 21st February 1951. The 
lectures were hzghly appreciated by the audience for the wealth of information 
ana mastery of exposition. It is hoped that these lectures ~CJill be appreciated 
b:)? students as well as scholars of Economics. 

Messrs. Vora & Compawy Publishers Ltd., of Bombay have kindly 
u.ndertaken to publish the book. 

While the book was itt print, Prof. K. T. Shah expired in Bombay 01~ 

10th March 1953 after a short illness. The cour1try has been deprived of a 
great economist and the Universit'y of a gettuine well-wisher. With his 
wstomary thoroughness Prof. K. T. Shah was himself seeing the Proofs of the 
book . • We are thankful to Professor G. H. Bhatt, Director of the Oriental 
Institute of the Utziversity, for comPleting the tmftnished task . • 
The Maharaja Sayajirao 

U#-iversity of Baroda. B. I<. ZUTSHI 
March 10, 1954. Registrar 
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Ancient Foundations of /Economics 3 

there is historic or puranic authority, not to mention epics and 
folklore, drama and literature, or even the intimate source of all 
authority in India,- the Vedas.• 

MEANING OF ECONOMICS : 
HUMAN SOCIETY CO-OPERTIVE NOT COMPETITIVE 

Economics, whether in ancient India or the modern world,· 
is, indeed, not a science solely concerning the individual in his 
search for personal welfare. or purely material happiness. Man 
c~nnot live by bread alone. He no longer lives in the jungle, a 
savage, untutored creature of the wild, untamed nature, whose 
hand is ever liftoo; in fear and distrust, against his fellows. We 
live in organised society, in hourly and indispensable collaboration 
and Incessant dependance upon our· fellows. Man may flatter 
himself to be the lord.of creation. But in all the living world, no 
creatur<:! of the wild, no bird or insect in the air, no fish in the seas 
is so helpless,· from birth to death, without the constant,-and often 
unconscious,-cooperation with others of the kind. This collabo
ration may be concealed or camouflaged by the social order, or 
politic•al organisation; but the fact is there unquestionable 

Economics is thus necessarily a social science, concerning 
man in his everyday life and pursuits, which would be impossible 
without association, organisation, and concerted action to predeter
mined ends. And it is the peculiar richness of India's ancient 
technical works must have existed on all these several subjects on which the 
author of the Artha Shastra has given such clear injunctions. 

* Kautilya's Artha Shastra opens with a reference to SiP:t'l the three Vedas, 
Rig, Sarna and Yajur. To this he adds in the same breath Atharva and Itihas 
(History) as Vedas. 

~~~t'61t4tittil I at~RtmriV :;;r ~T : II A. S. I. 3. 
Shukra Niti Sara, which follows the Artha-Shastra closely, speaks of 

Vedas and Upa-Vedas (Subsidiary Vedas) as follows:-

Besides the Trinity spft of Rig, Sarna, and Yajur, he adds Atharva, 
Ayurveda (Science of Life of Medicine), Dhanur Veda, or the Science of Weapons; 
Gandharva Veda (or the science of Music and its allied arts), and Tantra which 
has developed into Tantric Lore of an almost impenetrable Mysticism. The word 
Veda comes from the root Vid to know, just as "Science" comes from the root 
scio to know. 

Shukra then goes on to describe as the Angas (Limbs) of the Vedas. 
" ~ " '"' . ~ ~411191 q~ ifl;n(;l"t41t4 ~~:I 

il ,..._ "' ...s .... \::1 ~n'61!f<IOIIt;:r ~ ~q!J:otfa 11 • 
Thus Grammar, Philology, Astrology, Prosody, etc. are among the six limbs 

of the Vedas. 
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civilisation t!1at her seers and sages had recognised t11cse basic 
facts, almost in the dawn of our recorded history, e\·en if not i:n 
the twilight of our epic age or the lost horizons of our Vedic 
beginnings. 

PURPOSE OF RECO~STRUCTING THE PAST 

Modern attempts at a rediscovery of our past and its recon
struction are not actuated merely in a vain sense of self-com
placency, or fruitless pride of glorious ancestry. It is rather the 
outcome of a deep realisation that most of the modern ideas, 
accepted ideals, and working institutions of a socio-&conomic 
character can be traced to their foundations thousMds of years.ago. 
And if today we perceive any weakening of the superstructure; if 
today we notice any complexity through which it is difficnlt to 
pursue all the ramifications of growth or developments; if today 
we· fail to find a solution of the problems that face us for the 
moment by research into our ancient foundations, it is because, 
in the intervening centuries, so much of superflu.ous, uncongenial 
or undigested alien material has been overla!d on those foundations, 
that it becomes impossible even to understand the meart\ng or 
purpose, and to perceive the roots whic!J could furnish some 
satisfactory explanation of the nature of these problems, and the 
way they were dealt with in those remote days of India's native 
empires. 

EXTENT OF GROUND COVERED IN THESE LECTURES 

I am not concerned, in this Series, with covering the entire 
ground in all the complexity and variety of what we today call 
the Science of Economics, and of the various applications of its 
governing principles. Mine is a more modest task. I am con
cerned merely with tracing out the ancient basis, on which a 
wide, efficient, working structure of amazing vitality and incredible 
variety had been raised. This structure, it will further be noted, 
was actually functioning centuries ago, when, in political evolution, 
India had reached the Imperial stage. 

EVOLUTION I~ SOCIAL ORGANISATION 

Long before the rise of our historic Empires, however, India 
had evolved a most closely knit social organisation, common 
throughout the S'l.lb-continent, even if the political hegemony, 
imperial unity, or national solidarity,· were lacking. In essence, 
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the social system actually at work, and all its institutions, laws and 
customs, ideas or ideals, were not dissimilar to those we find 
to-day. May be, our ancient architects of the social system were 
more simple, definite, categoric in their formulation; may be, they 
were more specific in the remedies or solutions they offered for 
most of the problems of economic life, social order, or political 
governance. But all that cannot gainsay the basic fact of the 
foundations they seem to have so well and trulY. laid in regard to 
economic notions and social import . 

• CHARCTERISITlCS OF EXISTING MATERIAL 

• Not all thi~, however, is found on the surface of the material 
so far traced or available, from our ancient, authoritative sources. 
The nature, extent, and reliability or that material will be examined 
in a few minutes. But, at this stage, it is necessary to emphasise 
that, even such material as has already been discovered, bearing 
directly upon the subject of these Lectures, and much more that 
could be gleaned constructively from surviving treatises on 
analo~ous sciences, is sufficient to justify the claim made above, 
and which would be established more fully later on in these 
Lectures.* 

* The interdependence of all the social science, both in their theoretical 
aspect as well as their applied form, was an outstanding and unmistakable charac
teristic of our ancient Treatise writers. This point will have to be stressed more 
fully later. Here it is interesting to note the number or variety of sciences. 
Shukracharya, an almost legendary or prehistoric sociologist, speaks of in the 
same breath. 

~~ai~11ir ~~m ~;r q;qo :q 1 
'lfffi{TQT: ~~JUnfir ~~ ~~~ +ra-~ II 
~~Rii ~;r~R'&t ~ ~Wi+r~iUff: I 
f!fi!Qq(it ~ ::er ~:Q~Qj~fq;j ~ II 

Logic, Philosophy and Yoga, the science of Numbers as well of History, 
Juri\)prudence and Scepticism; or Atheism, the Dharma Shastras (Treatises on 
Duties of Man) and the science of Desire (Ars America) craftsmanship of all kinds 
and Decorative Arts are mentioned in the same context. 

This writer has made a most interesting distinction between Art ( ~ ) 
and Science ( ~r ) 

"-• ~ ~~ ~:::~t"'E!IOTr.1iJ;'"Trr.:i"i!!:r.iifi:r ~ "fi;f l'"l'<-~1191~i(l'fl~ I 
~~~sftt ~~ efi(.'5t("i~ s a~ 11 

• 
. "Any action which can be described by words (or can be read) is Vidya, and 

any action, which even. a.dumb person can achieve, is called a Kala or. Art", 
j,,.. . .' I . . *• 

• 
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INDIGENOUS :\<IATERTA L SUPPLEMENTED FROM 
FOliEIG~ SOCRCES 

The material, moreO\·er, is mainly ind!genous. As already 
remarked, it consists of speciEc treatises directly bearing on 
this and allied subjects of hoary antiquity. Descriptive passages 
m the great epics lend ample colo~r to t~e reality of the principles 
and formulae laid down in these Treatises. References in 
classical literature of all description, and mention in the Hock 
Edicts of famous Emperors, copper plates, coins, and eulogistic 
records of great events, support it. Lest the wealth of indigenous 
material, however, be regarded as providing one-sided •evidence 
only, there is available,-certa:nly from the time of recoroed 
history ,-the more effective check of a number of unbiassed 
foreign students, visitors, or obsern:rs,-Greek, Chinese, Arab, 
and others,-that have left a world of description, explanation, 
and comparison on Iud:an ideas, pract!ces, and institutions, as 
illuminating as they are abundant. The character and critical 
evaluation of this material will also be noticed in a moment. 
But before going further one must consider the handicaps from 
which we suffer, in visualising, understanding, or interpreting 
our own ancient authorities on the subject. 

THE HANDICAPS ON I~TERPRETATION OF ANCIENT 
AUTHORITY: STYLE APHORISTIC 

The first of these difficulties is found in the language of 
these ancient material and original sources. The most authorita
tive works are in aphoristic form, capable of varying interpreta
tions, according to the predilections of the author, his age, and 
environment. The Sutra form of authoritative Treatises, like 
Kautilya's Arthashasfra, is open to misconstruction, not only 
because of the extreme brevity of their observations or injunctions, 
but also because of the technical nature of the terms used. 

TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY 

The actual meaning of these terms in the day they were 
current is lost or obscured by the superimposition of the dust of 
centuries. The late scholar, Shri K. P. Jayaswal, has given a 
number of examples in his works like The Ancient Hindu Polity, 
which show how easy, how frequent, how complete the change in 
the meaning of te<;.hnical terms has been. A corrective,-so far as 
it is necessary,-for this is to be found in other similar treatises 
of other writers, or corroboration from other sciences; and still 
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more, in the authoritative commentaries on each that provide a 
wealth of different, if not conflicting, interpretation for the Shastraic 
injunction on each item. 

NEW MEANINGS OF TERMS OF ART: CHANGE IN MEDIUM 

In the course of centuries, moreover, there has grown up a 
very wide difference in technical terminology, whereby the same 
term has often come to mean wholly different ideas. And then 
there is the difference in the medium of expression itself. Our 
ancient scientific treatises are almost all in classic or Vedic 
Sanskrit .. No doubt, since the days of the Buddha and Mahavir, 
the,; most common of the popular tongue had also come to be 
more and more used, if not for actual enunciation of the canon 
itself, at least for interpretation, illustration, and, finally, adaptation 
of the ancient treatises, and their commentaries for every day use 
and mass understanding. 

INFLUENCE OF NEW RACES 

The coming of the Shakas and Huns, the Greeks and 
Persians, might have brought their own modification, alteration, or 
inno"ation in terminology. The advent of alien rule, and the 
superimposition of their foreign ide~s and institutions,-parti
cularly after the establishment of Muslim rule in India,-irievitably 
affected the everyday,-if not also scientific,-terminology, even if 
they could not affect or alter the essence of our political organisa
tion, social institutions, or economic thought. Some of the earlier 
invaders,-like the Shakas,-had adopted the indigenous culture 
and language, as best suited for daily needs; but others, later on, 
were not so adaptive. The growing use in daily life of the Foreign 
Ruler's official language, whatever it was, could not but change,
in the light of the new domination or influence,-the sense in 
which the ancient terms and expressions were originally used. 
People began to be educated in those foreign tongues, which they 
assimilated to perfection. In the process of assimilation. they 
unconsciously accepted or adapted the alien ideas and institutions 
superimposed, and became more and more familiar with these 
borrowed ideas. Even when they used, by force of habit, old 
expressions, those words may not have connoted the ideas with 
whi~h our ancestors were familiar. 

• 
THE OVERWHELMING DOMINATION OF ENGLISB 

This phenomenon has become particularly accentuated -in 
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the latest phase of our history, wherein not only was all public 
instruction conducted throug'1 t:1e medium of English, but even 
such research or renaissance of indigenous e10ug:1t as was attempt
ed by the children of the soil, under the inspiration of their foreign 
teachers or models, came to be viewed through foreign-English
glasses. 

DIFFICULTY NOT DUE ONLY TO DIFFERENCE IN LANGCAGE 

The difference is not due only to the d:!ference of the 
language as between the old classical Sanskrit and th_e modern 
English. Each of these has its own terminology ot. technical terms 
and expressions. The old language is perhaps lost, in the s~nse 
that the literal translation of ancient terms, which we were made 
to adopt, does not convey the same idea, the same meaning that 
those with whom they were a working reality understood. Even in 
its pristine purity, it is arguable that the same expression may not 
have conveyed precisely the same meaning, or substance in the 
different parts of the country, or at different times, even though 
the basic social order was the same everywhere. • 

INFLUENCE OF CHANGING ENVIRON:\IENT 

But when the environment began to change insensibly this 
difficulty multiplied enormously. The more considerable difference 
has arisen from the deeper difference in the basic conception 
of economic thought, of human motives, and social institutions. 
English thought on these subjects is not more than 500 years old. 
It developed under conditions of constant and revolutionary 
changes in social environment and economic ideology. Ancient 
institutions were insensibly changing under the impact of a 
vortex of forces, collectively and compendiously known as 
Industrialism-cum-commercialism. Under these conditions, Eng
lish thought and terminology could not possibly be static; and yet 
it seemed the only available medium for t'1e resurgent Indian 
scholarship or research to express itself. 

CHANGING CONDITIONS AND:IDEOLOGY I~ INDIA 

\Vith the coming of the foreigners in the country, with the 
establishing of al~en rule and advent of another culture, the old 
terms and ideas began to be clothed in a new garb. They went on 
insensibly changing their substance till it was hardly recognisable. 
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The process has gone on for centuries beginning with the Greek 
incursion; visible Scythian and Hun invasion; accentuating under 
the Muslim domination, and culminating in the British Imperialism. 
Sanskrit learning in all its variety was not dead; and Sanskrit. 
language not lost altogether all through these centuries. Ancient' 
Hindu ideology or institutions had, also, not disappeared from the 
soil. But the tendency to express its technical terms, or scientific 
concepts, through the current medium, and interpret them in the 
light of the then prevailing circumstances, has resulted in an 
unconscio1.1s and insensible distortion of the original meaning, or 
the 111eaning cun•ent at any time subsequently, that the process of 
translation has involved. 

CHANGE INEVITABLE 

It is, indeed, inevitable that the expression of our ancient 
thought should suffer in the medium current at any given epoch of 
our history. But the task of a real understanding and. correct 
interpretation of our ancient authorities, for the modern genera· 
tion of. Indians or foreigners interested in such subjects, will not 
be fully and truly performed, unless the modern interpreter 
has steeped himself fully in the real soul of the ancient writers, 
and is, at the same time, equally at home with the modern forms 
of those concepts expressed in English. 

HANDICAPS OF THE PRESENTDA Y. INTERPRETER 

At the inescapable risk of repetition, I must stress the 
handicaps a moderri interpreter of our ancient sciences must deal 
with. In interpreting the material available; in reconstructing and 
reviewing the foundations of our ancient traditional, and, in a large 
part, still surviving socio-economic system, there are several 
difficulties a modern student inevitably has to contend with. These 
handicaps on interpreting and understanding are concerned with 
time and space, with speech and circumstance. The mere lapse 
of time, the events that have occurred during centuries of historical 
vicissitudes, and the forces that have developed in the interval, 
constitute by themselves a serious handicap. One cannot grasp 
the vyeight of this handicap in all its fullness, unless and until one 
tries to visualise, by comparison and contrast wpere possible and 
necessary, the ancient system, its roots and foundations, its basic 
ideals and motive forces. However strong the roots; however1 

A. F. E. 2, • 
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lasting the structure built upon them, events of hi:story cannot be 
wit!10ut their signii1cance. A living people, t:1eir thought anu work 
cannot remain ahnys stati;,:. Change, growth, development must 
always be, especially when we deal with a country so vast, and a 
people so numerous, \Vith so many vicissitudes in their storied 
past as ours, and with suc!1 an annzing varidy of local conditions 
and circumstances in the different parts of the country. 

VICISSITt;DES OF HISTORY 

The vicissitudes of history have not spelt only the rise, 
decline and fall of dynasties, or the orig:n, ascendency and 

• domination of goYerning classes. They have also meanf the 
development and amplification of new schools of thought ~rising 
out of changing environment, and altering ideals. Besides this 
native growth of ne\\' cmrer.ts of lhought, patterns of work anti 
schemes of life, there was the advent, spread and establishment of 
alien forces and foreign ideals. 

Influence on account of the political ascendency of the invatla~ 
thus became dominant almost throughout the country. • They 
inevitably coloured, mcd!fied and diverted the indigenous current:-. 
of thought and lines of pracLce. ~ew customs grew; new motve.s 
arose, new men, with different traditions and outlook, came upun the 
scene. Even when they handled the old system, and administered 
the old laws, they gave their ovm twist to them to such an extent 
that the old moulds became often unrecognisable. 

DIFFERENCE IN LOCAL CONDITIO~S 

Add to this the force of a vast variety of local conditions and 
circumstances which persisted, not-wit:lstanding the force of 
imperialistic centralisation, coordination, unification of forms, 
methods and symbols of governmer:t, rules and regulations oi 
public life. The mere presence of autonomous States and isolateu 
communities, separated from one another by mountain barriers or 
desert areas, naturally led to differences in the forms and condi
tions of economic life and institutions, that more and more 
differentiated those various States and communities. Broadly 
speaking, the South, or the country below the Vyndhya mouliltains 
and the Narmad<~, and the Mahanadi valleys, was a rocky plateau 
full of primeval forests, high mineral resources, but relatively poor 
agricultural wealth. It, therefore, gave more prominence to 

• 
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commerce, to transoceanic as well as coastal voyages for purposes 
of trade, which the Aryan in the North, primarily agricultural, with 
a high degree of cattle wealth, failed to appreciate. 

Again and again in the Rig-Veda the plaint occurs against the 
Panis, the money dealers of the South, which betokens their fear 
as well as envy of the richer, more versatile and progressive 
Dravid.''* · 

ANTAGONISM BETWEEN AGRICULTURAL NORTH AND 

INDUSTRIALISED SOUTH 
• 

From the earliest dawn of recorded history, however, this 
prehistoric and fundamental difference between the Aryan and 
agricultural North, and the industrialised and commercial Dravid 
South, seems to have vanished. But its traces remained in the 
ideology developed in these two parts of the country. With the 
universal adoption of the Brahmanic ideals and scheme of life, 
North and South became merged into one another, till their separate 
spiritual identity or social existen~e in the unrecorded past was 
completely lost sight of. Nevertheless, the original differences in 
outlook persisted; and were reinforced by the differences in the 

* "\iVhen they first came into the Land of the Five Rivers, they already 
found there a people, who were, on the Aryans" own evidence, strong and civilised 
enough to merit the new comers' lasting hostility. They ar~ known, in the earliest 
hymns of the Rig· Veda, as the Panis or merchants, and the Aryan looked down 
upon them, almost in the same light in which an English peer of Queen Victoria,
tracing his genealogy to some marauding companion-in-arms of the Bastard of 
Normandy,-looked down upon the honest tradesman or burgher with Saxon or 
British blood in his veins, inherited from unrecorded generations of simple working 
men. ''Let the pan is, who do not perform sacrifice, and do not give gifts, sleep 
the eternal sleep," says one Poet, addressing the Vedic Goddess of Dawn ( R. V. 
I. 124, 10 ); while another wonders why the mighty twins, the Aswins, tarry 
with the Panis: "Ignore them, destroy them", exhorts the seer 
( R. V. II 83, 3 ). Mr. Ramprasad Chanda, writing in the Memoir of the Archaeo
logical Surve~ of India No 31, says:- '·It appears to me that the aborigna 1 
towns-folk with whom the Aryans came into contact in the Indus Valley are called 
Panis in the hymns of all the books of the Rig Veda. These are merchants, accor· 
ding to the commentator Yaska; and as the Vedic Aryan had no place in this social 
system for trade and traders (cp. R. V. 9,112) the conclusion is difficult that the 
much •malingned Panis were the representatives of on earlier commercial 
civilisation." • 

Splendour that was 'Ind Ch. II P. 18. R. V.I124, 10, R. V.II 13, J, 

• 
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geographical situation and conliguration of the land and the habits 
of the people. 

GEOGR\PHlC DIFFERE~CES 

Even m recorded and famlliar history, the differences in 
geography and geology constltuted the most important factor. To 
this the peculiar characteristics, tradihons and outlook of the 
people, in the different parts of the country, added an irresistible 
reinforcement, accentuating the differences. But once the Brahma
nic form of social organisation, stratification and divtsiu\il of labour 
had become universal, the roots became commonr t!tey took ~orms 

and aspects, which, naturally, made the common origin almost 
imperceptible. And when t'1ey were clot~1ed in new garb botTowed 
from a foreign tongue, fley often ceased to convey the "ame 
meaning, or hold the same purpose that they had when they 
were first evolved and put into operation. 

IDENTITY OF BACKGROC~D 

Rut while outwardly t~1e forms and usages of ou~ social 
system seemed to wear an ever differing aspect in the different 
parts of the country, thetheoretic background, the shas/raic-scriptu
ral-injunctions, formulas or governing principles, remained 
unchanged. Our political, social, religious authorities remained the 
same. And that added materially to the dif!1cu1ty of interpretation 
in familiar, contemporary, popular language. 

IMPACT OF FOREIGN IDEAS 

Apart from these great and basic handicaps, if we may so 
describe them, there is also the difference due to a gradual, 
imperceptible, but also unmistakable, change i!tat came oYer 
the meaning of technical terms used in all our ancient scientific 
treatises, through sheer lapse of time. This has already been 
referred to and need not be over-stressed at this point. But we 
cannot help observing that, while every science has its own techni
cal term:nology, with definite connotation and denotation attaching · 
to each '1term of art" used in that particular sciem:e, the new 
forces, and foreign ideas, joined with the differences in the "local 
conditions, popul;r tradihon and actual circumstances, made for a 
complete transformation of the original meaning and intention of 

• 
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the author; who had lived and written centuries before, perhaps 
under wholly different conditions. Much of the technical 
language appropriate to the different sciences may· be said 
to have almost been lost; and such as survives cannot always be 
held to have the same purpose or convey the same meaning as the 
time· of its origin. 

NEED TO REDISCOVER ORIGINAL MEANING OF SCIENTIFIC 
CONCEPTS 

The greatest difficulty in the way of reconstructing or 
resuscitating ancient Indian society, revealing its true foundations 
and. explaining br understanding its motive forces, is this one con
cerning the meaning of the leading terms employed in each case. 
If we desire in this University to make an effort and bring about an 
all round renaissance, or reconstruction of the society in which 
our forefathers lived and worked; if we wish to revive and restore 
the ancient ideology in its essence, we will have to work for and 
bring about a coordination, a synthesis of all the Sciences,-· 
theoretical or applied,-which concern the life and thought of our 
forbears in this country. Science or knowledge is one. It has 
been divided into several sections, not because these are mutually 
unconnected or independent fragments, but simply because man's 
faculties are limited, his capacity is finite, his ability or opportunity 
is, under the most favourable conditions, inadequate. But because 
man has made, for his own convenience, these divisions or 
cop1partments, their essential unity and integrity, their mutual 
affinity and dependance, cannot be gainsaid. There will be 
occasion, later on in these Lectures, to emphasise this point still 
further by specific illustrations. Suffice it to add here that the 
mutual inter-dependence of all sciences was nowhere so stressed 
and evident as in ancient India. And so it is that, in reviving or 
researching into ancient Indian Scientific achievements, we must 
ever have a comprehensive, integrated vision, which, even when it 
permits compartmentalisation for the sake of convenience, will 
never forget or overlook the basic unity of all knowledge. 

MUTUAL ~NTERDEPENDENCE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 

• In interpreting to-day,. under our changeq ~onditions, through 
a foreign medium, no handicap is so great as the, loss, through 
centuries of obsolescence or change, of the original meaning of .the 
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technical terms of each great Science. ''The letter killeth'', says 
the Bible. The mere translation, therefore, in a purely literary 
sense of ancient Sanskrit Shastraic or technical terms will never 
convey the true essence and inward meaning of the governing 
principles of such purely human sciences as economics and politics. 

FOREIGN TRA~SLATOR'S U~CONSCIOL'S DISTORTIO~ 

The earliest literal translations, moreover, of our classic 
Sanskrit treatises on such subjects have inevitably come to us 
through the medium of foreign eyes, which were not ac<;_ustomed, 
which had not lived and worked under the ideo.ls and traditions 
that the native Indian may well claim to have imbibed witli his 
mother's milk. Even if we leave out the relattvely distant times 
of Darius or Alexander, of the Huns, Pathans or the Moghuls; and 
concentrate ourselves on very recent times, the bulk of our 
so-called educated classes ha\'e been inducted in modern learning 
through the medium of Engl:s~1. Incidentally, they have been 
unconsciously indoctrinated i11to the atmosphere and outlook of 
their teachers, who may not have been revered so much as 
their spiritual preceptors-Gurus--as honoun::d and flattered 
because they were potential fountains of material wealth and 
worldly consideration. \Vhen the English scholar translates, he 
inevitably does so through the idiom and imagery he is himself 
most familiar with. It is, therefore, obvious that the language of 
these sciences, used by the present generation in India, is not 
Indian in origin or essence. Even when that language concerns 
Indian thought of the past, and the Indian institutions,-whether 
social, political or economic,-of our classic age, it inevitably takes 
up terms and expressions in English, presumed to be equivalent 
to the original terms of the same kind, which could not be really, 
exactly, equivalent. For our foreign teachers have naturally used 
their own language in the sense they themselves were familiar with. 
And they taught us what they themselves had learnt. Terms 
like Monarchy, or Republic, or Democracy; or those expressing 
rights of property in land and mines, in cattle or human beings, 
wore an English garb, which was as foreign to the Indian authority 
as the connotation of these terms they implied. \Ve, their Indian 
pupils, have simply borrowed their words and terminology, 
without realising the inherent limitation of such borrowed 
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expressions, viz. that they were coined arid put into circulation by 
those who were not personally familiar with ancient Indian thought, 
and who, therefore, inevitably read it with glasses coloured by 
their own preconception or prejudice on the subject . 

• VERSION OF GREEK AND PERSiAN, ARAB AND CHINESE 
OBSERVERS . 

This must have happened when the Greeks and the Persians, 
the Arabs and the Chinese, came into contact with classic Indian 
thought on the subjects that interested them. Megasthenes as well 
as AI Benmi, Hiuen-Tsang as well as Fa-Hien, offered their own 
version, as seen-through the glasses they unconsciously wore. To 
say this is, indeed, not to charge them with deliberate insincerity 
or intentional perversion; it is simply to note the fact, inevitable 
under the circumstances, and to emphasise the consequence that 
the meaning given to the technical terms used in our ancient 
scientific treatises by foreign interpreters, or their native disciples, 
could not always be the same as in their origin. 

LOSS OF ANCIENT ORIGINAL MATERIAL 

Yet another difficulty, in a proper understanding and appre
ciation of our ancient treatises, institutions, or motive forces, is 
found in the loss of a considerable section,-perhaps the major 
portion,-of our heritage in this field. The vicissitudes of Indian 
history, to which reference has been made earlier, may be held 
responsible for a large scale destruction, neglect, or disappearance 
of these treasures of the past, which had no value to the ignorant 
outsider or prejudiced iconoclast. Much of these treasures, 
moreover, used to be preserved in temples of worship,-which were 
also centres of learning, or places of pilgrimage. To the fanatic 
from outside, those Temple-Universities carried their own 
anathema. When they were not bodily destroyed, they were 
neglecte.d; and so fell into decay. The curse of alien domination 
fell not only upon the stone and mortar, but also upon the idols 
and their ornaments. It fell even more crudely upon the still less 
tangible treasures of the mind and spirit of countless generations 
of our hoary past. 

• 
RAVAGES OF TIME AND CALAMITIES Of NATURE 

The ravages of time and the calamities of nature, like floods 
or earthquakes, must have played no less part in the loss or 

• 
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wastage of such material. The portion that is still survnnng, or 
which is being discove:-ed almost every year and added to our 
available store, may he negligible. But the references made e\·en 
in the extant Treatises by the authors to their forerunners or 
contemporaries are sufficient to show how much there must have 
been that has not survived and come down to th!s age. Kautilya, 
the author of the standard 'Shastra', probably the most ancient extant 
and authoritative treatise on the Science of Econnm!cs in India, 
refers again and again to other schools of t:tought, \vho differed 
from him on given points, or those with w!10m he agreod. Similar 
references are made in the Kama Sutra, the .\\:~_'\'a Slwslra,. and 
other authoritative works on Dharma-Shastras, or N iti-Shaslras, on 
Shilpa-Shasfras of all kinds. Vatsayana, the famous author of the 
'Kama-Sutra', or Bharat Muni, the equally celebrated author of the 
'!\atya Shastra',-Science of Dancing, of ~Iusic and Dramatuq.,ty,
not to speak of such standard works on law and Jurisprudence as 
those of .Manu, Yagnavalkya or Xarada,-also contain innumerable: 
references pointing to earlier authorities of no less renown or 
importance, \Vhich are now not to be found. 

~luch though of the aggregate material bearing on our subject 
may have been lost or yet unfound, what is still available is, indeed, 
not negligible. \Vith its aid we can well trace, in outline, if not in 
their fulness, the Ancient F oundafion of the Scimcc of Fconomics iu 
India. But care must be taken to dtstinguish between the rules of 
ethics, economics and politics, which are, in India as in other 
ancient countries, often inseparable. This is, if one must regard it 
so, yet another handicap, or difficulty, in a proper appreciation of the 
leading doctrines of our ancient Science of economics. Perhaps, it 
is a peculiarity which enriches rather than impoverishes the science 

and the art based upon it. 

CLASSIFICATION OF AVAILABLE :\IATERL\L-

The available material or sources of information may be 
conveniently considered under two divisions, indigenous and 

foreign. The former may be further subdivided into direct, and 

indirect or implied, gleaned from passing references, or construct· 
ed out of collation and comparison of cognate works, 

• 
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(a) ORIGINAL SOURCES-VEDAS, UPANISHADS, AND BRAHMANAS 

The indigenous material itself is not inconsiderable, even 
though a great-a major-portion of it is lost, or yet untraced. As 
in everything else, the starting point, and the ultimate authority 
is sought by Indian thinkers in the Vedas, the Upanishads and the 
Brahmanas, based on or following upon them.1 The vanous 
descriptions found in the earliest Vedic hymns are directly 
informative, and still more highly suggestive of the forms and 
moulds of thought and institutions that were already in existence 
during that age of Indian history. In course of time, centuries by 
our Peckoning, tliey grew and developed, their outlines became 
sharper and clearer ; and the picture takes on a fuller and fuller 
form, ·by details being filled in from actual example or experience, 
wherever necessary. 

(b) EPICS 

Epics-the most abundant source now in point of history
-are fuller and more abundant in analytical description which 
probably corresponded to the facts as they then existed. Both 
the Ramayana and the M ahabharata provide, in their wealth of 
narrative or description, anecdote or example, ample evidence on 
this score. The systematic exponent, or the treatise-writer of 
a later age, lays down rules of daily use, whose operation can be 
easily illustrated by the precepts contained in these ancient 
Epics of India. 

(c) DHARMA AND NIT! SHASTRAS 

The Dharma and Niti-Shasfras amplify these from their 
own particular angle. Manu, Narada and Yagnavalkya, Shukra, 
Vidura or Kamandaka, explain or annotate or underline the apho
risms of the Artha Shaslra in their own way. 

(d) SPECIFIC TREATISES 

The systematic Treatises themselves on the science of 
government, of which economics may be taken as an integral 
part, are numerous. Even those now surviving are sufficient to 

1 Cp. Prof. Santosh Kumar Das, Economic Histor'J of Ancient !tulia, 
pp. 45-46. He gives an exhaustive list of references in the Rig Veda, or the 
Atharva Veda, to the economic factors and phenomena, practices and institutions, 
which is amply supplemented by similar references culled from the Brahmanas. 
Prof. • K. V. Rangaswamy Aiyangar, in his Aspects of Ancient Indian Economic 
Thought (Foot Note p. 17) gives a list of Pauranik referenees to Varta, which 
may popularly be translated as National Economy. To both these scholars, and 
to K. P. Jayaswal, the Lecturer is deeply indebted for collected and collated 
material. 

3 • 
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give a fair idea of the Foundations. They are precise in formula, 
categoric in injuction, wide in scope. Their precepts are a 
complex of instructions, directions, or enunciation of the theorems 
in the art of organisation and functions of social institutions, their 
go\'ernance or regulation. The Artha Shasfra, for example, is 
popularly believed to have been written by a great .Minister of our 
earliest known, country-wide Empire. He may, therefore, well 
be assumed to be, not merely repeating parrotwise what he had 
been instructed in, but who was very probably speaking from perso
nal experience and knowledge of the conditions under ·which he 

• had governed.t • 
His2 treatise consits of 15 sections or chapters aggregating 

The Artha--Shastra of Kauti:ya, Chanal.:ya, or Vishnugupta,-by 
whatever name you call him,-begins :- ''Bow to Shukra and Brihaspati, who, 

tradition tells us, were two renowned teachers of the Art and Science of Governance 

which naturally included economics." Chanakya himself says, at the very outset 

of hiswork:-~Cfif: sitl'!if~CJ!dv.:tlti:l ~Q?;ff ~ q~ :er ~~ 
~ ... ~ ~ ,....... . ~ " ~ . ,, 

'!€11'6114: ~~~~~ouillW-f~~ii ~~~~I This is a collec· 

tion of all the Treatises prorrulgated by the ear tier savants on the subject of 

acquiring, a'1d preserving or maintain!r:g the eart!l.'' Thb is with special reference 

to Kings or ~Iinisters. If applied to individuals the: term ''earth" ~ may 

well be translated as "land" or ''wealth". 

2 The date of Kaut!lya-chanakya-Visnugupta, the author of "Artha 
Shastra." 

By tradition immemorial, Chanakya is beheved to haw lived about the 4th 
century befoi'e Christ. He was the principal :\Iinister of the first historic Empire 
in India, that of the Mauryas, which flourished somewhere between the 4th and 
2nd century before Chist. The present-day European scholars, however, have 
cast some doubts about that date, and sought to assign him a much later period 
than the time-honoured tradition. This is a common policy, apparently unconsci
ously adopted by European scholars seeking to fix the dates of anctent Indian 
savants or literateurs, much later than Indian beliefs in the matter. Perhaps, 
subconsciously, they wanted Indian civilisation to be not of such an ancient age 
as local tradition would make it out to be. The authority, however, of the 
Vishnupurana (iv. 24) makes it clear that a Brahman of the name of, or known as, 
Kautilya was responsibe for the overthrow of the Nanda dynasty, which ruled 
India for a hundred years, and the establishment of the Maurya dynasty with 
Chandragupta, his pupil and protege, as the first Sovereign. History records 
definitely the installtion of Chandragupta to have been somewhere about 32l. B. C. 
after Alexander had withdrawn from India. His treaty w1th Seleucus is definite 
land-mark in our andent chronology. Chandragupta's grandson, Ashokavardhan, 
ascended the throne towards the beginning of the 3rd century B. C. If Chanakya, 
Vishnugupta or Kautilya, was the teacher and Prime Minister of the first Mauryan 
Emperor, he must have lived well into the 4th century B. C. 

• 
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some 430 pages of the Sanskrit Text. A list of the chapters' head
ings given elsewhere will show the wide scope assigned to the 
Science by the author. It is evident, however, that he and other like 
authors on this subject do not strictly confine themselves to econo
mics narrowly so called, but cover the entire gamut of organised 
society, its daily life, and its proper governance. 

Kamandaka, the well known author of the "Nifi Sata," who 
appears himself to have flourished somewhere about the time of 

• 
Kanishka, the foqnder of the second great Empire in Indian history, 
also ~entions in very laudatory terms the great Treatise of "Artha
-Shatsra", and refers to the tradition of the Nanda dynasty being 
overthrown by Chanakya or Vishnugupta by the sole power of his 
mantra.1 This was a couple of centuries after his time, and 
speaks volumes for his reputation among his successors who never 
seem to have questioned the tradition relating to his origin and 
achievements. 

A yet later authority, Bana Bhat, the author of Kadambari 
and biographer of Shri Harsha, the last great Hindu Emperor of 
North India, in the middle of the 7th century after Christ, speaks 
of the same writer in somewhat critical terms, T~ qr ~ ~SR:f 
~ • ' ::-.. 4::1 (' • .'!~." • " " -'I. 
~"tl+ild"Cl~srr.:f{q'"~~Jiii~OI ~~ Slmur+r,_, atf+f;lll~...,q.,..,jif!<a....i!fi,...,Siii~(p;f .... : 

~ ~:, qm'q~ ill~ ~li~?:T~:, it~'ffi:r&~t~r~ 
(;5'~!ff~~:, ~R:um=;r~ ':iil~li€ff+'rct'");r:, ~~~~~ ~ 
'3-)~T: 1 ( Para 108, Peterson's ed. ) 

"Is there anything that is 'righteous for those for whom the 
science of Kautilya, merciless in its precepts rich in cruelty, is an 
authority; whose teachers are priests habitually hard-hearted with 
practice of witchcraft; to whom Ministers, always inclined to 
deceive others, are councillors ; whose desire is always for the 
goddess of wealth that has been first enjoyed and then cast away by 

J ~~"141«-iui '4'iii'*'lclli1~: 1 qq'l(f ~: ~ ~ ~
~:II ~iF~ q-: ~ 'ltl~(N4: I i11'it6J'(i"lt .. S\Itt "lt~P<f 
~~ u ( I. 41 5 ) 

• 
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thousands of Kings ; who are devoteJ. to the application of des
tructive sciences ; whom brothers, affectionate \vith natural cordial 
love, are fit victims to be murdered''. 

This reminds one of :~Iachiavelli and the Borgia; but even in its 
condemnation, it confirms beyond doubt the tradition. And Dandi, 
the famous author of Dasha Kumara Charita, 'The Tale of Ten 
Princes', makes similar references to the authority and versatility of 
Chanakya. The famous drama M udra-Rakshasa gives. a dramatic 
form to this hoary tradition. Prof. Shama Sastri .• the discoverer of 

• 
"Artha Shastra" in his Preface to the 3rd edition, lists the different 
arguments of modern European scholars like Dr: Jolly, 
Dr. Schmidt and Dr. Winternitz giving a later date to this ancient 
economist of India. After a very close consideration nf these 
arguments he comes to the conclusion that the traditional tlate is 
much more likely than those suggested by the authorities just 
mentioned. 

OTHER TREATISE-WRITERS 

We shall consider a little later whether this feature of Indian 
exposition is a defect or a merit. Here it may be addeJ that 
the "Shukraniti/ another authoritative work on the same lines 
and subject, or the Kamandakiya Nitisara, still surviving, are in 
effect works of the same character, and repeat the same principles 
in their own words, and in their· own context. The ages of these 
authors may not be easy to determine, as legend gives them 
prehistoric origin and primeval authority. Chanakya is a well 
known personage of recorded history, a sage and a scholar, a 
Minister who was once a recluse, and who, when his self -imposed 
task was ended, went once again into retirement. He wrote 

1 The Shukf'a Niti ( Jivanand's ed. 1890) now available consists 

of 5 divisions, containing, respectively, 387 couplets dealing with t!w duties 

of the King; 433c::onceming characteristics or qualifications of "Minio;ters; 324 
relating to the interests of the ruler and the ruled, 1332 giving general direct· 

ions on the economic administration, and 91 on duties in general . 

• 
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towards the end of the 4th century. Inasmuch, however, as his 
work itself contains clear references to his predecessors, to two 
of whom he offers salutation at the very start, and refers to con
temporaries, it is obvious that the Science, as he lays it out, is 
not entirely of his own creation ; but one which was already 
known. It was, however, enriched and expanded by him, because 
of his personal experience as a minister of the greatest Empire 
actually functioning on the Indian soil. He writes tersely in 
aphoristi~ styl~ ; but learned commentators have made every effort 
to apnotate, explain, and illustrate his meaning. Shukra, Kaman
daka and Vidura (of the Mahabharata fame) are more explicit, but 
not more exhaustive, or authoritative. 

By the time of Kautilya, however, contacts had been esta
blished with the Greeks and the Persians. They also had evolved 
their own science and art of government, which necessarily 
included economics.1 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GREEK AND INDIAN IDEAS 

The achievements of Greece in these sciences still form . the 

1 In discussing the date of the author of the At'tha-Shastt'a, Shama Sastri ~en
tions, in his Preface to the Third Edition of the translation, the currency system with 
which Chanakya was familiar. Chapter XIX of Book II of the At'tha Shastra states 

10 seeds of Masha = 1 Suvarna Masha 
or 5 seeds of Gunja 

/ . 
16 Suvarna Mashas = 1 Suvarna or Karsha. 

4 Karshas = 1 Pala 

88 White mustard seeds == 1 Silver Masha 

16 Siver Mashas, or = 1 Dharana 
20 Shaibya seeds 

20 Grains of Rice = 1 Dharana of a Diamond 

In A.S. Book II Ch. 12., the names of several coins, current in the days of 

Chagdraugpta, are mentioned like KarshaPana, Pana, Palla, masha. These are 

all known to Panini, the Grammarian, but not familiar to fatanjali, who calls the 

Pana currency ancient. Patanjali, however, mentions the Dinar currency, which 

is of Grreco-Persian origin, and used mainly in the Punjab • 

• 
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basis of all Western-European thoughts on the subJect of Politics 
or Economics. The early English writers used the term Politica 1 
Economy to designate their science. The Greek conception of 
the State had, indeed, not the Imperial width of the Persian, or the 
cosmic claim of the Indian. Hence Greek principles of political 
science, even though laid out and systematised by all the analytical 
genius of Aristotle, and embroidered upon by St. Augustine, lacked 
the scope and breadth of the Indian contemporary accustomed to 
Imperial sway. Similarly, too, Economics, which meant with th<.· 
Greeks the science or the rule of the household, could not present 
the broad universal concept of one of the principal Pu;usl111rflw.s 
that the Indian Sage had busied himself with. t • • 

SPECIAL MERITS OF THE ART:HA SHASTRA 

Contacts, comparisons or contrasts with those outside ideas 

1 There were traditionally 4 aims or purposes of life, appropr;a:e to each 
distinct stage in human existence : Dharma, Artha, Kama, and M oksha. At the 
time Kautilya wrote, Indian society had already taken its fourfold class-division of 
the Brahmana, or scholar, teacher, priest, or recluse; the Kshatr£ya, or warrior; 
the Vaishya, or trader, manufacturer, or artisan ; and the Shudra, or the serving 
labouring, working class. This classification had not yet assumed the rigidity of 
our latter-day casts system ; nor did it in any way correspond to the class society, 
founded on economic bases, characteristic of Europe. It is gradation or stratifica
tion ; not compartmentalisation with an unbreakable stone wall between the several 
grades or strata, nor impassable iron bars keeping "colour" (Varn<I) apart 
from colour. 

Within this functional division of the people, each individual, at least of the 
three upper classes, had a different duty-Dharma,-prescribed for him, according to 
the different stages in life. Says the author of the Artka-Shastra: 

" (' ~ __s.__.___: ~ "' ..... 
t(q' SIQiii<i+HtltrJll ""ll~l+iiOH•U"II :er ~~~Nifll~~'~: I 

As the triple Vedas definitely determine the respective duties of the four 
castes, and of the four orders (stages) of life, they are the most useful. 

~ atfilat<EQt~~~ ~ ~ ~Tit sn~'a' 1 

The duty of the Brahmana is study, teaching, performance of sacrifice, ofu. 
ciating in others' sacrificial performance, and the giving and receiving of gifts. 

~~Q'EQiliQ(4;i ~ ~ ~~ ~ :er I 
That of a Kshatriya is study, performance of sacrifice, giving gifts, military 

~upation, and protection of life. 

[ Contd. OT.'crleaf .: 

• 
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and institutions may also have enriched the work of Kautilya, and 
those of his successors, editors, or commentators. This does not 
affect, however, the essentially indigenous character of their 
product. Their weight of authority for our purpose lies, in their 
unbiased record, often of personal observation and objective 

~q'~~ ~;( a:r;( "ti~41~41J4 q-(Q\'Afl :;:f I 

That of a Vaisya is study, performance of sacrifice, giving gifts, agriculture, 
cattle-breedin.g and trade. 

~ ~::rn~W!fl €~Tal cnlt!!§'lifie+:ci!fill ~ 1 
• 0... 

That of a Sudra is the serving of the twice-born (dvijati), agriculture, 
cattle-breeding, and trade (varta), the profession of artisans and courtbards 
(Karukusilavakarma ). 

~~~~ ~~~~;e+eM~~®4{tl;411~Ri ~q{q;;cfdPt
~ cQliff(~'lt.U::r;i :a' I 

The duty of a householder is earning livelihood by his own profession, 
marriage among his equals of different ancestral Rishis, intercourse with his wedded 
wife after her monthly ablution, gifts to gods, ancestors, guests, and servants, and 
the eating of the remainder. 

;{&:;:.rn'(Qf'E'E4fC!fT~S~~' ~~*1?4+41+!.1 I~ SiiUIIFaEfl'l 

"lRf~~+rfcr ~~~~+!.II~ €IT I 

That of a Student (Brahmacharin} is learning the Vedas, fire-worship, ablu
tion, living by begging, and residence with his teacher up to the end of his life, 

· or, in the absence of his teachf!r, the teacher's son, or an elder classmate. 

€1Ti{S1~~ il~d ~~~!fT ~~ 
.... ~",..., 
~({1Tt.~-.ld'Pl1:ifl <!f~'€41~R:: I 

That of a Vanaprastha (forest-recluse) is observance of chastity, sleeping on 
bare ground, keeping twisted locks, wearing deerskin, fire-worship, ablution, wor- . 
ship of gods, ancestors and guests, and living upon food--stuffs procurable in forests. 

" • ~ " -~ t;;J;:- . • It Q'f{~:i{Cfi~ ~ lf'$(4?4+fifl{i+t I IW'II"'ifiiil'qif("Cf i€1if('<:uq 

~~Qf.ll.;tT qJm;m.~ :;:.r ~ I 

That of an ascetic retired from the world (Parivrajaka) is complete control of 
the organs of sense, abstaining from all kinds of work, renouncing money, keeping 
away from society, begging in many places, dwelling in forests and purity, both 
internal and external. 

'€1'~'ffi~n '€1""~Q'IS~ ~ :a' I 
• 

Harmlesssness, truthfulness, freedom from spite, abstinence from cruelty, 
and -forgiveness are duties common to all . 

• 
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experience. The foreigners' works check, correct, or confirm the 
authority of our own treatise-writers, their editors or commentators. 
Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador at the court of the founder 
of the Mauryan Empire, had his own sources of information, his 
own observations and enquiries. It is a pity his complete record 
has been lost. His writings, though in fragmentary form, are use
ful in comparing with the first hand knowledge and direct experi
ence of the great Minister,-an Indian Sully, Richelieu and Bismarck 
rolled into one,-who had no less a say in the governance of the 
Empire than his pupil and protege, the Emperor .himself. Arrian 
and N earchus were of the same brand, though Strabo may ·have 
depended more on reports from others. Herodotus, the !3reek 
Historian, and Pliny, his Roman prototype, must have based their 
writings about India on similar sources, except on matters which 
came within their personal observation, like the annual drain of 
gold from the Roman Empire of Pliny's days on account of the 
adverse balance of trade with India. 

(e) ECONOMICS IN LEGAL TREATISES 

The various Law books, such as the Manu, Yajnavalkya 
or N arada Smritis, are not confined exclusively to what we may 
today describe as laws. Their primary objective may have been 
to lay down the law as they found or conceived it to be. But 
their observations also include economic maxims in all depart
ments of human activity, on all aspects of a complex society at 
work. As such, the treatise on Economics proper, the A;·tha-Sha
stra, can equally well be reinforced by the authority of the 
Dharma-Shastras just as well as that of the Niti-shastras. 

(f) EVIDENCE OF CLASSICS 

Further illustrations and amplifications of this material may 
be found in our classic literature of drama and poetry, pur ana and 
folklore, as well as in the recorded practice and experience of 
local conditions by native as well as foreign writers, like Megas
thenes. The 1vlrichha-Katika of Shudraka and Malavika-Agni
mitra of Kalidass ; the Harsha-Charita of Bana Bhat and the.: 
Dasha-Kumara-Charita of Dandi, not to mention the Katha-Sarit
-Sagara or the Raja-Tarangini, the ancient epics or the later 
kavyas and puranas, are replete with actual illustrations of the 
precepts, directions, or injunctions of the great Masters. Yet 

• 
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fuller description in a later age by the Arab genius AI Beruni, or 
the numerous Chinese scholars, travellers, or Buddhist disciples, 
coming from a land with a civilization as ancient as our own, 
provide further testimony for the richness, depth, and variety of 
Indian thought on these subjects. 

(g) ROCK INSCRIPTIONS; JATAKAS, AIN-I-AKBARI 

These are further emphasised by the unmistakable and 
imperishable evidence of the Rock Inscriptions, Edicts, of the 
mighty and devout Emperor Ashoka, and many of his successors 
who. chose or w<tre given the same form of immortalisation. The 
]ataka tales, and the records on the copper plates, or the legends 
on ancient coins, discovered in every part of India, substantiate 
the claims of these our native yet ancient sources of information. 
Even the institutes of Akbar, the Ain--i-·Akbari, record, after 
nearly 2000 years, the practical working of these basic principles 
of Economics evolved in India of Chandragupta Maurya. 

As already observed, however, the language of these our 
earliest available authorities on these subjects is not always easy 
to understand and appreciate, in all its technical nuances of 
meaning and implication, by those schooled only in the literary 
tradition of classic Sanskrit. The literal translation, which appears 
to be the only possible means of reproduction nowadays, of these 
technical works and scientific treatises, inevitably suffers, because 
of the inherent differences in meaning as between the literary and 
the technical sense of the same terms. 

We must further remember that, for a proper, real, 
adequate conveying of the full meaning and purport, the 
true picture of our ancient socio-economic system, its ideals 
and institutions, the modern medium, English, must corres
pond as nearly in terminology to the true sense of the 
classic form as posible. At the same time, the English expre
ssions used in rendering ancient ideas must be fairly familiar 
to the modern student of such subjects, schooled in the Western 
moulds of thought and experience . 

• 
The task of the present day interpreter is, therefore, doubly 

difficult. Unless he has an adequate knowledge and understand
ing of the science he sets out to shtdy or expound ; unless he has 

4 
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a real mastery of the ancient as well as the modern medium of 
expression,-·foreign as it is; and unless he has checked, corrected, 
compared and corroborated, so to say, all available sources of 
information, native or foreign ; unless he has, at the same time, 
benefited by the evidence of cognate sciences, his task of transla
tion, analysis and interpretation, would be all but impossible. 

SCOPE OF THIS SERIES 

The Foundations of Economics, as laid down in these early 
treatises or authorities in ancient India, and confirmed by the 
practice of centuries during the epic and classic, •the Hindu. and 
Buddhist, periods of our history, were practically maintained all 
through the later ages, notwithstanding the advent of alien cnltun.: 
and foreign domination. The basic ideas and age--long traditions, 
customs or usages, the Ia ws, institutions and organisations, were 
scarcely affected by these factors. Superficial changes may, no 
doubt, have occurred; and they could be perceived affecting mon: 
particularly the people in the vicinity, or under the influence, of 
the Court, during the time of the Pathan and the Moghul Empires. 
But these did not, as they could not, touch the bottom, or alter 
the normal tenour of the daily life and work of the people. In 
fact, even those of the masses who had adopted the creed, or 
accepted the ways, of the conquering invader, were not much 
affected in the normal routine of their everyday life. And so it is 
truer than might appear at first glance that Islam was Indianised 
rather than that India was Islamised, during the five centuries of that 
domination. 

VALUE OF SURVIVING LOCAL RVLE 

In the greater part of India, moreover, the indigenous rule 
continued ; and the institutions giving effect to the ancient ideals 
flourished without any material modification. The testimony, 
therefore, of the foreign writers during this period hardly suggests 
any substantial change in the governing principles of socio-economic 
institutions coming down from the Vedic age, and developed in 
their full force on the classic Empires on the Indian soil. The more 
enlightened, moreover, of the foreign rulers, like Kanishka or 
Akbar, saw their own advantage, of the people they ruled and the 
country they held under their sway, in continuing and maintaining 
native ways and mechanism of life and work, with onlv such 
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superficial modification, innovations, or adaptation as they deemed 
necessary or appropriate. The age as a whole was static ; and 
the people's eye was not fixed exclusively on material goods as 
the sole means of their well--being. Contentment was a virtue 
cf daily practice, not a mere garb for Sunday wear. Change could 
not be either lasting or fundamental. 

CHARACTER AND STRENGTH OF ANCIENT FOUNDATIONS 

Though these Lectures deal with the Ancient Foundations 
of EconoiPics in India, the foregoing remarks have been added to 
show the depth and soundness of these foundations. They endure 
everi to-day, and to their abiding strength native as well as foreign 
students testify. Our socio--economic system was evolved for no 
primitive society of the hunter or the nomad only. Agriculture 
had been long established, varied and flourishing, with its ancillary 
branches of essential production of raw materials for industry, 
dairying, or forest produce.1 Trade, as a prominent form of 
economic activity seems to be almost of prehistoric growth ; while 
its indispensable accessories of money, currency, credit, exchange 
and banking, were very freely used and understood by the mass 
of the people as well as the trading community and the administra
tive staff.2 

The latter worked a fairly wide, efficient, economic and 
productive system of taxation, state--dues, fees, tolls, produce of 
public domain or the profits of public enterprise.3 The place of 
nature,-in the shape of land, water, forest or mineral wealth,-as 
a factor in primary production, and of man's labour, his organis
ing genius or administrative skill, was well understood ; and so, 
too, the return due to these from the aggregate produc~ or the 
national dividend.4 The economic thought of today in this 
country modelled as it is upon Western ideals, and expressed in 
unfamiliar terms, may give new twist to these foundations; but 
it cannot alter them radically, basically, essentially, or recast 
them ; much less destroy the institutions based upon them. 

1· Cp. Santosh Kumar Das, op. cit. particularly the Vedic Period, 

2 Cp. A. S. Book II, Chapters XII and XIX. • 

3 · Cp. A. S. Books II and IV. 
4 Cp. A. S. Book II, Cb. XIV. 
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Let me add a word, now, with regard to the scope of these 
Lectures, and the characteristics of the foundations examined in 
the following pages. As already remarked, these Lectures will 
not cover, there is no time to deal with, the entire field of the 
science of economics, its motive forces, or its working institutions, 
which had been established thousands of years ago, and which 
continued to flourish through the centuries following. Only, some 
of the basic ideas on the main aspects or branches of the science 
will be considered ; and that, too, just enough to show the pe(;uliar 
features of these ideas at work. The greatest and the most autho
ritative treatise-writer, Kautilya, opens his treati54! in the f~llmv

ing words: 
~~ SP.fr ~ ~'IT-S~tfu~ l~: 11 

STRESS ON INTERDEPENDENCE OF COGNATE SCIE!\CE~ 

Anvikshaki, the three Vedas, Varia and JJauda-Ni!i (the 
science of politics) are what are called the four sciences. Kauti
lya is categoric on this point. These only are the four st:icnccs, 
and from them can be learned all that concerns: Dlwrmo ~duty) 
and Artha (wealth). He includes in the principal subjects of his 
treatise Anvikshaki = Samkhya, Yoga and Lokayata (X yaya ). 
Trayi=The Vedas, Varta =Economics, and Danda Niti=Politics. 
The Vedas teach the difference between Dhm·ma (duty) and 
a--dharma or the reverse ; while Varia concerns Wealth or its 
negation. Other writers on the subject confirm and emphasise the 
same view. 2 Closely examined, it seems to suggest a very close 

1 Shama Sastry translates this as follows : -
"Anvikshaki, the triple Vedas, Varta, (agriculture, cattle-breeding and 

trade) and Danda-Niti (Science of Government) are what are called the four 
sciences.'' 

2 Says Manu (VII, 43) 

~~ ~ ~o:s;ftfd :er ~ I 
~ ~ld=liEitti qr~ ~: II 

Describing the qualities of a good King, Yajnavalkya (I, 311 ) says:-
-...!!.- .~.,.........,.: ft • 4 
~v~"ntus~"'lll~"r'11 ~u,s;:n-ttT a~er :er 1 
~ifld'Ef€1~ ~ ~ ~ if(l~'i: II 

The importance of Varta is shown in the Mahabharata (XII. G8. 45) 
as follows:-

€UdliJ\c.on tWl e'l'"h«tttl ~ ~ ~ I 
~~~otiUC~r ~ ~:11 • 

• The verse may be translated as :-"The very root of this world is in V arta. 
The world is indeed sustained by it. As long as the King upholds \' arta, 
everything goes on well.'' 
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connection and interdependence between all the allied branches 
of the social science taken collectively, viz. Ethics, Politics and 
Economics, narrowly so called. 

PRACTICE OF WESTERN CLASSICAL ECONOMISTS 

Long before our own times, it seems to have been realised 
in ancient India that it was impossible and unwise to keep these 
cognate sciences, relating tp man in his everyday affairs of life and 
rules of conduct, strictly apart. The so-called Classical Econo
mists of th~ West in the last century seemed to have erred grossly 
in em.phasising ~cessively the abstract nature of their science, 
whose laws, precepts, or injunctions, could only be found to be 
true, it ever at all, by the abstract man, the homo economicus, not 
a reality at any time or in any part of the world. Their error was 
realised and pointed out, and their teaching was accordingly 
ridiculed, even by their contemporarise, like Ruskin or Carlyle 
in En~land. _, 

PRACTICE OF INDIAN ECONOMISTS 

The Indian Economists, on the other hand,would not and 
could not consent to such an absolute divorce between the moral 
and material spheres of life and action; between Ethics and Econo
mics, as the successors of Adam Smith and Ricardo had insisted 
upon. Their critics rightly 'dubbed it the "Dismal Science", not 
only because of its tendency to consider all human values in terms 
of money only, but also because they seemed to ignore all other 
wants, all other joys, all other forms of human· happiness except 
those that could be satisfied with material goods, or measured in 
money. Indian Classical Economists, on the contrary, insisted 
that production was not only for exchange-for an outside market 
only ; and pointed out that the whole process of production
-economic production-was organised, primarily, for use. They 
would not accept the purpose of life to be incessant struggle for 
the survival of the fittest, in terms of the physical force or material 
goods, and emphasised the obligation of civilised society to ensure 
an equal chance at least for the survival of the weakest. 

INDIAN DISCIPLES OF WESTERN ECONOMISTS • 
The successors and followers of the Western Economists of 

the 19th century in India continued the initial error, the origina 
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sin, of their masters or models ; and insisted upon a separation 
between Economics and Politics, which seemed to be the peculiar 
offence of the Nationalist-minded India. This doctrine was in the 
interests of the ruling classes to emphasise, lest the very founda
tions of their domination be irresistibly challenged by attention 
being too pointedly drawn to their many sins of commission and 
omission in their governance of India. 

In this connection it may be added that while m th~ 
West the attack seemed to come from the moral side, 
in this country it was from the political angle. ~he grow
ing consciousness of Nationalism, and the i~creasing realisa· 
tion of the interests of this country and its people in ever increas
ing conflict with those of Britain, made the economic student 
in this country perceive the basic error of classic economics 
as applied in India by her British masters. The Indian 
pupil or follower of that school of thought, actuated by 
self-interest or instictive imitation, also joined in the chorus for 
keeping Economics out of Politics, even when it was impossible 
not to see that every policy of government, every action of the 
administration, affected the daily life of the people, and involved 
consideration of, or dealt with, economic factors. 

CONFLICT WITH BRITISH INTERESTS 

This reaction was particularly noticeable when the poltcy or 
administrative action in economic matters affected British inte· 
rests which were opposed to those of India. The ancient Indian 
economist had, from the start, avoided this error. It was not 
because he did not realise the importance of the material require· 
ments of existence, or neglected their bearing on the welfare of 
man. In fact, amongst the four Purusharthas, our ancient law
givers and treatise-writ~rs insisted upon Artha or material gain 
proper, not only as important as any of these three-Dharma, 
KamaandMoksha,-but placed it on a par with Dharma (duty), Kama 
(love or desire), and M oksha (final emancipation from Karma or 
the toils of life). Says the author of the Artha Shastra ( f. 2 1 

~~~&i<atted ~I~~ I 
~ clldi41+.( I if~ ~G.Sii~ I~~ ~~ 
~ ~~~, om~!~'tt ;cr 
!f.lflct~N41d 1Sliitlctt¥1P.titei€tm1~ ~~I 
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u The philosophies of Samkhya, Yoga and N yaya are 
comprised in Anvikshaki. The three Vedas (teach) duty or the 
reverse of it. Varta (or the Science of National Economy) includ
es wealth or its lack. The Science of Politics instructs us in the 
expedient (just?) or inexpedient (unjust?) potency or otherwise. 
Ascertaining with reasons the strength and weakness of these Scien
ces, the science of Anvikshaki is most beneficial to the world, 
keeps the mind steady and firm in prosperity and adversity, and 
grants excellence in thought, speech and action.'' 

• Nothing can. show the basic unity and interdependence of 
the so<tial sciences, as understood and taught by India's ancient 
sages .. 

The duties, Dharmas, of the different stages (Ashramas) of 
life for the individual, already indicated above,1 

. and of the diffe
rent classes (Tlarnas) of Society, laid appropriate stress upon 
Arllza, according to the age and condition of the individual con
cerned, without neglecting any other of these four Purusharthas. 
Dhanna itself is made dependent upon Artha which is described 
as the essence or root, the prime mover, so to say, of all other 
Puruslzarthas2 including Dharma. 

NATURE AND PURPOSE OF MATERIAL WEALTH 

This close connection between Economics, Ethics, and 
Politics is thus fully recognised from the outset. Material gain 
for the individual, or his prosperity, is a principal, but not the sole, 
object of life. In fact, it would be more correct to say that mate
rial prosperity,-Artha proper,-is a means to an end ; and the 
end is the ultimate salvation (Moksha) of man, his emancipation 
from the coils of Karma, and incessant travail of birth and rebirt~. 
For a country, a nation or state, the economic prosperity means 
the stable, peaceful, smooth maintenance of the social structure, 
of the organisation and institutions of the community, which were 
presumed to be of Divine origin and designed to provide means, 
and opportunities for every individual to secure a decent existence; 
to ensure an adequate self--expression, self--fulfilment, self--reali
sation.; and to achieve thereby his own release from the bondage 
of the earthly existence. According to the oft repeated verse of 

f 1 See ante Page. 23. 
2 The Purushat'thas are Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha 
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Shukra--Niti1
, the first King was created because, in the state 

of anarchy when the strong destroyed the weak, like the larger 
fish the smaller in the Ocean, he was a sort of guardian of 
the weak, a protector of the mass, an up~1older of its interests, a 
power and authority to see t!lat the appointed Dharma of each 
sector, of each person, in each stage of life was duly discharged. 

IMl'ORTA~CE OF AGlUCt::LTCRE 

Let us next consider the connotation attached to economics 
by our ancient authorities. Kautilya defines Varia :-

Agriculture, Animal husbandry and Trade constitute lfarta. 
~~~ enlUT~ ::;:;r ~I 8 

It is beneficial because (it) brings grain, cattle, gold, forest-
produce, and free (cheap labour. · 

~~l;i~~~~Tiff.fmr~, 
By its (Varia's) means (the King) subdues (makes dependent 

upon him) his own as well as the other side, with the help of his 
army and his treasure. 

~ ~~T Q':(~ ~ 0.~~11% ~~~ U:SJ~~ I 
In this scope assigned to the science of Economics by its 

most authoritative exponent, agriculture is given pride of place, 
with its associate, ancillary occupation of Animal Husbandry. 
fhts prime importance of Agriculture, the basic source of new 
wealth pro:luctlon, was always c:uracteristic of India's 
nat:ooal e:onomy throughout f1e centuries upon centuries of her 
history. Shukra2 also gives the same importance to Agriculture ; 

-1-- ·~~ ~ ~~ffr ~~~I 
~ ri~ ~lvtf.!'({.:tt=Srg: II (ShukraNiti I. 71 =Manu 

S. VII. 3) 
~ ~~ ~lili oer ~: ~o: I 
51&JOTT'E€41~~Q'~ ~ ~ ri~T II , Shukra Niti I. 188) 
q'J~'4~if ~ ~I 
':tll(ilift'aif ~~~T ~i\'it 'efiiTii'+r;r II (Mahabharaia XII. 71-10) 

also cf. Kautilya's AS. I. 4 and 13; KamcmdakJ's N S. II. 5-40; Rama· 
yana II. 67, 31, }lanu VII.20 

2 ~~~~ m® qr~a-, 
~ ~~ ~ ~~rn-% II (Shukra Niti I, 156) 

Kusida is money lent out on interest, or what we might call ''capital" in 
modern economic terminology. The Bhagavata Purana follows similar 
classification :- • 

~NqlfUt\Riifl(¥f ~~ ~-.:.Q:a I 
cmfr "'!!gti~ (f5l' c¢. ~tfr~ II X. 24. 21 
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and if the cattle wealth, in his system, takes the third place, in order 
of mention, it may be due rather to the needs of the metric form 
in his statement, than to the actual order of importance he really 
assigned to that item. The importance of Varta (National Eco
nomy as a whole) is; however, nowhere underrated. In fact, 
Kaman.daka goes to the extent of saying, "The world, even if 
breathing, will not be alive, if Varta is destroyed.1 Kautilya 
himself, indeed, ascribes the obvious attributes or functions of the 
Science of Economics to that of politics ; a«i5'~~~ (_;5'i~qftd~:t·uft 
~~ ~ ~ ~~ :;:f11 which may be translated 
freely:-"It aims a( obtaining that which is not available; preserving 
that ;hich has been obtained, increasing that which has been pre
served 'i and utilising the increased (wealth) in proper (holy?) 
places". In a later Book (XV) ot his great Treatise, Kautilya 
defines Artha as follows : 

~lf~Uri ~~~: I ~~ :.titR€!1~: I 

~: 'lf4'i!11 (_;5'T~T~;flQitl: =:tiR.'SI"~'!U1'@1fitfa' I ( P. 426) 

The late Pandit Jayaswal translates the passage : "Artha is 
human population, that is to say, territory with human population. 
The Code of Artha (Common wealth) is a code dealing with the 
means (Art, upaya) of acquisition and growth of that territory."3 

''We may explain this, however, by the intimate indissoluble, 
inseparable connection which the Economics had in the mind of 
the sage with the Politics. At one time the former is treated as 
the end of the latter; at another vice versa. Says Shukracharya. 

5 

~~~JIT ~t «R411~ ~I 
we~ ~fug ~~f'Q~ ~ 11 

~$~ '[fam'Q+JT ~ ('fq'fur~ I ... 
~~'Qln ~Rf'4+hfte"!q~ :q II 

I. ~ ~~ q'Rff ~~all 

• 
•:.u~\~~~ ~ ~~ ~if~ 11 (Kamandaka Nitisara 
I. 12 Trivandrum Sk. Series No. XIV), 

• 2. Artha Shastra, Mysore Edition, p. 9, 

3. K. P. Jayaswal, Hindu Polity, p. 5. 
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~,.... ~ ...... ~ 
Slr<Ettl€1110?.(<6 Cfi+f ~ trT ~· ~,a: I 

~ ~ ~ enlai-J"~•n=t&5ile! 1~ II 
<J:Rt~o:ti ~ ~s-.;f ~;t ~ ~ 1 (Shukra ~S. III. 274-277) 

The highest occupation is Agriculture, which is said to have 
rivers for mothers. The m:ddle (rung of) occupation is trading 
and the lower serving. Beggary is still lower, except that in the 
ascetics it may be the highestform; and serving a King devoted to his 
(Duty) may also he regarded as the highest. The income derived 
from payment for priestly funchons cannot be for a very high 
accumulation of wealth; commerce enough? Withotft the service 
of the King vast wealth cannot be acquired. e 

In the l\Iahabharata also :-

~mrr'T-n"Jiqii\r;_ ~dun~~ r 
~ ~ &a~~<ftts;;;(t1: II (XII 8. 6) 

'He, whose happiness is destroyed and who is poor, may 
desire to live by begging and rna y not desire to acquire by means 
of valour the wealth of others.' 

AGRICULTCRE IMPORTANT IRRESPECTIVE OF CASTE 

In this conception of the dignity and importance of Agricul
ture, no differentiation by caste is recognised. Brahmins as well 
as Kshatriyas are alike entitled to engage in agriculture ; and the 
Vaishyas and Shudras are so only in a somewhat lesser degree 
In· Aryan or Vedic times the upper classes were, at least in peace
times, by preference, cultivators ; while in classic days "Even a 
Brahmin could take to Agriculture" says Prof. Rangaswami 
Aiyangar, "provided he did not touch the plough.1

" "No one" 
says Shukra--acharya" "is by birth (jati) a Brahamin, Kshatriya. 
Vaishya or Shudra; nor even a :Mlecha. They are all distingui
shed from one another" by their doings and their work.2

" 

Artha, material wealth, or means to achieve the ends of life, 
is given very considerable importance in the great Epics. In the 
Ramayana, Ayodhya Kanda (ch. 100,47) Rama enquires of Bharata: 

~ q,'i;ffiy: ~ ~'h'irti': I 

~~~!d'*iid ~~t=!~ II 
• 

1. Cp. Raq,qaswami Aiyangar, op. cit. p. 77. 

2. if ~ ~ ~~ ~~ tl;€l' if I 
;:r~;r~~~ ~~'M': 11 (Shukra ~S. I. 38) 
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"Are all your people engaged in. agriculture and stock-breed-
ing ? People adhering carefully· to Varta, indeed live 
comfortably.'' 

And the Mahabharata says equally emphatically:-

~ ~ ~~q ~I (XII. 8. 17) 
at~~ ~ s:r~ ~ I (XII. 8. 21) 

''From wealth comes all religious acts (like charity); it is 
the means •of enjoying all pleasures; heaven itself can be attained, 
Oh King (througlt Artha), Wealth". It goes on to say \(Wealth 
brings more wealth.'~ 

~~l ~ q~i(.q ~~T: I (XII. 8. 20) 

Neither this world nor the next is for the wealthless, and 
so poverty is a sort of sin in this world" 

i1N~FER44 ~~ 9f tF:: 9j*!til'd+r I (XII. 8. 22) 
~~~~I (XII •. 8. 14) 

This importance of the primary source of production or, in 
fact, of all forms of wealth, must, however, not be considered apart 
from the demands of Ethics. The Artha-shastra is very definite 
on that point. 

"Whenever in any matter there is a conflict between admini
strative law on the one hand and traditional code (sacred· Law) on 
. the other hand the matter must be settled in accordance with 
Dharma, sacred law''\ The Legislator Yajnavalkya is equally 
clear: 51 

~~{€1~ "41~<Ea ~ ot4€(i{l(('l: I 

at~'a' ~ ~fltiJFEstfirfa~Rr: II 
. "' "' 

1. Kautilya's Artha Shastra III., 1 p. 150 Mysore £clition, The correct 
reading is ~and not ~-p;ff: as in the Mysore ed. 

2. Yajnavalkya II, 21. 
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"\Vhen two Smritis conHict with each ut!1er the question 
should be solved with the help of the principles la!d down by 
old usage. The rule is, when Economics comes into conflict 
with the sacred Law (Dharma Shastra) the latter is the more 
forceful (acceptable)." 

Karada is still more explicit. In his opinion, if and when 
there is difference or discord between Artha Shastra and Dharma 
Shastra, one must ignore what the former says, 
accordance with the latter. 

~ ~sot~'ffi: '~~S!~'!i:t~~~~ t 
at~l'ifigR{\ftl 'Clif::ttiWIWii:O:(o II I 

and act in 

• 

1.39 

The King, however, must, according to the time-hmi.oured 
teachings of the epics, be well versed in not only the Vedas, but 
also the Science of Politics ; not only in general philosophy 
(Anvikshiki) but also. in Economics, so that he may take a 
balanced view of all relevant yet conflicting considerations. 1 

The great savant, teacher and minister, the author of the 
Artha Shastra himself declares :- ··2 ~f~~)~ Cfilii ~ if 
t::::. • • ~ -..!:>. '&:;:.' (' ('~~-.~:~.~I ~ qy l";lq41+1""'CI~J~e1i!1J: I "'."lll @C'!fi'EIIcH'IT 'e[+r'f~Cfil4ilill 
~ :;sr cfl-s~ra 1 ri Q;q ~ ~% ~~~= 1 OTd~ ~ 
".:,~ 

~.:C:Riifil+i I ~ta I 

"\Vithout conflict with his duty or (opposition to) wealth, 
(the king) may seek fulfilment of his own desires, so that he may 
not deny himself happiness. He may equally en joy life, charity, 
wealth and desire which are mutually interdependent. Any 
one of these, enjoyed to excess, hurts not only the other two, but 
injures itself also". 

CAPITAL 

After Agriculture, Stock-raising (an~ dairying), comes 
Trade, under the Artha-Shastra, denotation of Economics. Other 
writers have, as already pointed out, included Kusida or capital, 
on the same level. Kautilya too mentions, after grain and cattle, 
gold (or bullion) as one of the principal forms of wealth, and means 
of wealth-production. Trade, as the source of such Irquid, 

- - .. 
1. Cp. 1\Iahabharata, Vana Parva 57, 35. 

2. Artha-Shastra Bk. I. Ch. 7. 
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mobilised capital, readily available for investment in further 
production, is emphasised equally by all writers. Prof. 
Rangaswamy Aiyangar, to whose Lectures on our Ancient Economic 
Thought I .am much indebted, is of the view that there was a 
shortage of Capital in this country in those days.1 He gives some 
good reasons for taking this view particularly the many and heavy 
burdens the State levied on the people,-or rather the producing 
sector. That and his other arguments, would go rather to show 
that what fluid Capital there was in the country was mobilised and 
held by th•e K;ing, or the State, than that there was a scarcity of it, 
using the term Capital in the modern sense. · The State needed it, 
both for the purposes of normal government, including civil admi
nistration and provision for defence, as for carrying on the many 
ventures the State was enjoined to conduct as Collective business. 
The stories, moreover, like that of Anatha Pindika, who is said to 
have rented a whole garden for the accommodation of the Buddha 
and his disciples during a rainy season, covering every inch of the 
ground with gold coins, go a long way to disprove the contention 
of the learned Lecturer. We shall have occasion, however, to 
consider this matter from another angle; and, therefore, at this 
point, may content ourselves with the observation that there was 
no lack of any of the principal factors of producing new wealth m 
the country in time of which we have any reliable record. · 

TRADE 

A very interesting section cf the Artha Shastra is devoted to 
Trade and traders, their organisations, like Shreni (guild ), and 
duties ; the taxes and other burdens upon them; their safety and 
movements, transportation or communications, by land or water; 
weights and measures, credits and currency. It is impossible 
within the space at our disposal to give any details from the 
Master's Treatise on this subject. But the Dharma Shastras, or 
Smritikaras, are in no way backward in recognising the place of 
commerce in the scheme of national economy of those days. 

FOREST PRODUCE, MINERALS, FISHERIES AND LABOUR 

• Forest produce is specifically mentioned by the Master as 
among the forms of wealth; and so is labour. lt is worth noting, 

l, Op. Cit. p. 67 et seq. 
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at this stage, that :\lines and Mineral \Vealth are not mentioned 
in this description or categorisation of \Vealth, though a very 
considerable section of the Artha Sltastra is devoted to that subject. 
He seems to be very much in advance of our own times on this 
subject, since, as we shall see later on, he enjoins complete state 
ownership and direct state operation of this form of sub-soil wealth. 
All the factors of production, to use modern terminology, are thus 
vividly present in the .Master's mind; and detailed regulations are 
prescribed by him for their proper utilisation. 

• 
PLACE OF MATERIAL WEALTH IN INDIAN ECO:NO~llCS • 

Subject to the demands of the ethics or the precepts ot the 
Dharma-Shastras, the ancient define a variety of ways for acquiring 
wealth. If we look to the dictionary meaning of the term ('gfif) 
wealth, it connotes a variety of qualities and attributes which 
indicate the width of conception in our classic authors. Says 
Amara Simha, the well-known Lexicographer:-

~ ~ ~Nd4 R~ ~~I 
~ ~ '9:~~~ ant( Ill 

~ or wealth is equivalent to, 

1. Dravya or substance 
2. Vitia or that which is earned. 

3. Swapateya or that which is one's own property. 
4. Hiranya or gold (or silver or mobilised wealth). 
5. Artha or result of accumulation. 
6. Shri, or Lakshmi, or Vibhava or prosperity. 
7. Bhogya or that which is capable of enjoyment. 
8. Vyavaharyam-that which is transferable-negotia

ble,-and, therefore, capable of being subject
matter of disputes. 

These various qualifies are rightly summarised by Prof. 
Rangaswami Aiyangar in four characteristics of "\Vealth'' or 
"Dhanam" as conceived by Indian Economists of our classic age:
material, consumable, appropriate and transferable . 

• ---------------
1. Cp. Amar Kosha, II 9, 90. cp. also Prof. K. V. Rangaswami Aiyan

gar's "Aspects of Ancient Indian Economic Thought". pp. :ZG-21. 
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OBJECT OP. WEALTH ACQUISITION 

The acquisition of wealth, or, if the phrase is more acceptable 
to mordern ears, the process of its production, as well as its 
utilisation or distribution, is likewise included by the writers of the · 
Imperial Age of our history in the scope they assigned to the 
Science of Economics. The first of our Treatise-writers on Artha
Shastra declares the purpose of wealth to be utilisation in proper 
objects a\~ srRtQ'T~. Though immediately he uses the phrase 
in connection with Danda-Niti, the science of Politics, the 
indissolu~ble connection between the two sister sciences, and the 
later sections •of the Master's own work leave no doubt about . 
the utilisation of wealth. Material wealth is, they say again and 
again, not an end in itself; but a most important means to the main 
objectives,-Purusarfhas~of life. \\'e shall accordingly see later 
on how wealth was distributed, how the national dividend was 
ordained, and how that ordaining helped to maintain and up-hold 
the scheme of life they conceived to be of Divine origin. It is 
enough to note here the advice of Shukra. 

' ~ li -~ ~l'lt=:u: ~q ~- "l' ~1>:4"-40,.1 
;;' ~ g ~Oji!fiOf\ l~ ~ifll~ II 

n iii li~~ ~ ~+II~ !JSI 511~ l&.a lwt("'-4 ~~ I 

~:qFfin~'d:f*~~~~ll 
"Wealth is to be acquired grain by grain, as learning is to be 
acquired, every moment. Any one who is anxious to acquire 
wealth or learning should not neglect either a grain or a moment. 

Acquisition of Wealth is always beneficial if it is acquired 
for the sake (for the maintenance) of a good wife, a son, or a friend; 
or for giving away (charity) .. What is the use of either wealth 
or servants except f~r these purposes?." 1 

These injunctions are of something more than merely of 
platitudinous importance. Given the relatively small scale of 
production in those days, given also the rules governing the prices 
to be charged of which we shall have more to say later on; and 
given the variety and multiplicity of State dues, the need to 
accumulate wealth grain by grain must be unquestioned. It 
inrulcates habits of saving, the source of new capital to further 
production, which was reinforced by such fX>pular counsel as 

/' 

1. Cp. Shukra NS. III. 174 .. 175. 
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that wealth (~) must be p:-eserved to he1p one in times of 
adversity. Famine was even in those days a common calamity; 
and insurance against its ravages was a normal necessity for the 
people and the State. But we shall deal with these topics at a 
later and more appropriate st2ge in these Lectures. 

:YIETHOD EMPLOYED IN THIS SERIES 

Before concluding the present Lecture, a word may be 
said as to the method adopted in this Series, and the subjects 
dealt with in the succeeding Lectures. As already .observed, 
it is impossible, within t!1e scope of three Lectures, to cover 
the entire ground of the economic science, as conceived,· for
mulated and developed in all its branches or ramification~ by 
our ancient sages. One can but attempt a broad outline of the 
principal topics, forming part of the Science, on its theoretical as 
well as practical or applied side. Accordingly, in the present 
Lecture, I have explained the nature of the subect, its broad 
scope, and the material, indigenous or foreign, available for 
the purpose. The common handicaps in interpreting this 
material claim considerable space in this Lecture, if only 
to guard against some common pitfalls. In the next Lecture, 
I shall try and review t:te orgamsation of production in those days, 
-Production of new wealth in all its forms, and the socio
economic institutions, or ideals on the subject. The regulations 
governing the distribution of wealth, and its consumption, including 
the rules relating to wages, Interest, and profits, the standard of 
living and the means to realise it. The incidents or accessories of 
production and distribution Eke Trade, local or foreign, and its 
ancillaries of Currency and Credit, will be considered in the 
next Lecture. The share of the State in the wealth or produce of 
the people, or Taxation of all sorts, its basis and justification, its 
levying incidence and collection as well as disbursement. indicat
ing the role of the State in the process of Production and 1 )istribu
tion will be examined in the last lecture. Wherever possible 
or available appropriate ancient authority would be adduced to 
reinforce the arguments advanced or the viewpoint held; and care 
shall be taken to render these authorities and their injunction.!! in 
as closely corresponding and expressive modern English 
terminology as possible. These original authorities though sound 
and reliable in themselves, will be checked and corroborated or 
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verified wherever independent testimony is· available ·for·· the 
purpose. It is hoped the picture, even though in outline, wheri 
unfolded under these precautions, will prove as interesting ·and 
dependable as the Lecturer trusts it will be. 

It may also be pointed out, while concluding this Chapter, 
that in the last quarter of a century, the Russian model has made 
planned economy a most popular or fashionable panacea. 
Such a plan would embrace the whole country, all its produc
tion .resources, all its distribution, regulations, institutions or 
machinery. • Planning, as now understood, is a comprehensive 
coordinated, simultaneous process, comprising all the several 
means of production, including not only agriculture, industries, 
mining or forestry, but also all utllities, services and amenities. It 
concerns all distribution, including the due return to every 
factor of production, and administration, securing or assuring to 
each means of adequate consumption, obtained through the return 
for work by regulation of prices and control of quantitative and 
qualitative consumption. This, in its tum, is facilitated and 
implemented by the State, through its power of taxation, of all 
sorts including gains from public domain and State enterprise, as 
well as all incidental activities such as Trade, Transport, 
Banking, Currency, Insurance etc. The success of such Plans is 
guaged by goals set in advance, with definite stages for each 
period, each stage being tested by its own norm of attainment. 
This kind of planning may be long-term as well as for specific 
short-term periods to regulate the pace of . development and 
expansion. 

The Varna-Ashmma-Dharma of ancient Indian Polity and 
Economics is a long-range, or permanent plan embracing every · 
class in the entire society. It applied to every individual, in his 
several conditions of age, work, or situation. No one could be 
workless. None could ·have work inappropriate to his ability, 
training, aptitude, or attainment; nor could any work be inade
quately remunerated. The young and the aged would be cared 
for, provided with such work as they may be able to do, or 
even without any direct material contribution to the wealth of 

• the community. As will. be shown in the succeeding Lectures, 
by specific authority of the Artha·Shastra, and other analogous 

6 
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Treatises, the scheme of life practised in India 2000 years ago and 
more, and surviving till quite recent times, showed an example of 
comprehensive coordinate<i planning whic!1 has yet to be 
correspondingly conceived or similarly attained in any part of 
the world. 

• 

• 
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANISATIONS; 
PRODUCTION, TRADE AND DISTRIBUTION 

Having considered the meaning and scope assigned to the 
Science of Economics lt:r o'ur ancient Treatise-writers ; having 
postulated .the close interdependence and mutual corelation 
between the trinjty of Economics, Ethics and Politics; having 
noted 'the meaning and purport of Artha (Wealth) and Varta 
(Natioqal Economy), we may now proceed to consider the socio
economic organisation under which the economic activities of 
Production and Distribution were carried on in those days. 

This will comprise not only the organisation and functioning 
of the wealth-producing machinery proper, but must also involve a 
passing glance at the main factors of production, such as Nature 
and .Man; or, as the classical Western Economics have taught us to 
categorise :-Land, Labour and Capital. Such off-shoot activities 
as Trade, internal as well as foreign, its nature and place in the 
general scheme of national economy and its accessories of weights 
and measures, credit, currency and banking, will likewise be 
noticed briefly. The Distribution of \Vealth, to use, once again, the 
terminology of Western Economists of latter-day origin, will be 
treated as the reflex, so to say, of the process of Production. 

\Vealth production, and material wealth, at that, was, with 
our ancient savants, it cannot be repeated too often, not an end in 
itself. The use, enjoyment or consumption of wealth, therefore, 
must be understood to be for ends not strictly correlated with 
creature comforts of the individual cynics and sceptics were not 
wanting even in those days, who advocated th~ philosophy of 
uirpe die·m.. The school of Brihaspati, mentioned again and again 
by the · standard work on Artha Shastra, made no secret of 
its disbelief in the immortality of the soul, or the futility of 
non-material objectives. The ·disciples of that school frankly 
said: 
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~ ~ at~'!Ui vm w=t fTt~ I 
~~~'"RI~l+iif~: 11

1 

"\Vhile you are alive, live well; drink ghce e\·en if you have 
to incur debt (for that purpose). For how can there be a coming 
back of that body which (will be) burnt to ashes (after death).?' 

This is the philosophy of the hedonist who could not find a 
congenial soil in ancient India; and, therefore, even when Imperial 
splendour was at its highest, the cult was never taugltt in all its 
crudity. Even the staid Shukracharya has a• hit at this ~chool, 
when he ironically observes : amn"t &.:~;;r&ft :o:r Ri'€fma: ~~ iiilo 1 

(III. 192) Such items, therefore, as the wages of labour, of' crafts
men \vorking on their own interest on loaned money or capital, or 
the profits of Agriculture, Trade, }Lining, Forestry, or any other 
primary industry, must be considered as integral part of the entire 
science, which must conform to the basic ideals and ohjecL ves 
prescribed by the ancient sages. If the science of Economics as 
a whole cannot be considered by itself, a fortiori, its several 
branches, items or departments cannot be considered, except en 
the background and the general purpose of the prevailing social 
organisation and economic functioning crdained from of old. 

Before we pass on to specific points in this Lecture, we must 
dispose of some common misapprehensions about the nature and 
working of the socio-economic system in India. \-Vestern \\Titers 
have taken and spread the view that Indian society was 
dominated by Status, acquired mainly by birth; that the essence 
of social progress lies in the freedom of the Individual to Contract; 
and that, consequently, social progress and economic adventures 
have been arrested in this land since the days that the Caste 
system, \\ith all its incidents and consequences, became 
crystallised. Sweeping generalisations of this kind may be tempt
ing, as they are facile, to hit off pithically and picturesquely a 
complex and changing phenomenon which defies analysis or 
chronological envisaging. Status as acquired, principally by Qirth, 

------·.--
1. Cp. Same Aspects of Ancient Indian Economic Thought, by Ranga

swami Aiyangar pp. H-·#. 
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and sometimes by occupation, marriage or as the result of War, 
was a common feature of all social organisation in Europe as in 
Asia. And even with the advent of the so called emancipation of 
the individual from the bonds of status, and the attainment of the 
right to Contract the freedom of the individual. in matters social or 
economic, is neither universal nor unexceptioned. The XIX 
century Britain may have approximated to that ideal. But the 
idea of complete individual freedom in a complex, organised 
society is a contradiction in terms. Only the cave-man or the 
savage in th.e jungle can be truly independent. Civilised, organis
ed, industrialised community can allow no such · freedom of the 
individual as the Victorian Economists postulated as the corner
stone· of their ideal. New forms of Status, new bonds and 
restraints arising out of that- like the citizenship of a State or 
membership of a Trade Union, are playing the same role perhaps 
more rigidly in the socio-economic systems of today, in commu
nist-Russian no less than in individualist America than at any time 
in Indian history. 

This by itself, would not dispose of the charge that the Indian 
system was dominated by Status, and so impeded, obstructed, or 
defeated the freedom of movement, of association, or enterprise. 
Tradition as well as recorded history, however, knows of many 
outstanding examples which go a long way to show that the univer
sality of the ties of birth, of Caste, or even of allegiance, restricting 
the development of the exceptional individual was by no means so 
perfect as European writers on India have imagined. Indian 
writers in recent times have found Shastric authority in abundance 
for postulating the independence of the individual, in a measure 
sufficient to permit the fullest degree of self-expression or self
realisation to a Vishwamitra or a Shambuka. The very fact that the 
most ancient of the Law-givers lay down rules for marriages 
outside the Caste, and regulate the devolution of property in the 
case of the progeny of such ~arriages, should suffice to show that 
the socio-:-legal system was not so rigid as: to become irresistible, 
nor sb universal as to become an obsession. In the choice of 
Ministers, again, particularly the Minister of the • Armed Forces, 
the king was enjoined to employ a brave soldier, well-versed in 
the science of war, whether he was a Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya, 
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Shudra or a mix-breed, if such a person be suitablt: for the task 1, 

\vhile the authority, already quoted, of the same ancient writer, 
would shuw that Caste itself was not determined entirely by birth; 
and that individuals were distinguished from one another hy their 
merits and their deeds.~ If birth, the superhuman factor, could 
be thus circumvented, and its influence in determining the phcc 
and work of the individual rendered nugatory, all other bonds 
cannot be more stringent or inflexible. The founder himself of 
the great Maurya Empire was an illegimatc :o.L·ion, born .n:ry ltkely 
of some slave--girl, of the Xanda Emperor. That .did uot prt:\ ent 
him from taking the highest place among the Kshatriyas,•- the 
second of the principal castes of those days. It may, therefC!re, he 
fairly concluded that the belief about Status governing the life and 
role of the individual was more a creation of the imagination of 
superficial observers from an alien dime than the outcome of 
profound study and real understanding. 

It may be noted, hcywever, that there is a definite prohibition 
against a Yavana ( Gr(ek) or a foreigner heing appointed to the 

post. 

Another similar misapprel:ension about life in ancit:nt r ndia 
is the general belief that society here was acd has remained, 
perhaps, static, and not dynamic as modern TI'esterrz communities 
are claimed to be. In other words while India has been standstill, 
Western countries, their economy and culture have been progre-

1. ~ ~ ~a.Ti~+R5J ~~: I 
~err ll:lf~ ~ ~= ~~= 11 

~~: ~~.J~~T~ifll (Shukra XS. 137, 13H) 

<EiiiNid: ~ q;;r ~: ~~ :mRr'! t 

~~~;ifst ~ ~: 11 

~ ~ ~ mn~crtrh ~:t8-' (Shukra NS. II. 430, 431) 

The verses from Shukraniti have been talcen from the Hindi Edition of 
Shukraniti translated in Hindi by Pandit Gangaprasad Shastri, Delhi. In some 
cases notes on these verses have been taken from Prof. BinO)' Kumar S~rkar's 

translation { Sacred ~ooks of the Hindus Vol. XIII ) which will be specifically 
mentioned. 

2. Shukra NS. J. 38 
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ssive. This involves, in the first place, a question as to what is 
meant by the two contrasted terms ? How is progress, or Dynami
sm, to be measured ? Our ideas on the subject cannot be, and 
have not remained , stationary. Nor have the norms, the indices, by 
which such phenomena could be measured, remained unchanged. 
\\-''hat, therefore, could be justly taken as an index and a measure 
of change, growth, development, or progress in one country, or in 
one age, cannot be so adopted and accepted in another. Britain 
began the era of modern mechanical and industrial progress. It 
took British Industrialism, and its offshoots like Trade Unionism or 
cooperative prodtuction and consumption, a century to reach its 
highe~t point. The same level of Industrialisation and Mechanisa
tion was attained by Germany and Japan in a comparatively much 
smaller space of time. America entered the same race long after 
Britain had made the first faint beginnings; but in the century 
following the establishment of American Independence that 
country attained a far higher degree of ,industrialisation and 
mechanisation, in material wealth and other indice5 of comfort or 
wealth than Britain in the same period. And the differentiation 
still continues. Does that mean Britain is more static and America 
more dynamic ? The progress of thought in India, as expressed 
in the several Schools of Philosophy, or as evidenced by the 
growth of such rebel religions as Buddhism or Jainism, is ample 
evidence that, in the India of two or three thousand years ago, 
intellectual freedom of the individual and the achievements in that 
domain, were by no means insignificant or incomparable to those 
of in other lands. Progress cannot be measured always by mundane 
or material standards; and the contrast, therefore, between a static 
and a dynamic socio-economic system must not be judged by the 
outward symbols most commonly in use in the industrialised 
communities of today. 

The items to be considered in this and the following Lectures 
would be the several ;ocio-economic institutions and organisations, 
which regulated and determined the life and work of the people in 
those days. It is necessary to discuss these as a sort of prelude 
to tbe main discussion, because they form the background, 
and without an understanding of the backgiound it would 
be impossible to understand the nature and working of the system 
itself. 
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The most important of the institutions are:-

1. The State, which has a most direct. and vital bearing on 
the economic life and work of the community. 

2. The Varna-Ashram-Dharma, the division of t11e peop!e 
into four main strata and stages of life more familiar to us 
under the style of the Caste System, assigning !tis due 
place to each individual, had no less bearing on the socta I 
organisation as a whole1 and t!1t:refore, on the ind1\'~uu~l 
living under it. It was all pervading, and, in a .manner of 

speaking, transcending the State in it:; fullness and 
universality within this country. • 

3. The cross division of indiriduals, on the hackground'of lite 
Varna-Ashrma-Dharma, into Shreni, Gana, Kub, Ja!i, 
Puga, Sartha, and the like, formed more def1n:tt.::y for 
purposes of Trade or Industry, indudmg ftc co-operative 
society wit!. which India was intimately ia m:lur in t::e 
days of Chanakya, were more particularly concerned with 
every-day work, and living standards and conuihms, 
than the O\'erall influence of the more lusic, more per
manent. more religious, organisation of t11e Caste and Cte 
Ashrama. 

4. Corporate life in the village or the town had both econom1c 
and political functions to discharge, overriding the Caste 
and occupation. 

5. So also had the Family, the Tribe, or the assemblage, Kula 
and Gana; which were not mutually exclusive or distinct. 
In fact the definition of Gana is ~(.;:;,~.i ~l~i: = (Katyayana 
in Viramitrodaya p. 426)-a collection or group of famihes. 

6. Such ancient institutions as Marriage and Family wit:1 all 
the consequent relations!1ips, including the rules governing 
Inheritance or Adoption ; and such modern problems as 
Population in relation to the means of Subsistancc for lhe 
community occupied more than one sechon of t:-:e 
Dharma Shastras, as well as Artha Shaslras. ..T~1ey 

includedeall the remedies for excessive population suc:1 
as Emigration or Colonisation, to which increasing 
importance is being attached in modern timc:s. 
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7. Finally, property, in material goods particularly whether 
in the primary forms of wealth-production like the gifts of 
nature, or those brought about by the labour, skill or science 
of man, was the rock bottom, so to say, of all economic 
activity,-. though not in the rigid form modern 
individualism would make out that ancient institution to 
be. Ownership use, exploitation, and enjoyment of 
property (or possessions,) coupled with the right to 
alienate in any of the several forms ancient society 
se~ms to have recognised and permitted in India 
from the. earliest times, as also its descent or transmission 

• from one generation to another, have claimed and occupi
ed no inconsiderable attention of the ancient law-giver, 
statesman, and economist. 

With the mention of the last two social institutions,-Prop
erty and Inhe.ritance,-the latter incidentally, we come to 
the bord.erland between Economics and Polity. Not 
accepting the idea of a clear division and demarcation 
between these sodal sciences concerning man in his daily 
pursuit of happiness, the frontier line between them is not 
of much concern to us, except, perhaps, to emphasise the 
mutually complementary and supplementary function of 
these institutions. 

8. The more directly economic institutions of ancient times, 
even now not quite without their vitality, may be found in 
the Workers' or Craftsmens' Guilds, which may be 
compared to the present-day Labour Organisations. 
There was also the Merchant Guild which corresponded 
closely to the Guild Merchant of medieval Europe. 

9. The institution of Slavery, of doubtful existence in ancient 
India, may be part of these organisations; while the place 
of woman in the socio-economic frame-work of ancient 
India may be placed on a par with the preceding, with
out, of course implying any af-finity or connection between 
the two in status or function, rights and obligations . 

10. Money Economy is., along with the ph~omenon of Ex
change or Trade, a coeval part of the social system from 

7 
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its earliest days. The use of coins or currency, and their 
substitutes corresponding to the modern banking system 
and its instruments of Credit was equally familiar to the 
Aryan of the ~orth as to the Dravid of the South, without 
probing further into the question as to who evolved 
them first. 

As mentioned already in the preceding lecture, it will, of 
course, be impossible, within the scope of these discourses, to deal 
with each of these, and all their implications, characteristics or 

• connections, with any degree of fullness. Each of the institutions 
• named above would, and do, occupy several treatises by itseU; and 

even then \vould not be fu1ly discussed. Their ramifications, too, 
arc many and various, adding to the complexity of the issues 
involved. All that can be attempted here is a brief notice of each, 
with special reference to the economic aspect of the institution 
considered, together with such of their attributes or incidents as 
are inseparable from the main consideration. The original autho
rities in support of our statements will continue to be the same as 
in the preceding Lecture. Though the temptation is very strong 
to quote at length from these highly suggestive words of the 
Ancient Masters, every endeavour will be made to keep these 
original sources to the minimum indispensable, contenting our
selves, for the rest, with bare reference. 

THE STATE 

The nature and function of some of these institutions, \vith 
special reference to their economic aspect, may next be consi
dered. The State seems to have been, on the authority of all 
authorities in India, organised and in active existence, even in 
Vedic times. In a classic passage it has been compared to a 
full-grown tree:-

~~~~ ~m:T ~:I 
~: ~: ~:G~: ~ :er I 
SNrJ: ~ ~mm ~ern~: Sl€fiR:!dt 11 (Shukra NS. v. 12) 

"The State is a tree of which the King is the root, anl the • counsellors, the main branches; the commanders are the ( lesser ) 
branches, the armies are the blossoms and flowers, the people are 
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the fruits and the regions-the land-is the seed". 

Though its most prominent, and, historically, the most 
interesting and continuous form was Monarchy, India was rich in 
Republics and Oligarchies from time immemorial. And those 
Republics, or rather the most considerable of them, lasted for 
centuries upon centuries. Their importance may be judged from 

. the fact that an Imperialist and Centraliser like Ka.utilya enjoins 
upon his disciple and his successors to destroy them by every 
means in•their power.1 In his very erudite and highly informative 
Research Work•on Hindu Polity, the late Shri. K. P. Jayaswal 
has d.evoted long chapters to the history, constitution and descrip
tion Gf the most famous of these ancient Republics, and enumerated 
almost all that he could trace, The socio-economic importance 
of the State, as embodied.in Kingship, is emphasised in the Shanti 
Parva of the M ahabharata in these famous verses. 

cnRil qJ CfiroJf ~Wl ~~T ei'T cnt~Cfiroir~ I 

S:Rr ~ ~ ;ff ~ST cnt~~ Cfil'{QllJ II 
.... ; ""t ('!~ 

e:\I:S911fQI ~T ~~T e'+ti'Efik~"il' qd(f I 

oe:T ~ ilf;f Cfi~: ~: srq-~ II 
e:~ffi' q{(('lj\Rf ~ Cfi~ ~'frq-: I 

SNn: ~~fr.:r !:fqaa ae:t ctT~: 11 

(Bombay Ed. Ch. 69, V: 79, 80, 91 ). 

"Time (age) is the cause of the ~ing, or the King is the 
maker of the Age. Don't let there be any doubt on that viz. that 
the King is the cause of the Epoch, If the King behaves properly 
in accordance with the Science of Politics, then the Best Age-Krita
prevails; but when the King abandons ( disregards ) that Science, 
and conducts himself in defiance of it, then the people are harass· 
ed, and the Age is ( the worst of the four ) Kali. 

Monarchy, when it came, and even when it reached the 
Imperial eminence, seems, on the strength of the authority just 
mentioned, to have been an elective office. Quotations from the 
Vectas, the great Epics of Mahabharata and Ramayana, and refere
nces _from classic authors, have been given in al~.mdance to show 

1. Cp. Artha Shastra, Book XIII Ch. 5, Prakarana, 176. 
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the process of election, the Oath \Vllen elected and crowned, t the 
duties of the elected King, and the sanctions provided~ should the 

.....J:::I..... ......... ~ " 
1. :.t 1(1~ t~T&:~'€1' ~ m lm:l I 

tfl~~ ~ W!T ~"e;r ~I'EI"&lll 
~TSf ~;jf ~rffir ~'IJ:Scflffl~1 ~: I 

~~: ~R:~';r ~~ >; ~rer.=r II ( Mahabharata, XII.59. 
106, 107,) 

When the peopJe are oppressed by Famine, thieves, or devastation, the 
King's Counsellors-Ministers,-may ,well encourage them, tellmg them, 'Beg 
the King to favour you, and say that if he does not favour (protect) you, you 
would migrate to another State.' 
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King fail to discharge the duties imposed upon him by precept and 
precedent of the ancient lawgivers. Pandit Jayaswal leaves no 
doubt that whatever the outward form and ceremonial, the King 
had to be a constitutional authority having definite checks on his. 
actions and policies. His salary was fixed both absolutely and 
relatively/ and he was in great danger of losing it. 

He does not authorise killing the King unfaithful to his 
coronation oath, but allows the Ministers to encourage the citizens 
and villagers afflicted by famine, robbers, forests, ( desolation ) to 
say tq, the King:_!_'We seek the King's favour; not favoured we 
shall emigrate.' 

We are not concerned, however, in this Series, primarily, 
with these characteristic of the ancient Indian Monarchy, which 
may, in its essence, appear to be political. The State, whether 
represented by a King or an Emperor; by a Republican President 
or by an Oligarchic Headman, was an important economic organi
sation and institution. It had very numerous and extep.sive 
economic functions interesting itself directly in the well--being of 
the people. The "Welfare State" of today has very little to 
teach its ancient prototype; and perhaps a great deal to learn, 
which the modern protagonist of the idea cannot understand 
or would not cope with. Neither in the size of the' territory, 
nor in the volume of the people inhabiting it; neither in 
the variety of their occupations, nor in the multiplicity and 

1. Cp. Jayaswal Op. Cit. Para 310 on the authority of the Apastamba 
Dharma-Sutra II, 9, 25, 10-

g(<'lil+ikteia:r ~~I 
and A. S. Bk. V. Ch-3 
~;nif~;{f tt~T I 
The income-revenue or wages of the King has been prescribed in the 

Mahabharata, Shanti Parva LXXI, 10-

• 

~~liiWT ~ ~~t~illif:' 
'4:11:(§11;f\-d;r ~m ~ ~ilt;t+t"( n 
"You should desire to earn money ( as your reward. for the protection of 

your people ) by wages such as one sixth of the- produce, import and export duties, 
and fines and forfeitures collected from offenders according to law. · 

See also ante p. 32, Shukra NS .. I. 188. 
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complexity of State activities, would the ancient Iudian State, 
under the Mauryas or the Guptas of nearly 2500 or 1500 years ago, 
could yield to its present day successors. The former hardly 
comes near the latter's degree of efficiency, and thoroughness of 
its administration, and allround contentedness that characterised 
the Empire, Kautilya wrote his Treatise for. 

As we shall see more fully in appropriate places later, the 
State, through the King o... the President or the Council of 
Ministers, was directly concerned and interested in tand, in all 
that the land needed and yielded,-not merely~ tax-gaE1e~er, but 
as direct producer. Cattle breeding held a place second only in 
importance to the task of actual cultivating, cropping, harvesting 
and storing the crops, in watering and manuring, in marketing 
and conserving. In mining and the innumerable crafts or 
industries based upon it, the State was even more directly 
interested, as monopolist-producer and metallurgist. The many 
and varied industries, arts and crafts were also under direct State 
control, supervision, and regulaton, even when they v.rere not 
carried on as part of State Enterprise ; while all the accessories of 
Trade, -and Traders, too,-such as weights and measures, money 
and currency, credit and banking received the attention of the 
largest, most compact, and the most powerful economic institutions 
of those days. Transport of all kinds, and the animals or ve:1icles 
needed for the service; river-boats and ocean· going ships of 
astounding size and amazing capacity; the care and maintenance 
of roads and the safety and comfort of the traveller along them, 
were as minutely attended to as the forts on the boundaries, and 
store-houses at every important centre, within the State. 

Nor were the workers,-whether as independent craftsmen 
or paid labourers, neglected. Their just dues for work done were 
not the only concern of the State on behalf of the workers of all ranks 
and in all industries. Though Kautilya speaks of "Free Labour"1 and 
there is frequent mention of "Slaves'' in the Dharma as well as the 
Niti Shastras and the Artha Shastras2 "the lot of the so-called ''Dasa'', 

• 
• 

1. Cp. A S. I, 1. 
2. Cp. Manu, Yajnavalkya, Artha Shastra. 
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literally translateable as "Slave" was such that Megasthenes, the 
Greek Ambassador at the Court of the First of the Mauryas, was 
led to declare that there was no slavery in Ihdia. Certainly there 
was no chattel slavery nor traffic in human beings, as even the most 
civilised (?) of the Greeks and the Romans, the Persians and 
the Egyptians, seem to have practised. The worker was entitled 
to benefits and conditions of work which would put many a 
modern civilised Labour Code to shame. Later on there would 
be adduced extracts to show how considerate and comprehensive, 
how humane and far-sighted, were the Labour Laws or customs 
of ancient India.. Here it is enough to add that not only were 
the ravages of Wage-slavery reduced to the minimum; the lot of 
the independent artisan was not left to the tender mercies of 
free competition, of the large-scale, capitalist producer. There 
was no lack, apparently, of the latter. But attention was paid as 
much to the quality, ~s to the quantity, of production, the artistic 
excellence as well as the volumetric abundance. In an economy 
in which Trade held such an important part, Production for Use, 
even of the foundation stone of the system, must harmonise with the 
Production for Exchange. But as all the needs of the country 
could be easily supplied from the produce of her own fields and 
factories, her own mines and forests, Trade was naturally and 
necessarily in specialities or superfluities, which had to be 
exported or imported because they were in excessive abundance. 

In all this the State played a direct, active, even initiative 
part. and that, as already hinted, was not the part only of the 
tax-gatherer,-hateful as he needs must be as oppressiv'e. When 
we deal with that subject, we shall see how the sources and rates 
of the principal public Revenues were designed, not to force the 
utmost from the producer or the trader, but how to help him to 
make his occupation most satisfactory to him and, at the same 
time, the most profitable. Definite and detailed regulation 
governed the mode of levying taxes and state dues; clear cut rules • 
were prescribed with equal thoroughness for the process of 
collection, so that the citizen was made to pay as title more as 
coul<i be possibly managed than the State was enriched by those 
payments. Price .-egulation had the same inspirfl.tion, the same 
guiding principles. Such ideas as are implied in the English 
Common Law maxim "Caveat Emptor" would, if placed before a 
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Court presided over by a Yajr.avalkya or ~arada, let alone a J.Ianu 
or a Parashara, \\'Ould ~1ave hmrifed those great Law givers. 

The control and regulation of Trade; the protection and 
encouragement of industry apparently, of an abundant or 
appreciative market for the private or individual producer. Kor 
was it possible to buy wage-·slaves under a complete anarchy of 
laissez-faire. Industries were protected not by any arti!1cial 
"Fiscal Policy" and Tariff bolstering buf by carefully drawn up 
initial regulation and subsequent fostering of each craft, of each 
trade, of each process or product. Even Trade was ttot forced to 
to be directed or diverted into preconceived c!J.annels made by 
other considerations of State policy, hut nevertheless, con~merce, 
both domestic and foreign, was so conditioned and regulat~ as to 
bring about the same result without any unnecessary interference 
with the normal directions of trade. 

In comparison wit!1 the State, the other Economic Organisa
tions. or institutions, had a relatively more limited share in 
regulating and conditioning the economic life of the community 
and in determining the standard or mode of living of the 
individual, The Varna-Ashrama-Dharma, taken to prescribe the 
social Status-Caste-by birth, and function by age, was all
pervading. But the nature, and importance it has been assigned 
by the \Vestern student of this most complex institution is scarcely 
merited by the ancient Canon, even if it could be justified by the 
somewhat degenerate practice of a later day. Even Shukra
charya, a legendary Treatise-writer long before the days of 
Chanakya, recognised that individuals were differentiated, not by 
the accident of birth, but rather by their own merit and their own 
doings.1 In the preceding Lecture mention has been made of 
this aspect sufficiently, not to necessitate any lengthy diversion on 
that point here. The most correct, the most favourable, and, in 
my view, the most faithful to ancient authority, picture of that 
institution would be a sort of over-all, society-wide Plan, regulating, 
prescribing, conditioning all forms of work, all conditions of Efe, 
all means of assuring a given standard of welfare to the individual. 
This had necessarily to be flexible, adaptable to changin~ con-

• 
"'~ ~ ..... 

1. See ante p. 34 +11~01 ti01€fif!I~T: I ( Shukra NS. I.) 
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ditidns and circumstances.: and automatically adjustable to the new 
currents and motive forces its own working might develop or 
release. This aspect has been already mentioned. and may have 
to be referred to again. At this stage, therefore, we need not labour 
it further. 

The more specifically Economic Institutions, which formed 
a sort of cross division over Varna-Ashrama-Dharma, into Guilds, 
Associations, Trade Unions, Joint-stock Companies, took a 
more active, a more ~iay-to-day part in regulating the life of 
the individual, and at the same time attending to the needs 
of the cop1munity. The terms used just now have been 
deliberately em~loyed to convey a more familiar, and, therefore, 
more ~asily intelligible, picture of these several institutions. The 
English expressions,-themselves undergoing material change in 
meaning and extent, in the course of centuries are, of course, not 
exactly equivalent. But they correspond nearly enough for our 
purposes. The Shreni, Gana. Kula, ]ati, Sarfha, Puga, the Grama 
and theN agara,-the Paura ]anapada,-had clearly, unmistakably, 
a direct economic function, particularly in relation to Trade, 
Industry, work or craftsmanship. These are defined or described 
by good authority below.1 

That group organisation was the characteristic feature of the economic 
system in the Mauryan and post-Mauryan age of Indian history is' amply evidenced 
.by Kautilya who lays down elaborate rules regarding the regulations of the Guilds, 
their control and supervision. He even seems to apprehend they might be 
formidable antagonists to the Central authority if left unchecked, by the very fact 
of their disciplined solidarity. Our ,oldest Legist, Gautama, also recognises their 
place and function in the social economy. (Gautama, XI 22-3). 

~ ,..... ~ ~ 
i::(tiF;iflld~ all\'ll(.(•f. . .l~: sn:nuT~ I 

i!fi~"t€1ftil€f{Q@'II~'!§(Ot'1a:~~: ~ ~~ qif I 
The group organisation was universal, embracing agriculturists and herds

men, town-labourers or craftsmen, merchants and bankers, sailors and soldiers. 
Even prostitutes were thus organised, as ·also the heretic (Pashandis), though, in 

· their case, one may take the Gana-Guild,-to be counterparts of the Samgha 
(Church ) of the Faithful. c. f. Manu IV 61. 

if ~~ fo:i€f?i'a~~~ I 
if ~'O:S<ilUIIS}i~ ~~~~: II 

One should not live in a State ( society ? ) where a Shudra is King nor 
where one may be surrounded by the irreligious, or be open to be overwhelmed 
by the Heretics, who have settled the territory by the Chandalas etc. 

These Guilds were autonomous, with power to tax their members, and the 
right to have their Constitution,-Rules and Regulations,-formally recognised 
by the State, and enforceable by Civil or secular authority ( cp. Yajnavalkya, 
II 1~2). 

~iUI!tmN11fO:saloliifiJI~ ~: 1 • 

#~ ~ ~ ~ 9:41!1% :er ~ II 
8 
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Corporate life, in Town and Village was efficiently organised, 
and universally at work. As the villa. the Mir, the mark or manor, 
it was a characteristic of the ancient Aryan civilisation, common 
to Europe and \Vestern Asia, including India. It had both a 
a political and an economic function. 

On the former side, it was the Council of the Village Elders,
the most ancient cell of Local Self Government, among Aryan 
nations,-which, in the more important emergencies of• the State, 
had a right to be consulated by the King, or the' chief men of the . 
Republic. In Towns it formed the Municipal Council, which had 
similar privileges of consultation, aid and advice in the ·larger 
affairs of the State, while enjoying a real autonomy on their own 
level, in all matters of local government or administration. The 
Paura ]anapadas, as a living institution of India's working 
democracy, have been fully described and their functions, 
explained and illustrated in Jayaswal's Hindu Polity with a wealth 

Shukracharya makes the establishment of a new Guild, without previous 

sanction by the State,-an echo of the apprehension of Chanakya as to the 
mischievous possibilities of these mighty organisations against the Imperial 

Authority. 

;ref ~+U:iiMt«~ fiiofir :jtlfdE("'Oi'{ t 

~Sl'if ;r ~g ~~ ~~ :c: !I (Shukra NS. I. 305) 

These guilds or associations were known ur:der various names. Katyayana 

enumerates them as follows ·-

'IJUIQIQU:S~ ~ ~Ui{('E('il!:fl l 

~oo tr :qR ct<~ft:co.'4t~ tti'E'4t'd: II 

i. e. Varga, Samaya. Shreni, Vrata, Gana, Samuha etc. 

These terms have no strict consistent connotation throughout the ages. 

Thus Varge (Lit. class) is a generic term. which may mean a class, or a Union, 
• or a Guild proper. 

• 
Gana is a collection of families, which may be aU of a given Varna 

(Caste), in a 6fiven place; though one writer makes it synopimous with Vrata. 
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of authority and detail, which cannot be improved upon. 

In purely economic matters, they had effective jurisdiction 
m the working of all the local sources of production, Agriculture 
and Animal Husbandry, Arts and Crafts, Trade and Taxes, 
which made them an indispensable link between the Central 
Government and the economic units in the country, or with the 
people as individual citizens or works. 

Their· role in proper ordering of consumption, adequate, 
• appropriate, and effective,-give ground for envy to the modern 

enthu~iast for the control of quality, quantity and prices of 
essential commodities, that not all our modern scientific methods 
of supervision, regulation and control achieve. The " Sumptuary 
Laws'', such as they were,-were, likewise, enforced through 
their aid ; while the assurance of suitable work to each individual, 
competent and capable of working was not the least of their 
economic duties and responsibilities. Their place in Guilds --the 
Craft Guild as well as the Merchant Guild, is difficult to 

Katyayana defines the latter as an armed group of members of different castes, and 
bearing different weapons. 

;nifl~""'ro' Eiffil: 'EI+i~dT: s:retfliffirt: 1 Katyayana Smrti Ed. by 
P. V. Kane, V 678) 

Shreni, on the other hand, according to Vijnaneshwara, is a Corporation 
of members of the same craft.-a Craft Guild proper. 

~Q"Ulf~l~qm~: ~QN: I 

says Vijnaneshwara on Yajnavalkya II 192, or a 1%~: 

Puga is more, according to Jayaswal, a political body; but Katyayana 

makes it a ''group of merchants and the like". While one writer calls it the 
association of elephant drivers or horse. riders. 

• Naigama is a non-secular term ·meaning a body of people who do not 

accept the authority of the Vedas; e. g. the Jains and the Bul<ihists • . '":~.. ' ~ ~ q .. "'EtlmS&ufta~ ll'f+ifOlft+t'Q~•.-o, q~t~~: 1 
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determine. But that they pia) ed an important part in tlte actual 
organisation and uistribution of work, maintenance oi pr!ces and 
standards, and securing of market, was unmistakab:e. 

~IARRIAGES FA"~IILY, A~D THE STATCS OF WOMEN. 

Family life, or Tribal bonds, were another side of the same 
shield. They figure it is true, more prominently and particularly, 
as social institutions; but their tmportance as integral parts of the 
socio-economic system, taken collectively, is unmistakable. Kula 
is the Family, not in the individualist sense of our pre~nt cidisa
tion, when the personal factor, the individuaE~t mali/ i~ more 
evident and stressed, but in the more archaic, and more liberal, 
sense of descendants of a common ancestor, linked toget"ler by 
ties of blood as well as work, of property as well as position, in 
the general scheme of society, Long sections, with numerous 
injuctions are devoted in the principal Law Treatises, to the 
formation aacl \1\·orking of the Family; and a cut:ection of 
Families, ts the Gana, the Assemblage, which may be 

(Mitakshara.on yajnavalkya II. 192.) Madana Ratna, however defines tP..e term 
as '' 1vierchants united as a caravan". 

Katyayara, here also, takes the more independent or un-orthodox view, 
making a N aigama to be a body made up of persons drawn from t1~e same town. 

~~~~: ~e;fu~m: 1 (V. 678. P. V. Kane's Editi_n). 

Pashandi, in the eyes of a Brahman, may mean the sceptics or non-Bra:urans, 
like the Buddhists or Jams; and the latter repaid the compliment by describmg 
the various sects oi Brahmanic faith by the same term. 

Prof. Rangaswamy Aiyangar ( op. cit. 184-6) from whose erudite work these 
definitions have been taken. exptains the variations in meaning as due to efflux of 
time-centuries-during which these several bodies changed their camposition and 
functions; or, alternatively, the Digest compilers kept the traditional terms without 
being quite sure of their exact significance. 

The co-operative society was also a form corporation very \;<ell known and 

freely used in the 1Iauryan and later Indian Empires. \3w, f'! d. t't'"'l"ii is used 
in cultivation ; but that made into a combine or syndicate of rrercbnts corr.ering 
a given commodity with a view to reap unholy gains, Kauti:ya v.ould penali~e such 
associations. 

• ~, . -~ 

q~ crJ ~!~~ q'W.fiiCf~f'jmf~Of 
~iilutfii ~ err ~h!.e q\~~: II A.S. IV--2. 
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conterminous with a tract, a village or even more extensive 
area. Heredity played more important part in ancient life and 
social organisation than it seems to do to-day ; and so, hereditary 
crafts or trades assured not only a measure of skill and craftsman· 
ship; it likewise guaranteed degree offair dealing of commercial 
honesty and individual attention, which the worker offering his 
wares in the so-called " open Market " need not guarantee and 
cannot afford. The place of woman and of the child, their work 
and education, the attention to be paid to them and the place 
to be sectued for them, we're also assured more directly through 
the Family, whkh was a socio-economic unit of no mea11 
significance in daily life. 

At the risk of some seeming divergence or irrelevance we 
must add that the true place of Woman in the web of Indian life is 
impossible to understand by those dominated and influenced by 
ideals of personal freedom, even when , they lead, for the male 
worker, to the wage-slavery of the V.ictorian era, and for the 
woman worker, to Mrs. Warren's Profession. True, a famous 
passage of the greatest of our Law-givers, Manu, says:-;:r·~1 ~idO&t 
~( IX 3 ) Woman does not deserve freedom ; and another 
equally categoric observation of Gautama holds :-.at~ 
~ ~1 ( XVIII-1) i.e. A woman cannot discharge all her 
duties by herself. But so was man enjoined to have his. fellow in 
the household yoke in the performance of all important sacrifices 
incumbent upon the Aryan Householder. The classic passage of 
Bhavabhuti, which makes king Janaka greet the wife of his friend 
the great sage Vasishta, as: Jt41G:"tti ~;;ft~~<efll4 ~ +rm«t'A: 
(Uttararama Charita IV-10) index of the reverence due to such 
(women from such exalted persons. It is but one of hundreds that· 
can be quoted of the same .type. One cannot, we must not, dismiss 
as a mere exuberance of idealisation when the Anushasan Parva 
of the M aha Bharata :-(Chp. 46, vv. 5 and 15). · 

• 

~ cllcl~d~US ~ fit?.f ~ I 
~~ ~ :;:r ~ ~ ~ '4dl: usn 
~ ~: ~~ ~ 'EI~Efil~ Wd~oc@d I I 
qn~ A•zt1at :;;r ~:fift ~ m«r u1 sn . . 

"Oh King, always should women be adored and petted; 
for where women are v.Torshipped there the gods delight. They, 
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in the name of women, are the Goddess Shri or Lakshmi
Goddess of wealth who should be honoured by all those desiring 
prosperity; for the Goddess of wtalth, honoured and upheld, takes 
the form of women, Oh Bharat''. 

And the said law giver, ~Ianu, gives the measure of respect 
and reverence due to the mother as follows : 

~ ~ . . ,...... 
~.,.,.lti ... IR(=""~,.,il"""'ii,..ltl"' arr;:n~T ~10 Tt«fr I 

~ s NQ:WildT ~~uuRtR«4a 11 (.Manu II. 145) 
e. 

" One must honour the principal ten times mor·e than the 
(ordinary) teacher ; one's father a hundred times morei than 
the principal and the mother a thousand times more than 
the father'' 

But even assuming this as a flight of fancy by a warm hearted 
sage, the hard-headed Kautilya lays down rules of work and rights 
or privileges of womenhood which, by no stretc~1 of sophistication, 
can be dismissed as mere idealisation. After describil!g, in his 
own aphoristic way, the eight recognised formes of marriage, 
Kautilya proceeds to lay down his rules regarding the property 
and maintenance of women. 

iR:t<liSI .. "J.i' qT ~~~if: I G<@'EIIt{~l ~TQ.l1 <tfu: I ~~: I 
~~lOr ~T~l~'it~lir ;;;r ~T ~+f?.tN; I sda--
.... " !:£.. -~ • ._.S_ ~ ~ • 
~Rtli~+t~OI"lil'l.. et+i!:h~f ;;;f ~:I ~~'.:f q'T ;;p:r~'.(U~~ 

~~ ~ • .~ ,.... ' ';~..,. tr ' • £i'llld I S:q'li(i~ :q etl'"l~o!j ~-~<=I'@~~ In I <rr'f:'.qf~i~ 
Rf: · -'- :. ""....... ASI ) ~i-.:iflg~ ~l"'-10 I ~~N=:tli-.:lftl'§m ~"tl" ~'il'TQ I ( . . II. 2 

Means of subsistence ( Vritti) or jewellery ( abadhya) 
constitutes what is called property of a woman. Means of 
subsistance, valued at about 2,000/- shall be endowed (in her 
name). There is no limit to jewellery. It is no guilt for the 
wife to make use of this property in maintaining her son, her 
daughter-in-law, or herself, whenever her husband is absent in 
calamities, disease and famine, in warding off dangers, and in 
charitable acts, her husband, too, may make usc of this property. 
Neither shall there be any complaint against the enjoyment. of 
this property by. mutual consent by a couple who have brought 
forth twins. Nor shall there be any complaint if this property has 
been enjoyed for three years by those \\'ho are \Ycdded in 
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accordance with the customs of the first four kinds of marriage. 
But the enjoyment of this property in the cases of Gandarva and 
Asura marriages, shall be liable to be restored together with 
interest on it. In the case of such marriages as are called 
Rakshasa and Paishacha, the use of this property shall be dealt 

· with as theft: Thus the duty of marriage is dealt with". 

Her right to certain forms of her property is expressly 
recognised by the great Social Economist, even when she becomes 
a widow an~l chooses to remarry. It is interesting to note that in 
Chanakya's days. remarriage of widows was permitted under 
certain- contingencies.--

• ~ q;c~~ en !:!'~~ ~fetit~"fi 1 

Sf~Qfmwm ~: ~sfq qr qf<f: II A. S. III. 2 

'' If a husband either is of bad character, or is long g~me 
abroad, or has become a traitor to his King, or is likely to endanger 
the life of his wife, or has fallen from· his caste, or has lost virility, 
he may be abandoned by his wife", 

Women's right of action against her own husband is no less 
clearly recognised ; while her right to work or self-support is 
expressly stated by the author of the Artha Shastra (II ch. 23) :--

~~: ~stf.li!€1'@1~\l'§!QQq~ 0\l'~ld:fl~%: ~I 
''The Superintendent of Weaving shall employ qualified 

persons to manufacture threads (sutra) coats (Varna), cloths 
(vastra) and ropes. 

&Uttf.IWiffli<l1'€lQf')'!iiOI~TIUr :q ~f.ll~f(I~"41Ms:tf&ldt'~V4$Sllff· 
ffllftllfl~ ~tenm~~~ 
~I 

Widows, crippled women, girls, mendicants or ascetic 
women (pravrajital, women compelled to work in default of paying 
fines ( danda~pratikarini), mothers of prostitutes, old women 
servants of the King, and Prostitutes ( devadasis ) who have 
ceas~d to attend temples on service, shall be employed to cut 
wool, fibre; cotton, panicle, ( tula ), hemp, and fie~ 

'W\"Uf~~~ :q' ~~ ~~ ~ Cfi~ I 
~dtQ(dlf.l'E'!til~dl9fT :q I 
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Wages shall be fixed according as the thread spun arc f-ine, 
coarse, ( sthula, i. e. or of middle quality, and in proportion to a 
greater or less quantity manufactured, and in consideration of the 
quantity of thread spun, ~hose (who turn out a greater quantity) 
shall be presented with oil and bright cakes of myrobalam fruits 
(taila-mala-kod vartanaih ). 

They may also be made to work on holidays ( tithishu) by 
payment of special rewards ( pratipadanamanaih ). 

Wages shall be cut if. making allowance ·f~r th~ quality of 
raw material, the quantity of the thread spun out is found to fall 
short. 

Weaving may also be done by those artisans who are 
qualified to turn out a given amount of work in a given time and 
for a fixed amount of wages. 

The Superintendent shall closely associate with the work-
men. 

Those women who do not stir out of their homes 
(Anishkasinyah), those whose husbands are gone abroad, and 
those who are crippled, or girls, may, when obliged to work for 
subsistance, be provided with work ( spinning out threads) in due 
courtesy, through the medium of maid servants (of the weaving 
establishments). 

Those women who can present themselves at the weaving 
house shall, at dawn, be enabled to exchange their spinnings for 
wages ( bhandavetanavinimayam). Only so much light as is 
enough to examine the threads shall be kept. If the superintendent 
looks at the faces of such women or talks about any other work, 
he shall be punished with the first amercement. Delay in paying 
the wages shall be punished with the middle amercement. Like
wise, when wages are paid for work that is not completed. 

She who, having received wages, does n'ot turn out the work, 
shall have her thumb cut off. • 

Those who misappropriate, steal or run away with (the raw 
materials supplied to them) shall be similarly punished. 
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Full prohibition is thus made for widows and orphan girls 
or women, who, for any other reason, being unable to maintain 
themselves out of their own resources, were provided for by the 
State. Adequate precautions were taken to see that their modesty 
and propriety were in no way endangered by the necessity they 
were under to go out for work. The philosophy of the Gita had 
long insisted, for the preservation ofthe race, upon the purity of our 
women, and so the safe-guarding of women, their person or property 
is not left altogether to the tender mercies of their men folk. 
Their rights to • property were, as we have just seen, duly 
recognised. 

Even as regards the so-called fallen women,-the pro
fessional FiZZes de joie, Kautilya has no hesitation to devote a whole 
Chapter in Book II for the proper protection and assurance of 
their just dues to these unfortunate victims of our civilisation ( ? ) • · 
Modern States, even when they recognise the fact,-the institution 
of Prostitution,-and enforce regulations for registration etc., are 
unable or unwilling, to secure their personal safety from avoidable 
diseases or appropriate treatment when suffering for no fault of 
theirs, and their professional dues, in the full measure and fearless 
manner the Mauryan sociologist frankly lays down. A Demi 
monde Royale or Head of that Profession, was employed as a 
highly paid Court official, with proper deputy and staff, and terms 
of service, or functions of office, which made her an ornament of 
the Court ; and at the same time a protector of her class. The 
qualifications expected of her, as of any such practitioner, in the 
first instance, were : beauty, youth, and liberal accomplishments. 
The Fine Arts of Music and Dancing, were the chief amongst her 
many graces ; for in these she was to instruct or supervise the 
education of other _such women, at times even the ladies of the 
royal harem, manners and department, conversation and 
information. ( She was not the least important field for recruiting 
spies in times of war or peace) dress and ornament, and IJlOSt of 
the other 64 traditional Kalas, had to be mastered. The classic 
case- of Mala vika, immortalised by the genius of Kalidas, or the 
noble devotion of Vasantasena, the deathless Her~ine of the Clay 
Cart, leave no doubt of the arts and accomplishments expected of 
these women in those days. 

9 
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Though paid as a High Court official, and honoured as a 
great social ornament, this C::ief Dame de plaisir was a sort of 
bondswomen, who was entitled, however, to redeem herself, by a 
prescribed payment. If, even without giving up the profession 
entirely, she chose to be the protegee of one person only, she was 
liable to pay a prescribed fine, or s~1are out of her earnings to the 
State. As late as the time of the Vijayanagar Empire, the revenue 
derived from this source was enough to maintain the entire Police· 
force of that enormous city.1 \Vhen youth had gone ~nd beauty 
faded, women of this class, particularly in the Hoxal employ, \Yere 
given suitable work in the kitchen, or the storehouse. The ·King's 
example we may readily believe had to be followed by other 
patrons of the Profession. · 

Of course, there were rights as well as obligations. The 
official Superintendent of the Profession regulated the fees for 
their professional services, and laid down standards of income and 
expenditure, as well as the Budget of every member of the 
Profession. N'eeded outlay for personal adornment or attractive
ness was not grudged ; but extravagance of all kinds was sternly 
frowned upon. A Professional would be liable to fine, amerce
ment, or taxation, if she sold, (except to her mother) or mortgaged 
her own property,-a regulation intended to ensure, probably, that 
she was not left unnecessarily destitute in her old age. Definite 
fines, or penalties, were likewise prescribed for any offences she 
was led to commit against her actual or would-be patrons. But 
what is much more interesting is that she was very effectively 
safeguarded against the abuse of her person, her trust, or 
her ignorance by any of her self-seeking patrons. 

" When a man", says Kautilya, " has connection with a 
Prostitute against her will, or with an immature person 
of that profession, he shall be punished with the highest 
amercement. Even if the latter were a willing party to 
the connection, but under-age, the man would be 
punished". 

Does our rg.odern Age-of-Consent legislation apply to these 
victims of our commercial civilisation ? 

1· Cp. Sewei1-A Forgotten Empire. 
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" Similarly, if a man keeps under confinement or abducts 
a Prostitute, against her will, or disfigures her ·by 
causing hurt, he shall be fined a 1,000 panas or ,mor(f, 
raising upto twice the amount of her ransom 
( 48000 panas) according to the circumstances oftthe 
crime, and the position and status of the Prostitute '' . 

. Do we. afford any Pro/hylactic service in our public clinics 
to those whom our individualist greed,-production .for 
exchange,-free of charge, if only as a matter of national health 
insurance, ·and precaution against the spread of preventible 
diseas~? 

. " When a man causes hurt to a Prostitute appointed . ~t 
court, he shall be fined thrice the amount of her ransom. 
Jf he causes hurt to her mother, her young daughter, 
or her servant he shall be punished with the highest 
amercement". 

What a model for our chadbands and comstocks ! 

" For offences committed for the first time, punishment 
shall be the first amercement ; twice as much for· the 
second time ; thrice as much for the third ·time ; and 
for offences committed for the fourth time, the King 
may appoint whatever penalty he thinks just aad 
adequate ".1 

I 

The scales are even ; the dice are not certainly loaded 
against the abandoned and the unfortunate. 

Of course these regulations· were not one-sided for and in the 
interests of the Public Woman only. Her patrons had also certain 
·rights, and she, too was liable to severe punishment for denial 
or .infraction of those rights, The point, however, to be booted is 
the realisation, by this supreme Realist, our ancient Treatise 
.writer, of the true position and function of this Profession, without 
,any squamishness. . The unblinking realism of the sage and , the 
thinker, Architect of the Empire and Minister of the State,.leads 
him of:o insist upon full registration of each practising Profession~.!, 
making it incumbent on the. practitioner to supply full .infor.matio.n 

. 1 ( Kautilya Book II, Ch. 27, p. 124-5 ). 
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to the official Superintendent regarding her daily rrce:pts, and 
prospects, as also the part:cular individual under whose sole 
protection she may be for the time being. This was as much for 
her own protection, as for the public safety; as much in the 
immediate interests of the Exchequer as for the long-range 
of our family life and social activity. The Prostitute was not only 
an effective safety-valve for domestic infelicity or material 
maladjustment; she was a public servant, a court offiCial, a health 
msurer. 

After this long but unavoidable digression, let us revert to 
the consideration of the various kinds of corpt>rations known in 
ancient India. The Gana, the Tribe or the Assemblage, was, on 
the other hand, of more administrative or political significance. 
In an age when religious sentiment came into ascendant, 6e Gana 
became, a religious organisation, which was, w:th the Jains and the 
Buddhists merged into the Sangha. 

The most conspicuously Economic, the most directly Pro
ductive, institution was that of Property. Private owners!1ip in 
most of the primary forms or means of producing new wealth 
seems to have been recognised from the earliest times, -though 
there seems to be considerable difference of informed or authori
tative opinion as regards the sovereign rights of overlordship in 
Land. Land was, indeed, the most considerable form of wealth
production. It was, at the same time, the most important source 
of publit; revenues, even w;1en owned or cultivated by private 
people. There seem to be two main ideas forming the root justi
fication of property rights in land,- for the King ( State) the 
protection, and security he afforded to the actual tiller of the soil, 
and for the individual cultivator the mere fact of cultivating, includ
ing clearing of waste land and settling upon it. \Ve have already 
noted the eight forms of acquiring property in land accepted by 
our ancient law-givers. 

\Ve are, in this place, not concerned with Agricultural 
Production, and the laws governing it, as enunciated in our ancient 
Treatises. Those will be briefly noticed later. In this stage we 
are concerned with the Rights of Property,-holding, using, ex.ploit
ing, selling, mortgaging, or transmitting such rights by devolution 
or inheritance. The following discussion is, accordingly, confined 
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only to that aspect of the subject, i. e. the Rights of Property in 
ancient India, with special reference to the primary forms, or 
sources, of Production, like land, forests, mines, herds, treasure· 
trove, flowing waters etc .. 

Bhattasvamin, in his cqmmen!ary on Kautilya's Artha Shastra, 
gives the following Verse, categorically asserting the lordship,
the ownership,- in land as vested in the King, or the State : 

~ ~ft': Qfab: 'fl:II'ESI~ '6'4 i?fi'E4 :;;r I 
~'Q~ ((Sf~~ ~ifrJ; I -... .... 

'!The Kinlis the Lord of Land, ( Bhumi) and (flowing) 
water, as held by those well-versed· in the sciences. Similarly 
house-holders (those with a family) are equally entitled to,....,or have 
an equal right, in,- all other forms of wealth ( or substance )". 
As against this, Katyayana holds :-

~cm:ft ij ~ ~ iiiH4~·~lf'E4 ri~ I 
dN;a'Etl ~ ~ st1"?!lfi'!i4P-r~ 9 II 

• ~ ,..... ,..... ...... <61"" 
~1 dl €111~~ ~~ ('fi('fldd4'J; I 

aif~~ ~~'Wa~ II (Quoted in Viramitrodaya 
Rajaniti). 

"The King is known to be the lord of the earth ( ~~Jft ) but 
never of any other substance (form of wealth). And of its fruit, 
(yield) he ( the King) may take one-sixth, and no more. As 
individuals live on the land (the real ownership' belongs 
to the·m, while) the ownership of Kings declared in the Shastras 
consists of the sixth portion of the products or assessment due 
to good or bad occasions. 

In his very illuminating Treatise on Ancient Hindu Poility, 
the late Shri Kashi Prasad Jayaswal takes very emphatically the 
view that there was no such thing, in ancient India, as Feudal over
lordship over all lands, or even eminent domain of the English 
Common Law, in land. He is unequivocally the champion of 
absolute right of private property in land ; and ignores, or explains 
away, the many texts in Shukra, Kautilya, Manu, Yagnavalkya, and 
other authorities, which indicate very clear and effective limitations. 
on the rights of individual ownership of such p;imary sources of 
new wealth production. A scholar in the tradition of R. C. Duttj 
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and bred in the permanently settled zamindari Province of Bihar, 
we can easily understand, even if one cannot share, this 
championship of private ownership of land, in Shri Jayaswal. 

Prof. Rangaswamy Aiyangar, though equally a believer in 
the theory of private property in land, is fairer in that he adds a 
learned appendix giving ancient texts and modern authorities, for 
as well as against, the theory. 

It is impossible to go into all these,- and many more that can 
be found on either side of the fence, wi6in the limited scope of 
these Lectures. Suffice it, therfore, to note that:...- . 

(1) There is no dispute as to the State or collective 0\Vner-
ship of mines and minerals, including metallurgical indl!stries, 
according to the Artha Shastra. See ante p. 11, ct seq. 

Kautilya on this says:-

" He shall carry on mining operat~ons and manufactures, 
exploit timber and elephant forests, offer facilities for cattle breed
ing and commerce, construct roads for traffic both by land and 
water, and set up market towns ( panyapattana) (A. S. II J ). 

~ " r... r... "' an<fi:Ci!fl+l 'ktS'(<:atli!l~~ql~ ~{~1(;5'tPQQ uq Q'd illlil =tr 
fiN~ I *'EtiAAtH~GUtlliiT ~~::iT~ q:c~a: I (A. S. II.1) 

(2) There is likewise little dispute about buried treasure
trove,-found on private (?) land. ( Cp. Kautilya IV, 1, ):-

:Ud'l11'PESI~ u~m1«t f.?rr\.1: 1 ~ ~ ~' 

A buried treasure if it is less than one lakh, s~10uld go to the 
King; if it is less than a sixth be given to the finder. 

(3) Whether or not there is State ownership of land, there 
is no question about the right of the State to tax land:-

Chanakya is quite positive as regards landownership who d-' 
not cultivate their land properly and so avoid adequate tax pay
ments. In such cases, he allows cultivation by wage earning 
labourers attached to the village or even by capitalist farmers 
( Vaidehaka ), in order to secure for the State, best that could be 
got from the lancf. On the other hand, if the cultivators paid their 
taxes regularly, the State may give them concession in the shape 
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of seeds, ploughing cattle and even credit or capital during tl)~, 

process and period of cultivation. 

(4) As regards gifts of land by the King, Kautilya lays down:
" Those who perform sacrifices (rtvik ), spiritual guides, 
priests, and those learned in the Vedas shall be granted. 
Brahmadeya lands yielding sufficient produce are 
exempted from taxes and fines ( adandakarani ). . ' 

But these .gift or enam lands given to be alienated except 
tc. the ~arne class of people who are free from taxes. These sort 
of restrictions on alienation of land is significant of the kind of 
property if any allowed in the primary form. 

Again the same authority adds :-

" Lands prepared for cultivation shall be given to ta:x· 
payers (Karda) only for life (ekapurushikani). Unprepared 
lands shall not be taken away from those who are 
preparing them for cultivation." 

~~: ~suo4J>fflgfilii{€f;u6T st4:i\a: 1 

at 'tid 1fZI ~ if I~ 41a: I ( A. S. II. 1 ) . 
The fact that it is given only as a life tenure is further 

evidence of limited private ownership if any, in agricultural land. 
Immediately after this passage the same authority adds''. 

" Lands may be confiscated from those who do not 
cultivate them, and given away to those who would 
cultivate them, presumably for life tenure only. 
Alternatively, they can be cultivated on a co-operative 
basis or capitalist farmers ( v;:1idehaka) who will make 
best use of such lands". 

attAd~~:~~a:l 
~~~~~ qr ~: I ( A. S. II. 1 ) 

• 
(5) There is, similarly, general agreement among ancient 

authorities as to the limitation of the rights of ownership, regard!ng 
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alienation of land, 1 cutt:ng down trees on laDd, maintenance of 
pasture-lands, or water--courses and irrigation works by public 
enterprise, as part of the duties of the King. 

(6) 2Restriction on t!1e entry info culti\·ators, villages of 
undesirable elements including the King's soldiers. 

SLAVERY 

\Ve cannot begin cons:dering this ancient, universal, abomin
able, institution better t:1an by quoting a passage from t'1t• Cambridge 
History of India, an authoritative modern work bf foreign scholars . . 

"The sla\·e or servant was an adjunct in all houschold.s able 

1 " For cutting off the ·tender sprouts of :ruit trees, flower trees or shady 
trees in the parks near a city, a fine of 6 panas shall be imposed; br cutting off 
the minor branches,of the S:lme tree, l ~ panas and for cuttmg off the htg oranches, 
24 panas shall be levied. Cutting off the trun~'s of the same shall be puntshed 
with the middlemost amercement. 

In the case of plants which bear flowers, fruits, or provide shade, half of the 
above fines shall be levied. 

The same fines shall be levied in tl::e case of trees that have gro .vn in places 
of pilgrimage, forests of hermits, or crema::on or burial grounds. 

For similar ofiences committed in conne.:tion with the trees whtch mark 
boundaries, or which are worshipped or observed ( chaityesh va:ak3htteshu cha ), or 
trees which are grown in the king's forests, double the above fines shall be levied". 

~q«~a't.;i g'4~..,ew:uo:otaf ~G;:'ir ~: I ~!tll'@l:ci§~;.. 
U:l~ ~IQUI: I Gl"l~ll'@i·.,..l~~ :ersrttm%qur: I ~~ ~'€'€! l'i.i€ ':( u;s: I 

'EiaRiJ'd' ~: I ~~=-5"·#W'W•O€fi(~i:i5dl'l:S!el~ o,g: I 9;Utf~'M'· 
-:.1 

~~,:;rl 
~ ~ca~ ~~~~ ~, 
~ q;q ~ ~~: ~ ~~~ =cr II ( A. S. III. 19 ) 

2. iia>:rt~ht•ll4ifO:U~~~~w.ui~err crt a=t l:fim~it ~:, f.RT~HI~ii.fl'! 
stl&fiUIT ~~.Ji' g~q,oJi, ~~~~~~q-a'll% I 

( A. S. II. 1 ) 
And says Shukra ( Shukra Nih V, 8-J., i35.) 

"!4"w:l ~ efi~:at :urn ~1'it;fu ~m ' 
~ ;r ~ ~ ~Tfit ~14€flii3ii: II 

No soldier shall enter a village unless for some business of the King, and so 
that no trouble is caused to the villagers. 
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to command domestic service; but slaves do not appear ·to have 
been kept, as a rule, in great numoers, either in the house, or, as 
in. the West, at mining or "plantation" work. Their treatment 
differed, of course, according to the disposition and capacity of both 
master and slave. Thus we find, in the ]atakas, the slave petted, 
permitted to learn writing and handicrafts, besides his ordinary 
duties as valet and footman. But of actual ill-treatment there is 
scarcely any mention... we do not meet with runaway slaves''
Cambridge History of India ( p. 205 ) . . 

The institutiow. of slavery, as a source of free labour, seems 
to have heen unknown in ancient India, if we are to believe foreign 
observer~, like Megasthenes, or our own writers of Dharma
Shastras or Artha-Shastras. Certainly, slaves exposed regularly to 
inhuman treatmenfof unredeemed cruelty an.d relentless exploita
tion, as characteristic of the ancient Greek and Roman slaver;y, or 
still worse, of the slavery in America, are t;mknown. Manu 
recounts 7 causes of slavery :- Manusmriti VIII, 415. 

" One whose flag (in battle ) has been taken away ( i. e. one 
who has been defeated ), one who has been accepted ( or been 
reduced to) slavery by greed or devotion, one who has been born 
of a bondswoman in one's own house, one who has been purchased, 
or one who has been made a present of, or been inherited from 
one's ancestor, or one who has been punished (for some offence) 
into a sentence of slavery, -these are the seven wombs (fountain 
springs) of slavery''. 

Though, in this authority, purchase and present, conquest and 
law-imposed penalty, are mentioned as the sources of slavery, the 
institution, in the sense in which it flourished in ancient Greece or 
Rome, or more modern America or the British Colonies, . did not 
exist in this country. Liberal Kings, like Akbar in recent times, 
always strove to make the woes of the vanquished as light and 
bearable as possible ; and so one of the first reforms they aimed at 
was to abolish war-born slavery. Even those other classes of 
slaves, su~h as those actually purchased for money and those made 
presenj: of, inherited or acquired because born of one's own bonds
woman, had a status not materially different from.that either of a 
man's wife, son or free ' wage-earning) worker, for in the very next 
verse Manu holds :-

10 
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+rTtfr s';~a:r ~~'8.~ S!'tr ~~:m: ~= , 
~ ~~~ ~ ~ r,,O(;! o-a}=fq I ( :\Ianu Smriti VIII, 416) 

" One's wife, Son and Servant ( Dasa) are all three without 
any wealth of their own, i. e. w:1at t!Jey earn goes to the husband, 
father, or the master (employer) as the case may be". 

In a famous, pit!1y passage, Kautilya observes:

~~bq-i<:f7·~~'\lCR'h ~~1 ~ ~mr~ (A. s. II. 1) 
" Those who ignore t:1e claims of their slaves ( Dasas ), or 

hired labourers (Ahitakas), and relatives, shall b~ taug'ht their duty". 

The same aut:writy devotes a whole, long chapter of his 
authoritative work to "rules regarding slaves and labourer(. The 
very juxtaposition of these categories, ·even apart from the 
nature and tenor of the rules laid dowu,- indicates the true 
nature of the Vasa, ( translated into English slaves ). He 
postulates that no Arya can be a slave. 1 And none, not even 
a Shudra, who is not born a sbve, can be sold or mortgaged into 
slavery by his kinsmen, on pain of heavy penalties. If strangers, 
-non-kinsmen ·-do so, 6ey incur still heavier pains and penalties, 
rising even upto cap!tal punishment for the lowest stratum of 
offenders. If any Arya is mortgaged for his life, to tide over family 
troubles, or to find money needed to pay court fines, or to recover 
the (confiscated) household implements, his relatives were bound 
to redeem him as soon as possible, especially if he the person 
thus selling himself into slavery was a youth or adult capable of 
giving assistance. 

Runaway slaves, if captured, would be condemned to slavery 
for life; but if not captured his freedom was unquestioned. Every 
slave was enbtled to redeem or ransom himself, from his O\Yn 
earnings or by his own work. If a slave worked without prejudice 
to his master's work, he was entltled to keep his own earnings, as 
also the inheritance he got from his parents, and therewith to regain 
his freedom. The ransom, redemption price, was not to exceed 
the price originally paid for acquiring a slave, or the amount of the 
Court fine for \vhich he has been reduced to that state. 

• 
Any one \vho defrauds a slave of his money, or deprives him 

of his privileges which he can exercise as an Arya, shall be 

(1) if~~ e:~~: I (A. s. III. 13) 
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punished . with half the fine leviable for enslaving for life 
an Arya. But while this may smack of a sense of race 
superiority, though the term Arya included all the three upper 
classes which made the bulk of the population of those days, at 
least, the strict provisions against putting a slave to any dirty or 
degrading work, or defiling the person of a slave girl, are eloquent 
of the real nature and status of slaves in Ancient India. Says the 
author of the Artha Shastra III. 13:-

-s. ..... ~"':.. ~ . " ,..... . e\ • d(qG:t)ISfll'1!13f!!4ii{Oi1+41 d'E'4 i(~rqif ~ Q{!~Ciftli+41m :q ~lOfT . 
il~C?.<IiU!iiEfi~ I . 

Employing a slave to carry the dead, or to sweep ordure, 
urine, or the leavings of food; or a female slave to attend on her 
master while he is bathing naked, or hurting or abusing him or 
her, or violating the chastity of a female slave, shall cause the 
forfeiture of the value paid him or her; 

~ ~~s~~q-:qn~ :q ~ 1 

Violation of the chastity of nurses, female cooks, or female 
servants of the class of joint cultivators) or of other description 
shall at once earn their liberty for them. 

~ ~q'€1 I<Efi'€411~Sl'il1d 'E'41'tiifi+4UI4J: I 

Violence towards an attendant of high birth shall entitle him 
to run away. 

ft~ • ,..... ""* •· ~151 +4f1&.11:1<nl (ifTSl;fi't11( ~!UT+4le:ffl~: 1-.."": ~~~: I Q'{.Cfiill 

~:I 

When a master has connection with a nurse, or pledged female 
slave under his power against her will, he shall be punished with 
the first amercement; for doing the same when she is under the · 
power of another, he shall be punished with the middle amercement. 

~mm~~r6"~· " " • ,..... EflR41+41iildi!fil en ~~~~ (ifT i_liP«''T ~~: ~ ar~ 
'Q" 

~:s: 1 ( A. S. III. 13 ) 

When a man commits, or helps another to commit, rape· 
with a girl or a female slave pledged to him, he shall not only· 
forfeit the purchase, value, but also pay a certain aJllount of money 
( Shulka ) to her, and a fine of twice the amount of Sulka to the 
Government. 
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Because of these regulation<~, there were neither Jl ulattoes 
or half-breeds, in ancient India, such as are complicating the social 
life of modern America, that recognised no rights for the sla\·es, 
nor placed any limit to the license of their masters. 

:\IONEY ECONOMY 

The introduction of ~Loney Economy, in place of kind1 seems 
to have been immemorial in India. The Vedic hymns abound in 
references to Pana,- standard coin in universal use for a long time 
in the country,- and the Panis or those who dealt in -the same, to 
which reference has been made earlier in this Series. The Sukra
Niti, the Artha Shasfra and other works, of this {!,enre contain 
detailed tables of relative values of different coins, or different 
weights of precious metals; and modern researches regarding 
ancient Indian coins, by scholars like Rapson or Cunningham amply 
confirm the presence from time immemorial of Money Economy 
in India. 

We cannot, therefore, accept the view of some \Vestcrn 
Scholars, who consider the Money Economy in India to have arisen 
from the exigencies of Foreign Trade settlement for the balance 
of payments as between nations having to be made in some 
universally acceptable and unperishable medium, - like gold or 
silver. In the Section of these Lectures dealing with Trade in 
ancient India, whether internal or foreign, this point will be dealt 
with further. Here it is enough to add that Vanijyam is an 
important section in the earliest Treatises on Varta, or the science 
of National economy; that in the Corporate Organisations, men
tioned above, Craft and Merchant, or Traders' Guilds occupy an 
important place ; that accumulations of huge stores of ready money 
are mentioned, time and again, in our classic literature, the Jataka 
tales, and even Rock Inscriptions from the days of the Mauryan 
Empire. 

Under these conditions, it is impossible to ignore the presence 
of Money Economy in ancient India, and the familiarity of the 
people with its workers. \Vages were expressed in tenps of 
money, as also detailed prices of innumerable commoditit:s. That 

• could not have happened, unless Money was a common well-known 
medium of exchange. The mystery of its regulation appears to 
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have been thoroughly mastered by the author of the Niti Shastra} 
The Superintendent of the Treasury and of the Mint have no les~· 
important place than the Minister of Finance himself. 

In another place ( Shukra N.S. II. 84-87) the same authority, 
writing about the various Ministers of a Constitutional King, speaks 
of the Amatya or Minister of Revenue .and Agriculture and 
Sum.antra or Minister of finance in the same verse :-

~!tli!fiR~SI IQ~ mm~ ~ i!fiv.T'?f I .. 
~l.iSI'R!JT(ll ~: ~ :;:r ~ao: II ( Shukra NS. II. 86) . 

• Jn Book II alone Kautilya has several chapters in the Artha-· 
Shastra giving detailed regulations about the Mint, the. Treasury, 
Tolls' and Taxes in cash, and Accounts. 

The adoption and wide prevalence of Money Economy, and 
the great importance attached to Trade as an integral factor of the 
national prosperity, did not, however, cominercialise the Indian 
civilisation into an unmitigated frenzy of Mammon worship. Pro
duction-for-use was not lost sight of, even though Production-for· 
exchange had 'to be attended to. The regulations of the Guide, as· 
well as of the State, saw to it that the demands of quality, of utility, 
and of artistic craftsmanship were not sacrificed'to the requirements 
of quantity, or the needs of the unknown ultimate consumer. The' 
duties of the Superintendent of Commerce,2 as laid down by .the 
Artha Shastra, not only prevented or minimised chances of deceit 
or undue advantage taken of the buyer by the seller; it also ensured 
that prices were not exorbitant or unconscionable; and that the 
material, its style, quality, or measure corresponded precisely t~. 
the terms of the bargain. Merchants who combined to create a ' 
"corner" in a given commodity, and interfered gravely with. the 
normal functioning of the Price Machine,· were open to heavy: 

1. Cp. Shukra Niti II, 151, 152. 

~amueaohufdQtW 1sa ~(iQ'I~ 1 . ~ " 
~ ~CJfOfd5f(IOlliit~ ~: II 

-~~ ~ ~ '4C(@J<t'ih:n~:cr:' 
'iits:nUhSkttAOI: ~~: ~ lJ;C(' l{ II 

. 2. Cp. A. S. II, 16 p. 97-99. 

• 

• 
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punishments. More than one ancient Jurist, Economist and poE~ 
tical writer insists, in more than one place, P:1 t:1cse carJinal 
principles of sound trading. They reaEsed the real ot igin and 
ultimate justification of all commerce,- its react~on on increasing 
production, and, through it, of increasing employment for skilled 
as well as unskilled-labour, capital, and t~1e natural resources of 
the land,- including the talent for management and enterprise 
available within the country. In contrast with tlte XIX century 
notion of Trade being due to the difference in comparative costs, -
cost measured in terms of money only,- t!1e attitude of d'Ur ancient 
writers seems to have been more penetrating and wTth due perspec
tive, Trade, therefore, flourished in all ages of Ind~an History; not 
at the cost of Trade but side by side with, t:1e indigenous industry 
and all other sources of producing new wealth. 

PRODGCTIO~ AND DISTRIBUTJO~ 

Having considered the Institutions, and Organisations tltat 
affected, directly or indirectly, the economic life of the country, let 
us next cast a glance at the actual operation of the Prodaction and 
Distribution of the new wealth produced. \Ve can but give the 
merest outlines of these processes, though, the Treatise overflow 
with the minutest details. What we call Laws of Production or 
Distribution will have to be inferred from t!1t:se observations. 

More than one Chapter is devoted by Kautilya to the organi
sation of Production, as also to the d:fferent kinds of return to the 
several factors engaged in those operations; and other writers, of 
the Dharma and Nitishastras; are no less prolific and explicit on 
the subject. We shall notice, very briefly, fw working of the 
principal agents of production, and the return en;o:ned to each 
of these. 

The basic factors of Producing new wealth are easily identifi
able in the terms more familiar today; and the treatment of each 
by the Ancient Masters is no less satisfactory. Land, the source of 
all raw materials for industry,- manufacture,- and, still m~re 

important, of food r.tuffs; Animal Husbandry, or stock-breeding, if 
not for food purposes, at least for use of all animal by-products 
and for their service in haulage and help in the process of cultlva-
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tion; Forests, yielding Soma, drugs, fruits and wood for ships and 
houses, and for 'vehicles of all sorts, not to mention weapons of 
war'and arts of peace; Mines and Minerals -in fact all the primary. 
sources of wealth, have been carefully, exhaustively considered in 
their lay-out, their utilisation and exploitation. We have already 
referred to the rights of private property in land, with their 
essential limitations; and corresponding rights of the State in Fish· 
eries, Mines and Minerals, and metallurgical Industries, subject 
to detailel regulations about the kind of labour to be employed, 
the t)-pe of manufacture to be based upon such. produce, and the 
mark.et for the wares made out of it.1 The following few extracts 
from the standard Treatise would serve to show the detailed and 
exhaustive study of everything appertaining to the art and Science 
of the Settlement, cultivation and Development of land, of Mines 
and their Exploitaticn, of Forests and their utilisation. 

Speaking of the initial Formation of Village,2 Kautilya 
advises the King what sort of people should be settled 
in new villages, what aids concessions or facilities should 
be given therri, what charges levied upon them, and how such lands 
should be held and worked by them. The very first proposition in 
the chapter is significant :-

. 
" Either by inducing Foreigners to emigrate, or by causing 

the thickly populated areas of his own State to send out 
their surplus numbers, villages may be built, either on 
new sites, or on old ruins.'' 

Here is sound advice fo~ dealing with important population 
such as we have had recently in some parts of India, due to the 
influx of Refugees following upon the Partition of the country. 
It has also more than a hint at a solution of the Surplus popula-

• 

1. .See A. S. particularly Book II, Ch. 16-

2. A. S. Book II, I, 

• 
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tion in any part of the State, or in the State as a whole.1 A close 
study of our ancient writers wi11 not fail to reveal their profound 
appreciation of the problem of Food and Population, long before 
Malthus touched off his pessimistic note on the evils of excessive 
population. The remedies suggested are, even now, worth consider
ing by States and statesmen in a like situation. Reclamation of 
waste lands, which must have been considerable in those days 
when Population had still not outstripped the means of livelihood 
available from the primary source of food supply, and the injunc
tions about the optimum number of people to be settl~d on such 
lands,2 the term of land tenure for such settled population

1
-for 

life of the immediate settler, ~!i~11i?!Ohnfit ( A. S. II. 1 ) and the 
provision of the necessary seeds, tools, labour, co-operative 
organisation, manure and water. not to forget roads and irrigation 
works, rotation of crops, harvesting and storing of yield, are 
amazing in their minuteness. 

1. " Our Economists entertain no dread ", says Rangas,vamy, " of a 
Growing population"; and quotes in support the Vedic benediction: 

€(':ill<t:Qi ~~ qfdf:l6flt€(::rf WI~ I ( R. V. X. 85.45) 
and the obiter dictum of the ~Iahabharata: (XII 110.23} 

~d~ir~~~~~l 
en"f8R~et'f:lilld :;:r ~:cnotlftia~Pa a· II 

It is true the purpose of marriage was :-

~ ~ I ( Raghuvamsha I. 7) 

2. But even if they, in those days, were not afraid of population·out-running 
food-supply, thinkers and writers like Kautilya were not unaware of the problem 
of numbers inevitable in any well-ordered, peaceful, prosperous community. He 
has forbidden settlement of people in areas exposed to frequent famines, thieves 
and wild beasts. Needless to add he was equally mindful of the health and strength 
or quality of the population ; and also the utility of numbers in times of war. 
(cp. Book VII, 2, pp. 295-297 ). It is also important to add that the Varnashf'ama 
Dharma automatically helped to guard against intolerable increase of numbers by 
limiting the period for procreation, by enforced widowhood and consequent 
barrenness for a large number of women ; and by insistance upon the duty of 
every one to provide for his dependents. 

!JSII.(IGISti~hQ~ mtmT: ~:~t{€1i.('J'f$: I~ :el' s:t~l'iltld: I • 
• ( A. S. II. 1 ) 

The problem of Eugenics was attended to by our ancient writers through their 
Marriage and Divorce laws, See ~Ianu lll or IX. 
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' The protection of the lands thus settled and developed 
occupies the attention of the writer, no less thoroughly than the 
provision of the necessary facilities and accessories of good cultiva
tion and proper production from land. Only a limited quantity 
of Free Gifts of land are permitted,-to those who perform 
sacrifices or act as spiritual guides, priests and scholars, who make 
a return in . kind.1 But these Brahmadeya lands cannot be 
more than would suffice to provide an easy maintenance for them 
and their families. Under those conditions, such lands would be 
exempted from ta~ati.on, fines or other dues of the State. 

All other lands, prepared for cultivation, must be given to 
tax-payers ; and that for life only.2 Unprepared, undeveloped, 
lands must be left with those who are developing them, presumably 
exempt from taxation at least while the process of development 
is not completed.3 But the lands of those who neglect them 
may be taken from them and given to others who properly 
attend to the cultivation ; or such lands may be cultivated 
by village labourers or co-operatively. Even those village 
officials,-or, for the matter of that, Central officials, who e. g. 
Superintendents, Accountants, Gopas (cowherds), Sthanikas 
( Local officers ), horse-trainers or messengers, veterinary surgeons 
( Anikasthas) or Physicians, who are endowed with lands 

in the village, pay taxes in kind, i.e. by their services ; and lest 
these indirect payment be evaded or endangered, it was clearly 
laid down that such lands could not be sold, mortgaged, or other
wise alienated in anyway.( In newly settled places or reclaimed 

1. ~•ll'i'll~tt~~ il~'-tt1ri0f.t'~:Si!fi<IGttlr.l~e:t~ 
~5o: I ( A. S.II. 1 ) 

llfi~: llfi'<~'41'ii.ll;f ~ ~ ~: I ~'mt ~~ I ~~ 'l_cf: 
~~: I 1!6<'4~ crTSi!6'<f4!41;i !f~: I ( A. S. III. 10 ) 

2. ~W: ~~'iii~i!6116t sttl~d; I 
~ llfi~ if~tlld; I (A. S. II. 1) 

~. ~~~Q~~~: ~d; I ~i!fi~\{Efil ~ ~: I ~· 
~~ ~~: 1 ( A. S. II. 1 ) • 

4. ~~ ~tiiilEfilffllli~~~~~+(i!fi'fl~t((~~ 
~ fltsti4t\i.UifEf-A1t ( A. S. II. 1 ) 

11 
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lands, taxes may be excused for r. time.1 Care was also taken 
that no obstruction to the work of f1e cultivators should occur 
either by coming into the village of certain distractiOns or by 
depredators whether beasts or hurr.an beings. 

Encouragement of Agriculture, even on lands in private 
hands, was assured by a number of facilities, concessions, or 
advantages, specifically enjoined to be provided for such lands by 
the State.2 It was for this purpose that lands in the hands of 
those who were neglecting them,-the common evil qj hereditary 
Landlordism,-couJd be taken away and given to those who were 
certain to cultivate them much better.3 We have our l'nodern 
laws against Land Alienation to non-Agricultural classe:> ; but, 
both in conception and in administration, these laws have operated, 
not so much to increase productivity from land by securing real 
interest in the tiller of the soil, so as to keep out certain classes,
or castes,-from holding, owing or tilling land. This only prevents 
lands from getting the necessary capital, scientific knowledge, or 
experienced technique in the process of cultivation. The ancient 
Economist of India saw to it t!1at no hereditary rights, nor any 
Royal favouritism came in the way of proper attention to this, the 
most fruitful and undying source of producing new \Vealth. 1 By 
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the sa~.ae reasoning, no one was permitted· to keep away from any 
Labour on land, which has been undertaken as a co~operative 
enterprise. The primary aim of such injunctions was to ensure, 
through the ever increasing productivity of land, the maintenance 
of the King's or the Public Treasury. And, for that end, not only 
were tax-remissions to be granted to those who were bringing new 
lands under the plough ; but even after this reclamatory or 
preparatory stage was over, the State had to treat the agriculturist 
as a good father treats his children.1 Long before the English 
poet wrote• it, the Indian Statesman had realised that ill would 
fare the land where the peasantry was starved out of existence • 

• 

:fhe handicaps of Agriculture in India were, likewise, fully 
known, appreciated and adequately attempted to be remedied, so 
that the land should not fall too early or needless victim to what 
we would nowadays call the Law of Diminishing Returns. The 
need for regular, sufficient and timely rainfall was felt, as 'keenly 
as in our own times.9 

The uncertainty, uneven distribution, and sometimes utter 
' shortage of this water, was felt enough by the farsighted 

Economists to insist upon proper means of Irrigation.3 

, Wells, tanks, reservoirs, and larger Irrigation works were 
enjoined as a public duty, from which no King, no Huler, could 
obtain exemption.4 All the facilities needed for those cultivators, 

1 See Ante p. 3+ Foot-not& 3. 

2. at*ai*Eff~ wnt'it q-fl"41':t""~: I (B. G. III, 14) 
ijf~(&q~ • ~H:ti!b4'i€fi<':t O:S!t~€fi~f+l"Clf<1qa: I 
~~P~wa)q"l\(Oilll~~~ ~ I ( A. S. II. 24 ) 

3. 'f~f!A Ri+R:ftJI'I~~~J 1e l'@j(l~4 IWJ; I 

ftl"n~'4 ~:9;tt1it•ii·~€fiet~·€fiM: II ( Shukra NS. I. 300, 301 ) 

1· t~~~rrr: 'li!"l+ii'ERII!ll 1 
~: ~~WJSt~'ERil<~~: II • 
'-PlT am tr~~ til~~ 1 
~ m:~ ~: ~'4;11((1: U (Shukra NS. IV. 4. 60, 61) 
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who could themselves, in such matters, by their own co-operative 
effort, were to be afforded all facilities, as given in Artha Shastra. 
Building roads and keeping them free from robbers, wild beasts, 
and other dangers of the times were an equal obligation of the State, 
which every writer on the subject insists upon.1 Proper marketing 
facilities, seed, cattle, implements and manure, needed by the 
cultivator if lacking, bad also to be provided by the State.2 

The common pests of Agriculture, locusts, floods, famines, 
wild beasts had to be guarded against effectively.u Public 
granaries, storing, food grains sufficient for three years· bad to be 
set up to serve as a real insurance against deaths from sheer 
starvation.' 

On crown lands proper, there is specific injunction to 
employ an officer, whom we would nowadays describe as an 
Agronomist, or Agricultural Scientist.5 

He must be possessed of a knowledge of the science of Agriculture, dealing 
with the planting of bushes and trees, or aided by those who are trained in such 

~~"'.11. ~ ~ 1. ~: <nu+t~: ~("'d41 *l 'fll<&~.,_ I 

~ ~<?J ~1.fmoT cr~~ II ( A. S. II. 1 ) 

In another connection Artha Shastra also speaks of land routes (roads) and 

water ways, and compares their relative economy and utility. In Book II. Ch. + 
he says:-

:qg~u:gj"(''(j ~ .:..r::u•u~1~ot!!'@~t;fitt<t~dQ1lff: 1 

In Book III. Ch. 10 he describes the various ways in which roads can be 
obstructed, and details punishment or remedies for the same. 

2. See Foot-Note 1 above. 

3. an~~~Nefii: m: ~: 1 
Sl~l("litfttl~: ~ ~:~:II (Malavikagni V, 20. Com.) 

4 • t ~ H 
• ~ ~: ~~ e(~GI~d'Cf: I 

d'"d~l~ ~~· "tqUII(''l~aN ~ II (Shukra NS. IV. 2. 26) 

5. ~: ~a~~lii'Ed~~ qJ ri~!I'4<M5\JIEfi
~fii('SC4t~lf41~·u=tct~Nle~~ ~ ~'ltita: 1 erii[<!5Q'i'<tita14f 
~~ i(i'Eion#\n(i(U<SstidCfiJ_~qlQqd; I Cfi~W<i"S4lqlifi<vti!Q~
~qi+ie~ afil~ 1 (A. s. II. 2+) 

, 
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sciences. The Superintendent of Agriculture shall, in due time, collect the eeeds 
of all kinds of grain, flowers, vegetables, roots. vallikya (fruits of creepers) fibre 
producing plant and cotton. He shall employ slaves, labourers and prisoners to 
sow seeds on grown lands which have been often and well cultivated. Any lack 
of ploughs or other necessary implements or of bullocks shall not come in 
the way of these duties. Nor shall any delay be caused to them in procuring the 
aid of blacksmiths, borers, rope-makers, snake-catchers etc. 

This is a free renderin6{ of the lines of Shamshastry's Translation of the 
text of the Artha Shastra. 

The rates given in that connection are obviously models, 
which the other la'lld-holders would naturally follow, the more so 
as the State is deeply interested in the success of cultivation. All 
ancient Treatises make the King; or the State a sixth-part holder 
even in privately owned lands. 

CATTLE.-BREEPING. DAIRYING & ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 

Formation of Pasture lands, with a view to provide grazing 
ground, and thereby attend to the Cattle wealth of the country, has 
demanded no less attention from the ancient Treatise-writers. The 
injunctions upon land revenue collectors, which ·will be noticed 
more fully below, reinforce the same notions and ideals.1 

w Detailed description of the rainfall follows and also of its 
variations in the different parts of the country, as well as of the 
value of its proper distribution; what crops should be sown and 
when; what soils are suited to which crops; how the natural defi
cient or irregularity of rainfall is to be made good by artificial 
irrigation, are dealt with in the same Chapter, with astounding 
minuteness. The reference to the conjunction of the Sun and the 
Stars, and Planets in their ceaseless round, as important factors for 
regulating the different stages of agricultural production, may pro
voke a smile,- only among those unfamiliar with the regularity of 
the Indian Monsoon, or the Rainy Season. Chanakya is, of course, 
not unmindful of the erratic possibilities of the Monsoon; only, 
knowing that, he not only lays down the general rule, but indicates 
the, chances of a dependable forecast of the Monsoon behaviour. 

. . . . 

• 
I. Cp. A. S ... Book II. Ch 2, pp. 49, 117, 141, 305. Book II, Chs. 23 and 

2-f. ; also Book Vll, Ch. H. 
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Having laid down which seed should be sown when, the ~laster 
wisely concludes the Section: - "The seeds may be sown accord
ing to the changes of the season." 

Lest any land should go uncultivated, the Royal Agronomist 
is authorised to take the help of private cultivators, and snare the 
produce in different proportions with them. Variations in water 
rates are also ordained in the same manner. No land, in brief, 
must go out of cultivation for lack of water, workmen, tools or 
implements, seeds, manure or other requirement;, of sound 
agriculture. " 

Manuring the land by the ordinary night soil, animal fat, or 
butter, burnt bones and fish manure, and cow-dung or cotton seed 
is well-known and commonly practised. Agricultural labour, 
whether of slaves, prisoners, or volunteers, is not to be neglected. 
Payment in kind, as well as in cash, are mentioned and, consider
ing the price level of those days, seen fairly liberal. 

CATTLE BREEDING, DAIRY-PRODUCE, AND PASTVRE. 

Next only to Agriculture proper, cattle-breeding and dairy 
produce are mentioned by the Master as the most important 
branch of the Science of Economics in India. At least two full 
chapters (II. 29. and III, 10) are devoted to this most important 
branch of primary production. The very opening line of 
Chapter 2, Book II, of the Artha-Shastra says :--

" The King shall make provision for pasture grounds on 
uncultivated land". ( p. 53 )1 

Almost all our modern problems in connection with animal 
husbandry and Dairyi!lg Industry, as well as bye-products of animals 
like hides and hair and hoof, bone and flesh, milk and cheese and 
curds and ghee, as well as other milk products, straying cattle, 
lost old barren, disabled or diseased cattle ; dangers from thieves, 
wild animals, or beasts of prey, by land or water, are tou~hed 

0 

1. A. S. p. 49. 
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upon with masterly thoroughness. The Cow was, from time 
immemorial, sacred; and anyb;dy who hurt or caused to be hurt 
was liable to death penalty ; and so also a fortiori, any one who 
killed it. 

Breeding and branding, as a mark of ownership, were also 
a common occupation. We must never forget that the greatest 
title of Krishna was Cowherd, his most popular doings, the 
dalliance with the women-cowherdesses- of Vraja . 

• 
The pastul"e-lands and grazing-grounds were a prime 

necessity, and the King was required, as we have already seen, 
to pr~>Vide such grounds on uncultivated, waste lands. In 
Book III, Chapter 10, the writer reverts to the same subject, and 
en]oms:-

" Pasture lands,. plains, and forests may be availed of 
for grazing ca_ttle ". 

But let the privilege· be abused, heavy punishments are 
prescribed for those who allow their cattle to stray on private 
lands, and destroy or eat away the crops on such lands. Excep· 
tion is made in the case of bulls dedicated to village deities, or 
cows recently in calf, or breeding bulls. To guard against those 
rules·operating too harshly, a system of Reserve Forests, to serve 
as Pasture-grounds, was provided. A due {)roportion is thus 
maintained between Cultivation, and waste lands or Pasture, so 
that all forms of agricultural wealth should flourish side by side. 

Finally, in considering the Cattle wealth of the country, the 
ancient Treatise-writer does not think only of Dairy produce. 
The use of Cattle in haulage, in transport for war or peace, is no 
less obvious and important an aim. " Pasture lands" he says, 
''are the. source of cows, horses, camels to draw (war) 
chariots ". 

FOREST WEALTH 
• 

Yet another branch of Agricultural Econ6>mics concerned 
the maintenance of Forests, of which, in those days, there could 
not have been any lack. Nevertheless, the Vana M ahotsava of 
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those days seems to have had its significance, as in our days. Our 
classic literature,-drama and story, poetry and fable,-overflow 
with references to gardens or Kautilya says :-1 

" The Superintendent of Forest Produce shall collect 
timber and other forest produce, by employing those 
who guard productive forests. He shall not only start 
productive works in forests, but also fix adequate 
fines and compensations to be levied from those who 
cause any damage to productive forest's, except in 

• calamities". 

A long list of Forest trees, beginning with teak, follows and 
ends up with an equally long list of other Forest produce, like 
hides or skins of wild animals or beasts; bones, bile, sinews, teeth, 
horn hoof and tail. The economic importance of these products 
lies in their providing raw material for other industries, like ship 
or house-building, plough or chariots, oils and essences, firewood 
and fodder, the ores of various metals and metallurgical industries 
based thereon; and, above all, drugs and medicinal plants and 
herbs to safeguard the health of the people. 

The military importance of forests is interwoven and 
inseparable from economic importance ; for ships and chariots 
can be used as much in war as in peace, just as much as weapons 
and armour of all descriptions made out of these products. That 
only proves, once again, the impossibility of distinguishing between 
and keeping strictly apart the economic and political or national 
aspects of such matters. 

Let us end this Section by quoting once again from the 
ancient Master :--

" The Superintendent of the Forest Produce shall carry 
on either inside or outside (the c<~pital city) the manufac
ture of all kinds of articles ·which are necessary either 
for life, or for the defence of forts ''. 1 

• 

1 A. S. Book II Ch. 17. 
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This entire industry,-except. perhaps, private gardens 
· was, like Mining and Mineral produce as well as Metallurgical 
industries, and considerable segments of agricultural land, part 
of the public Domain or State Enterprise . in ancient India 
declared,' sanctioned. approved and authorised by the highest 
canonical authority, as well as by public practice.1 

After all this discussion it is necessary to dilate at length 
upon that other form of primary production,-Mines, Minerals and 
Metallurgical Industries. By common consent, and on sound 
authority, these to~, were part of State enterprise. Reasons of 
nationaJ security, and basic ideas o"f conserving the inherent wealth 
of the soil, led to this principle of public policy and national 
economy, which all through the long ages of our history remained 
state-owned and state-managed until the advent < ,f the British 
Rule in India, and its concomitant of free enterprise. In a classic 
passage, Kautilya lays down :-2 

~ " rot awn~l'ktf(of.h[f'€(fql14~€11 ~ 

qolf~~~lflt"difll~ :q fit'~ I 
+r~&'f<aqU~i:rti ~~~~~~a: II 

( A. S. Bk II Ch I) 
Note fu~ther·that large chunks of commerce, mere exchange 

of commod\ties, whether produced in state-owned farms and 
factories, mines or forests, or not, are reserved for the State. We 
shall notice the Section on Trade separately; but the point of. 
essence here in the present argument, is that there is no harm in 
mentioning all these at this st~ge. 

In matters of secondary, or industrial production we 
may begin with an interesting item, showing the degree of 
skill and achievement ancient India had attained in metallurgical 
industry. 

Indian steel is mentioned as the best of its kind for 
weapons by the ancient Greek Historian, Herodotus, while speak
ing of the Indian Contingent in Darius' army. But even if we 

1. A. S Bk. U Ch. 1. p. 47. 
• 2. '' He (the King) shall carry on Mining operations and manufactures, 

' exploit timber and •. elephant forests, offer facilities for .::attle-:-breeding and 
commerce construct roads for traffic, both by la~d and water; and set up market 
towns. On fish and green Vegetables also the lordship vests in the King ...... " 

p 
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leave out these relatively scattered,- though not unimportant,
classical references, the illustration of the great Iron Pillars of 
Delhi and of Dhar, cannot and must not be overlooked. In this 
connection, I hope you would not consider iJ self-laudation if 
I quote from me my own works :-The Splendour thai lVas 'Ind. 
Speaking of the age of the Rig Veda at least a thousand years 
before the rise of this Mauryan Empire, the Cambridge History of 
Ancient India says:-

,, Next in importance (to the wood-work.er ) was the 
worker in metals, who smelted ore irl' the furnace, using 
the wing of a bird in place of bellows to fan the• flames. 
Kettles and other domestic utensils were made of metal. 
It is, however, still uncertain what that metal, \Vhich 
is called Ayas, was. Copper, bronze and iron alike may 
have been meant." 

The same authority elsewhere gives 1,000 B. C. as the 
probable date for the introduction of iron in India. But whether 
or not iron and its manufacture were understood by the Vedic 
Indians, their descendants in the ~Iauryan Age had undeniably 
achieved great excellence ; while another six hundred years later, 
in the hey-day of the Gupta Empire, their skill was equal to 
turning out such masterpieces as the Iron Pillars of Delhi and of 
Dhar, of which a great geologist wrote:-

11 It is not many years since the production of such a pillar 
would have been an impossibility in the largest 
foundries of the world ; and even now there are com
paratively few where a similar mass of metal could be 
turned out ". 

Describing the Delhi Pillar, the late Dr. Vincent Smith 
wrote:-

u It is now established beyond the possibility of doubt 
that the material of the Pillar is pure malleable iron 
of 7.66 specific gravity, and that the monumerrt is a 
solid ~haft of wrought iron welded together .•........•. 
The total length of Pillar, from the top of the 
capital to the bottom of the base is 23 ft. 8 inches. 
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22 feet are above ground, and one foot 8 inches are 
below ground. The weight is estimated to exceed 
6 tons. 

Dr. Smith, we may observe in passing, does not seem to 
make sufficient allowance for the fact that the Pillar stands in 
the midst of a Muhammadan mosque; that the iconoclastic 
zeal of the early Muslim may have lopp~d off a considerable 
portion, e.g. the iconographic capital from the original pillar •••.•. 
and that consequently, both the height and the weight of the 
original monumenJ may have been much greater. Certainly, the 
three pi~ces of the Dhar Pillar, aggregating 42 feet in height; 
must have weighed proportionately more". 

Further comment or illustration is needless. 

Besides Metal Industries a large number of allied crafts 
were carried on within a high degree of skill. 

'' We hear of hunters, of several classes of fishermen, of 
attendants on cattle, of fire-rangers, of ploughers, of 
charioteers, of several classes of attendants, of makers 
of jewels, basket-makers, washermen, rope-makers, 
dyers, chariot-makers, barbers, weavers, slaughters, 
workers in gold, cooks, sellers of dried fish, makers of 
bows, gathers of wood, door-keepers, smelters, footmen 
messengers, carvers and seasoners of food, potters,, 
smiths and so forth. Professional acrobats are recorded 
and players on drums and flutes. Besides the boatman 
appear the oarsman and the poleman.1 

OTHER INDUSTRIFS 

The foregoing is an illustration of the volume of industrial 
production, and the quality of the produce. In innumerable other 
Industries, India of the Mauryan Age, and earlier was leading the 
van of the then industrial world. Her textiles were famous all 
over the world, and recorded to be such by foreign visitors to our 
shore~, beginning with Megasthenaes; the Greek Ambassador to the 
Court of Chandragupta Maurya. Lassen, a· Ge~man· scholar of 

1. Cp. SplendoUr· That Was 'lnd p. 17~ 
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wide study, has noted the Egyptian Jiummies of the later 
Dynasties were fcund wrapped m Jndia-n:ade cloth, dyed in 
indigo colours.1 This proves, at one effort that the Textile 
Industry, particularly cotton goods, were produced in India from 
time immemorial, and that the necessary adjunct or accompani 
ment of that industry, Dying, went hand in hand. The extreme 
fineness of the products of the Indian Loom has been noted by the 
earLest of the foreign travellers, and recorded in lf'att's Dictionary 
of Economic Products of India, \V~~ere it has been remarked that 
the highly sk1lled Indian craftsman of the. days· of the Great 
Mughals was able to spin and weave as high as 600 count!i, while 
the best Mill product of modern times might rise to 400.2 The 
quant:ty, finally, India was accustomed to produce, in those days, 
of all counts of cotton goods, was enough to clothe every man, 
woman and child from the Cape of Good Hope to Kamaschatka.s 
Later day Anglo-Indian scholars, or research workers, perhaps 
anxious to prove what was for them a foregone conclusion 
about the excellence and superiority of British Rule compared to 
all previous experience, have tried to throw some doubt on such 
statements of unconcerned and unbiassed foreign observers! But 
their laboured endeavours can succeed only in bringing out into 
unexpected relief their own bias in such matters. 

vVhat appEes to cotton might apply to silk goods also, though 
that fibre was not of Indian origin. The craftsman, however, 
was Indian ; his skill in weaving the silk yarn guaranteed him a 
market for his wares in the most recherche Courts and Capitals. 
SJk and Cotton goods formed the bulk of the exports from 
India overseas, and accounted by themselves for no mean 
proportion of the Gold drain from Rome of the Caesars, of 
which Pliny complained in the early centuries of the Christian 
era. It is possible India may have herself also imported Silk 
goods from China, the foundation sources of that commodity ; 

1. Cp. Splendour That Was 'Ind p. 179. 
• 

2. Cp. Trade, Tariffs and Transport in India by K. T. Shah Ch. L 

3. Cp. Mo.-eland, India at The Death of Akbar. 

4. Cp. The Two Companion Works of Dr. Moreland. 
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but quite early in our nation's story she herself begins to make· 
and manufacture that luxury article, for her own use, as well as 
for export. 

Wood-workers were known from the earliest days; and all 
the subsidiary industries,- if we may use the expression without 
disrespect to those great crafts, - of house-building and boat-build
ing; of furniture-making and weapons of all sorts,- had almost a· 
prehistoric origin. The la\\s of their production, the prices of 
their wares1 the relation between the workers and the employers, 
and between the• craft as a whole and the country collectively, were 
pretty ·well understood and put into effect even before the days of 
the Jatakas, no wonder Kautilya has very minute detailed chap
ters in his immortal work on these industries. 

Having already noticed, Metal works in the great example of 
Iron and Steel goods, it may be superfluous to examine in more 
detail other non-ferrous metals, or precious stones; as part of the 
industrial organisation of this country in the days of Chanakya and 
before. Many and abundant were.the metal-supplies'and metallur
gical industries of India in those days; and in most if not all of 
them, entered a degree of skilled craftsmanship, which was on a 
par with the rest of the skilled production done in the country.· . 

• 
Animals and animal products entered into the industrial 

makeup of India, from unrecorded history. In the next Lecture, 
while dealing with the origin, volume, and character of the overseas 
trade of India in those days, occasion will be availed of to give 
specific examples. Here we may add that several animals, like 
the monkey and the peacock, were Indian . exports to countries of 
the West, such as the Kingdom of Solomon. The elephant, too, 
may have its attraction for war, if not. for courtly splendour, to other 
countries. Its tusks, Ivory, at any rate, figured very prominently 
in the Foreign Trade of country, and constituted one of the most 
marvellous example of Indian artistry in commercial products. 

• LABOUR- SKILLED AND UNSKILLED 

• 
All this space has been devoted to the Industrial achieve· 

ments of ancient India, not, to indulge in a more. rhapsody about 
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vanished glories; they serve to illustrate the organisation, the 
variety and volume, of our productive machinery in those days. 
Besides the natural gifts of the land, its mines and forests, its 
rivers ( said to have gold-sands ) birds or beasts, as well as its 
plants and trees, the other great factor of production was the 
workman, the artisan, even the merely casual labourer working on 
someone else's enterprise. The entrepreneur as well as the arti
san had his distinct role; and regulations are laid down by the 
ancient Treatise-writers in plenty to assure justice and fair deal 
to the workers. • 

c 

Labour must have been cheap and plentiful, but nof alto
gether a negligible item in the organisation of ancient Indian 
Industry. Thanks to an abundant population, there was never an 
absolute scarcity of labour; nor, thanks to the Varna-Ashram-Dha
rma-cries-crossed with Shrmis and ]a/is, the large scale Une
mployment of modern industrialised nation must also have been 
unknown. Labour was free to move from place to place and 
bargam for its own terms of employment; but custom also had a 
great deal to say in fixing and maintaining wage-rates and working 
conditions. \Ve shall notice more fully below the ideas and in junc
tions of Shukracharya on this subject, which are as interesting, as 
they are liberal and detailed. • 

Speaking of Slavery as economic institution in India, we have 
already referred to the place in the economic system of the free 
labourer.1 But lest there be any confusion or misunderstanding, 
let us summarise the regulations of Shukra and Chanakya on the 
subject of industrial labour. 

We have already seen how almost every ancient Indian 
authority looks upon even the King as a servant of his people, 
and for that a definite prefixed salary is allowed. 

An entire book, and several other passages incidentally 
coming into the text, have been devoted by the author of Jhe 

• 

1. Cp. A. s. Book III, Chapters 13 c.: I~ 
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Artha Shastra to the choice of the King's Ministers, i.e. his 
principal Servants and Advisers,-and definite scales or figures 
of salaries given to these under the Maurya Emperors have been 
stated.1 The King who did pot discharge his duties as pr~scribed 
was as much liable to be removed from his post as any 
ordinary worker of his. On the other hand. Kautilya is positive 
that It Those who do not heed the claims of their slaves, ( Dasa) 
hirelings ( Ahitaka ) and relatives, shall be taught their duty.11 
The contract is thus double-sided, not one-sided. Shukra Niti 

• 
is another ancient authority, distinctly indicating a contract of 
servioe.8 

In passing, it would be interesting to note that Shukra as 
well as Kautilya are emphatic that, at least so far as the King's 
business is concerned, nothing should be done without written 
authority ; and a whole series of officers,-right up to the Yuvaraj 
and the King himself, has been laid nown giving the different 
endorsement by each of the several officers and- dignitaries, 
till it get the Royal Sign Manual of His Majesty, saying It I 
accept " ( or it is adopted with his Seal ).' 

Wag~s may be payable by time, or for piece-work; In time 
wages, again, they ~ay be payable annually, or monthly, or 
daily.6 

The model employer,-the King, for .example,-should not 
reduce the agreed wage. nor delay payment. The writer is 
positive that those servants;-workers,-who lose their wages are 
turned into enemies by the employer himsel£.6 An instance of 

1. Cp. Jayaswal's Hindu Polity, pp. 304-5. 

2. A. S. Book II, Ch. I, p. S 1. 

• 3 • Cp. Shukra p. 201, Verse 386 Bk II. 

4. Cp. Shukra-Niti, Sections II and III. • 
5. Cp. Shukra-Nitisara II. 

6. Cp. Shukra IL 
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the economy of high wages, regularly paid, which seems far in 
advance even of our own times in many a soi-distant progressive 
and industrialised country. 

Another similar idea, also in advance of our own days in 
many countries, is the question of a National Minimum or at 
any rate, a guaranteed minimum for every worker, and for every 
class of workers.1 A nice distinct~on is drawn between a minimum 
of necessaries, and wages according to 6e quality of work, or the 
time taken, as agreed. The hours of work are fited2 or rather 
the time that a good master should allow to his home duties. 
Holidays-with-pay is yet another peculiarity insisted upon in 
employed relations by our ancient authorities.s 

• (' q t::l-- • ..... 
1-2. ~ iJ.:Q.i!ht41(;.(' ·~e;· t;"'j+f ~~:t(ll 
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While workmen's insurance in sickness, old age, or accident 
is a model of its kind, considering the time these rules were 
promulgated. Says Prof. Aiyangar :-

'' For domestic servants. Shukra provides leisure fdr three 
hours in the day, and nine hours in the night, His scales 
of sick, accident and pensions benefits are very reason· 
able. A bonus of three months pay is due to a servant 
wh~ has served five years, and of six months' 
wages to one who has been long ill. A fortnighf s 
leave with allowance is due to one who has been 
employed for a year, a life pension of one-half the 
pay to a public· servant who . has served for forty 
years, and half the amount to his widow or 
minor children in case he dies in services ; a bonus 
of 1/Sth the pay for an efficient servant, for every year 
of his service, with compensation to the family in the 
case of a worker, who dies in harness." 

Shukra realises fully the value of kind treatment as one of 
the alleviations of labour, and has many wise words of advice on 
the subject. "No provisions" this author concludes, ''of equal 

• 
liberalism are to be found in other parts of our old economic 
literature.1 

Kautilya is, no doubt, somewhat less liberal in this regard. 
But his primary concern seems to have been to get the work of 
the State done. His emphasis, therefore, appears always to be 
upon the promised quality, and not in the stipulated time in which 
the work was agreed to be done. He, too, accepts the contractual 
basis of worker and employer relation. Says the Master.:.! 

---.-

13 

" Neighbours shall know the nature of the agreement 
between a master and his servant. The servant shall 

1 Cp. Op. Cit. pp. 111-12. 
2 Cp. Bk. III Ch. xii. 

• 

• 
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get the promised wages. As to wages not pn:vionsh· 
sett 1ed t 1:e :lffif,t'nt sh;::l! he !1xtd in rn'l"'~fh•n t<l titc 
work done 2nd the time spent in doing lt (k<~rma-kala-
anurup<lm at HH.' rate rre\ail\ng at t!·:e time). \Yagc"~ 

being rrt' iuusly un-.dtlt:d, ;t cultiv:ltor shall chtain 
1/lOth ctl th~.: nups hruwr•, a ::crdsm;m 1/iOt~t of tilL' 

hutter chr::1:d, a trad-: ll10th of f1e <:;a!.: prcL·eeds. 
\Va.~;.;:i rrniclhly s'1all he ra:d :-~nd recei\'ed as 
agre-.:d upon . 

.\rfsans, phy,·c:.:n-;, !llUS·.c:an-;, huffouus. cooks and 
other wurlm·en, scning (l: their own acco-rd, shall 
obtain a:-; n:uc:t ,,·;:q.~c>s as :->indar persons employed 

elsewher.: u::,t:ally get, ur as mud: a:; expert-. (kushalah) 
shall dec\tL.:.'' 

:\ohvithstanding tl-e binding cknader uf cunlrads of 
work Kautilya rtcogn~st:s tt:e dcs~rahil tv of al1nw::~g reasonabk 
remuneration only, especially as tl c c:xL"une need of a worker 
might compel him to accept any wage. The converse doctrine 
should apply, by parity of reason~ng, in t:1e .:ase oi a worker, 
uri\'en by dire necessity, to accept any cons:derat:on, t'1oug~ the 
writer does not explic:tly say so. Eut he is qL!!te clear regarding 
the State's obligation to maintain the aged and t~e infirm, the 
children and orphans. In the chapter on Rult:s regarding 
Labourers (Bk III Ch. 1-t-) he observes :-

'' He who is incapable to turn out work, or is 
engaged to do a mean job. or is suffering 
from disease or is im cled in calamit ts 
shall be sho\vn some cor.cess!on. ' 

while in Book II of the Artha Sha::,tra, sreaking r:-:n:;\rily ior 
agricultural population, the writer observes :-

'' Tlle King (State' shall pro\'ide tin.: t·rphan s 
·,Bala) the aged, the inhrm, t!1e atn d,,f and 
the helpless with ma:ntenance. He s11a!J also 

• provide subsistence for helpless worr.e:: ,..,.:~en 

they are carrying, and also to the children thev 
give birth to." 

• 
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Elders among the villagers shall improve the property of 
bereaved minors till the latter attain their age ; so also the property 
of gods. 

When a capable person, other than an apostate (Patita) or 
mother neglects to maintain his or her child, wife, mother, father, 
or minor brothers, sisters, or widowed girls (kanya-vidhawasl:cha) 
he or she shall be punished with a fine of 12 panas. 

When withO}lt making provision for the maintenance of his 
wife apd sons, any person embraces asceticism, he shall be 
punished with the first amercement ; likewise any person who 
converls a woman to asceticism. 

Whoever has passed the age of copulation, may become an 
ascetic, after distributing the property of his own acquisition. 
Otherwise he shall be punished.1 

All his other rules in this and other sections of the Artha 
Shastra indicate his intense insistence upon the work to be 
completed within the stated or stipulated time. That is why he 
would exclude all disturbing agents from the village, whether 
actors, musit:ians, singers or buffoons, or any one else who has no 
legitimate or usual business in a village.2 

1. Cp. Op. Cit. Book II. Ch., 1. 

2. According to Shukra, even the King's soldiers must not enter a village 
without some specific business of the King, 

The basic theory of wages adopted by our writers of old is that the worker 
actually contributes to the production of new wealth ; and so their wages is nothing 
but the share due to them. All the rules, given by them and quoted above, are 
replete with this idea. It is not exactly identical with what we would, nowadays 
call the Labour Theory of Value; but It has more than a trace of that theory. 
The unpleasantness of work, and the wage being a compensation for the same, is 

• • 
negatived by them by definitely forbidding such work to be done by slaves or war· 
hired labourers. We have quoted Kautilya's rule on that wtile discussing slavery 
in India and, to some extent, while speaking of the treatment of the disabled, 
diseased worker or one engaged in unpleasant work 

.. 
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CAPITAL AND INTEREST 

The last of the Trinity of the Factors, or Agents, of produc~ 
tion, according to modern terminology,-Capital-need not be 
discussed at further length. In Lecture I, mention has already 
been made of the recognition accorded by our ancient economists 
to this necessary item in the functioning of the economic machine. 
A little more may have to be said hereafter, in a later Lectun:, 
regarding the so-called return to Capital Interest. Indian 
economists also recognise a fourth factor Enterprise. and the return 
to that in the shape of Profit ; but that will. also be discussed 
in the next Lecture while reviewing organisation of Tq\de and 
Traders. 

• • 
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ANCIENT FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMICS IN INDIA

LECTURE III 
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Having considered, in the preceding Lecture, the volume and 
variety of production in ancient India; having glanced at the 
principal organisations of production and distribution, and having 
noted the chief factors of production, let us now examine the object 
of all such activity, the principal use made of this wealth, or the 
sum total of material goods and services produced in the country 
witl)in a given period. 

The obvious, primary principal use of wealth, in the form of 
material goods and services produced in a community within a 
given period, - was to consume it, to utilise or en joy it. The aims 
of all civilised, human life were given as four : Dharma, Artha, 
Kama and M oksha, i.e. Duty, Wealth, or material well-being, Desire 
or satisfaction of some of the primary instincts, - call them wants 
or needs of man; and, finally, Emancipation from the bonds of 
Karma, a rebirth and emergence into supreme, absolute beatitude, 
where there were neither desire nor its satisfaction. The last of 
these may be regarded as non-worldly or supramundane. But .the 
other three were essentially of this world. Even Dharma, - which 
is sometilll&s erroneously translated as Religion,- is, fundamentally 
speaking, of worldly concern; as a proper knowledge of the duties 
attaching to the different stages and conditions of life, or classes of 
society being indispensable for the proper acquisition and effective 
enjoyment of wealth, or the pleasures of life, the satisfaction of 
desires, the glorification of the senses. 

Given these principal aims of life, canonically declared 
ctnd accepted, the relative emphasis on each is a matter rather of 
degree than of kind. The great Law-Giver, Manu, writes.- (Ch. II, 
V.224) . 

• • 
• 

While an equally eminent auth~rity in his own subject. 
Vatsayana of Kamasutra fame, gives its proper place to each in 3 

" 
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sort of compromise; which, in his own wayJ Kautilya also endorses. 
(A. S. I. 7) 

The acquisit:on and enjoyment of material wealth and the 
pleasures of the senses being lhus a recognised, lc6:t mate ::t;m of 
human activity, \\hich may be rursucd hy organised cndea\our, 
and form part of t'1e soc:al system as ordained from eternity, 
Indian \\'f1ters had no hes:tation in giv:ng its proper place to t:lc 
satisfaction of man's "vants, to the utiEsat:o'l of the volume material 
goods and services produced in tne commun:ty. • 

This was, hmvever, not the exclusiv~: concern of the ttldiviJ
ual seeking to satisfy his wants. or fulfilling his desires. Our. gre<Jt 
treatise-writers seem to have recognised, from the earliest time", 
that where, or while man did not live in a jungle by himself,
while he was either not a savage or a Vanaprasf!ta, - he mu~t 

conform to the rules of his environment, and harmonise with t:1e 
social milieu in which he lived, moved and had his heinh. The 
various stages and functions of the different classes and conditions, 
laid down in the accepted scheme of society, must be duly obser
ved, on pain of definite punishments prescribed hy the same 
authorities. 

The indiv1dual, therefore, had :1is being aud li..,1ng LOndit
toned and circumscnbed by the same framework. But, with:n that, 
he had freedom of movement or action, which clearly marked 
out the ancient Indian society from what may rightly be 
called a statis society:" Not only personal freedom of action. 
was thus secured, within limits; there were cross d1visions 
by economic organisation cutting across limitations of birth and 
function, which added still more to the freedom of the tndividual. 
The Shreni and the Puga had their regulations~ just as much as 

Kamasutra I, 2. 15-16. 

1 Says the Cambridge History of bdia (p. 216):-
''The act of exchange between producer and consumer, or bet"e"'' 

• • either and middle-man. was, both before and during the :J.:;c 

wherT the Jataka book was compiled, a free bargain anJ a 
transact:on unregulated, with one notable exception by the 
system of statute fixed prices." 
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th_e Caste; the Sarthavaha had a place and function, no less impo.r:
t~l1.t tban that oUhe chief of the, Caste, or the Mayor of the Town, 
Shresthi. 

Under these conditions the socio-economic system of ancient" 
India served not only to secure to each individual a proper place, 
suitable to his Guna-Karma, his aptitude and attainment, but also 
assured him a standard of living to which he was accustomed. 
There \\'as, 41.nd could be, no very great problem of Unemployment 
in ancient India, since the Work-and-wage regulations, noticed 
above•effectively ensured against that. Nor did they think that a 
Vflanqprastha or a Sannyasi, who lived by begging, was unemplo
y:ed or a parasite. Only those could be allowed, in the Artha 
Shastra injunction, to retire to the forest and live by alms. who 
had fully discharged their allotted tasks, or enjoined duties. The 
pupil at school with his teacher could also not be regarded as a 
parasite, even though he lived by begging, for he was the 
future product. 

Fip.ally, the quantity needed for reasonabl_e sati~faction. and 
the quality of the goops and servic;es consumed could also . be 
regulated by such devices as price fixation an,d control, or the 
regulation of Markets, or those for the protection of as well as for 
protecting against, Traders, and those relating to weights an.~ 
measures. 

It may be interesting, but not very necessary, to say: which 
was the primary socio-economic unit in ancient India, the Individ
ual, or the Family, or any other group. The Group,- particul
arly the Family,- is recognised in the DhJrma as well as the 
Artha-Sizastras, as the basic unit; and certain obligations are 
imposed upon the individual, 'without fulfilling which he cannot 
be allowed even to seek his spiritual salvation. The Nineteenth 
century doctrine of extreme Individualism,-the so-called achieve
meMt of the goal of social" progress by substituting •contract for 
Status. and thereby enfranchisiqg the individu~l,L had no place in 
our ancient system. According to the latter conception :Of t4e g()a,l 
of social progress, the rae~ was not, and could .n_ot and · ,ne~g .~Qt 
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be, to the swiftest Survival of the Fittest is a doctrine of perverted 
civilisation, wherein purely material needs and their physical 
satisfactions seem to sum up the aim of human endeavour. 1vlan 
is reduced to be a beast of prey, preying without compunction 
upon his fellows ; and society his hunting ground becomes 
automatically converted into a jungle. It is called competition, 
or freedom of individual enterprise, actuated by the profit motive, 
which makes a mince-meat of cooperation, the only true basis of 
human activity. In our ancient culture, therefore survival of /he 
weakest was most assiduously,-almost religiously,-;ttended to; 
and the larger units,- groups,-of the Kula (Tribe) and the 
Grama (Village) had their claims upon the individual no less than 
upon the family, which, we may say without any exagge~ation, 
went very much nearer the Communist doctrine in Distribution ; 
from each according to his ability ; to each according to his 
necessity. 

TRADE 

In this system, then, Wealth,-material goods and services,
duly produced, had to be properly consumed, or utqised. That 
which was needed for immediate, direct, or home consumption, 
was, of course, used up on the spot. The economic system gave 
prominence and preference to Production-for-Use as against 
Production-for-Exchange. But when a surplus over all reasonable 
home needs was left over ; or when any commodity was in excess 
of all home requirements, it may well be utilised for export, just 
as well as any commodity, which was not available in home 
production insufficient or required quantity could be, and would 
be, imported. This was the origin of Trade in India,-whether 
internal or international, It was a natural and scientific origin 
undiluted by artificial factors inseparable from modern doctrine of 
Comparative Differences in the Cost of production of the same 
commodities in two different communities, or countries. In the 
latter case, since costs would necessarily be measured in money 
terms, there would in reality be no basis for comparison, even 
though, seemingly, all values are expressed in a common 
denominator. The difference in the stage of industrial evolution 
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and equipment in different countries makes all the differ~nce to 
the productive capacity of a country and its ability to secure the 
best terms for itself in any act of exchange, where in the essential 
and inherent quantities of its soil, or of any other basic factors of 
production would have little to say. The international jealousies, 
rivalries and conflicts, which have been the characteristic of the 
Western Economic History in the last 150 years; the Tariff wars , . 

and more bloody strife which has come in consequence to 
disfigure and endanger our present civilisation ( ? ), are the result 
directly of this misconceived origin and function or purpose of 
Foreign Trade . . 

Without, therefore, attempting in the least to trace a 
similarity of thought between the ancient Indian and modern 
doctrine of the origin, nature and object of Foreign Trade, we 
shall proceed to examine the basic ideas of our ancient writer on 
this subject, for trade, as already observed in the First 'Lecture, 
reckoned by Kautilya, the Father of the Economic Science in 
India, and his compeers in the field, in part of National Economy, 
a fundamental ingredient and a necessary concomitant, Trade, 
as the source of new wealth, and a means . of filling the gaps, if 
any, in a country's productive organisation, as well of disposing of 
its surplus tb better advantage, was an honoured and a legitimate 
means of livelihood, wherein there was no sense either of preying 
upon one's fellows, or securing undue advantage by unjust means 
for one-self. Within the basic conception of the ultimate origin 
and justification of all Foreign Trade, Indian writers are as prolific 
and penetrating in their ideas on Trade, as theif confreres of any 
age or country. ·Discussion of the theory of Trade, on the basic 
consideration just mentioned, involves also consideration of the 
Theory of Value, or the making of prices, or values, in exchange 
which includes the cost of Production, or the Sacrifice Theory of 
value, Scarcity Theory of value, and the Utility Theory of value. 
The interaction of Demand and supply fixing or determining prices 
of commodities, (which may then be fixed or regulated by public 
decrees) is implicit also, in these ideas. The utility <1£ an article 
to a particular individual, at a given mome111:, or in a given 
place, may vary-an elaboration of the theory of '' Marginal 

14 

' 
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Utility", which will need far greater explanation or exposition 
than we can devote in this place. The verses, however, of 
the great Economist Shukra Acharya make it abundantly clear 
that:-

~ s ~~ ~Hl~SitRI'i ~ 
~ . . . {' tt 

~m ~t6fll(!5 ~ ~ enw d\ 
WI' ~ !}ltllit"''Ell bt{qi[l(l!;.'l+t'Ell li3f I 

Whatever is without, another of the same kind 
( Apralimam ) is as good as a gem.· We should 
take the value of each commodity according to 
time and place but there can be no value (price 1) 
of that which is incapable of being exchanged 
(vyavahara-akshamasya ). 

Earlier still, in his famous Treatise, this legendary savant 
holds:-

'trc; ~ 'ElR:iOG:'t'd,.'a~("d'Ell \~<fit( I . 
Cp. Cit. II 

356,357 
• 

''Whatever one pays for obtaining a thing must be 
taken to be ·the cost or value (:Niulyam of that 
article). Value (Price) is determined by the 
easiness, or otherwise, of obtaining; and also 
by the inherent utility or lack of it". 

These aphoristic, and yet quite specific, precepts must be 
properly interpreted, especially when translating them in the 
idiom nowadays most familiar to those concerned with such studies. 
The direction of Shukra, it need hardly be added, that in determin
ing prices, specific conditions of the time and the place must be 
taken into account, is for the guidance of administrators, even 
though it embodies at the same time a sound principle of the 

• 

1 Shukra-Niti IV, 2. 106, 107. 
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Theory ot Price making. Incidentally, it also shows how closely 
· connected were the science and the art of Economics in the 

ancient Indian mind. 

This is borne out by the injunction of the Master, also Kautilya 
is, as in most such cases, not much different in his views on this 
subject. He directs :-

. 

~: ~qs:iH!5~1'1i ;n;:m~m;ri~~~~
Q"tUdlili 'EII<Wiiq~~ TWm~ :;:r ~I 

am ~~fct~w.r~~ 1 

Kautilya II. 16, pp. 97-98 

(The translation is taken from Prof. Aiyangar Op. Cit. p. 92.) . 
" The Superintendent of Commerce (shall we call 

him President of the Board of Trade ?) shall 
be conversant with the conditions of high and 
low prices, and the quick and slow sale ability 
of the various kinds of goods, whether brought 
into the country by land routes, or water routes. 
He should also know the appropriate time 
for buying in and selling.out, and for expanding 
or contracting his stock". 

The basis of Trade being thus natural i. e. in surplus or · 
specially of produce for export or import, its regulation was 
necessarily deeply tinged with freedom. The Merchant was an 
honoured and important item in national economy ; ·and every 
facility, convenience or concession, which could be shown without 
prejudice to the national interest was to be freely given. Roads 
were to be built ilnd rest-houses provided, Ships occupy a 
whole chapter of the Artha-Shastra.1 Concessions in taxes or 
dues are also to be allowed, illf€ri!fl;at~~'!f: ~~ ~ 1 

says Chanakya (Book II Ch. 16. p. 98). In other words, if the 
long-range national interest was in no way affected, foreign 
traders should be attracted by every advantage. Even in matters 
of trade disputes, Kautilya permits :-

• ~~~~·~sr~=' 
• 

1 Cp. Bk. II Ch. 28. 

•(A. S. II· 
16-98) 
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But if they abused these facirties and advantages. if they 
indulged in corners and destrected the free functior.ing of the 
economic machine, hea\·y fines and penalties were leviable:-

~~~lilT en~~~ ~cnr.~~n:.;ii~IJT ~f s::Taiaf err ~~F{~: 11 

Manu's feeling was, no doubt, not unknown even theu in 
public at large:-

~q-~~qi i£TiitQottlq~1f~: !:r~~6kta.>~K~ci ~ ~i\me1~~: 1 
(.Manti IX. 257 ) 

But on the whole, the merchant. qua merchant, enjoyed 
many advantages and immunities, and commanded wide ,respect 
among his fellows. 

The State was a heavy enterpreneur, in metals and 
metallurgical industries. in forest produce and cattle wealth, and 
food grains, and in a number of other commodities.1 

It was, therefore, deeply interested in the conduct of each 
Trade. Our present notions of Fiscal manipulation to encourage 
particular industries within the country. or of Imperial Preference 
to direct the Trade in certain predetermined channels, had little 

• occasion, and less use in those days. Certain trades,-or rather 
Trade in certain articles, was frankly prohibited, on the ground 
that such trade may be injurious to the national interests. Thus 
the Master prohibits completely the export of Arms and Armour, 
War-Chariots, certain animals, and Food grains.2 On the other- ~ 
hand, and by parity of reasoning, the same articles, if imported, 
were either admitted free of duty, or with other facilities. This 
was an attempt at securing national self-sufficiency in essential 
commodities, which characterised the national policy during the 
heyday of the most considerable Empire on the Indian soil. 

uWf\:SIEfl< ~~ .. U1'.\~ ~ ~ 1 

+ti'JQEfli<f!-vii?J6 !ii~ ~1i s ~~ JIA. S. II. 21. P: 112 
• 

1 Cp. A. S. Bk. II, Cbs. 13, 14, 16. 
2 Cp. A. S. Bk. II, Chs. 21, 22. 

• 
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Before we consider some of the indispensable accessories 
of a flourishing foreign and inland trade, such as currency and 
credit, shipping and transport of all other forms, let us cast a 
glance at the origin, volume and variety of the Foreign Trade of 
India in the days before the Muslim incursions·. 

The following is 'taken from my work "the Splendour, that 
was Ind. 

" Whenever it comes to be properly studied and written, the 
history of the Trade of India will prove as facinating as it is bound 
to be ~n instructive chapter in the annals of mankind. Popular 
tradition in India carries the story of Indian commerce right back 
into tlie earliest dawn of human history ; and there are passages 
in Unvedic hymns which amply support such a tradition. The 
economic phenomenon of exchange, as such, may be taken to be. 

- coeval with civilisation, and, in India, it may be antedated even 
from the advent of the Aryans. The dispute, if any, concerns the 
origin of the overseas trade. The compilers of the Cambridge 
History of India seem to be strangely obvious of the significance 
of these passages, when they say of the Vedic Age :-

'' But there is still no hint of sea-borne commerce, or of 
!\lOre than river navigation ". · 

They had, indeed, no knowledge of the recent discoveries in 
the Indus Valley, which seem to carry further back the history of 
Indian civilisation, on the commercial side 3000 years. · But even 
without the knowledge of those discoveries, the story of the sea
borne commerce can be carried far, far back into the dawn of 
history. Without having recourse to the specific mention in the 
Vedas of sea-going vessels, we may point out that the list of 

. occupations, given on the very page from which the above remark 
is quoted, evidences the possibility of sea-borne commerce of India, 
since a good many of these crafts were destined to meet the needs 
principally of foreign commerce. 

• From the earliest available records of Indian fereign trade, 
the most frequently occurring articles of India11 export are cloth, 
dyes, precious stones, and metal-work, and a list of occupations,
which include jewel makers, dyers, weavers, smelters and smiths, 
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-can never yield the conclusion that '' there is still no hint of sea
borne commerce ''. The evolution of the boatman may have been 
occasioned by the needs of river fishing. But if the oarsman and 
the poleman, taken along with the wood~gatherer and the boatman, 
are viewed in the proper perspective with the naval regulations of 
the Mauryan period, the existence of foreign sea~borne commerce, 
even in the Vedic period of over 3000 or 4000 years ago, does not 
seem to be impossible. 

• 
In an interesting and erudite contribution to the Journal of 

the Royal Asiatic Society, on the Early Commerce of Babylo1t 
with India," Mr. J. Kennedy, I. C. S. argued that the sea;borne 
trade of India with the Western Asiatic countries did not begin till 
about 700 B. C.; and so we may justly infer him to imply, 
in the above passage that the transfrontier land-trade of India 
must have started much earlier. \Ve have little data so far 
of the Dravidian commerce ; but it certainly must have been 
much earlier still, if the recent finds at Mahenjo Daro are 
any guide at all. 

Mr. Kennedy, as already remarked, has advanced the thesis 
that, at any rate, the trade of India with the countries) beyond the 
Western Seas did not commence before 7000 B. C. Even admitt
ing that statement for the sake of argument for the moment, there 
is no need to conclude that the entire sea-borne trade of India is of 
no greater antiquity. It is a common place of Indian history that the 
Aryan invaders, coming into the Punjab through the snow-clad 
passage of the Hindu Kush, spread principally in a south 
-easterly direction along the plains watered by the Ganges. 
The natural course of their further progress would take them, 
by land or by water, eastwards; and there is nothing in our 
still surviving records to gainsay the possibility of a good 
seaward trade on the eastern side. The trade with Suvarna 
Bhumi, the Golden Chersonese of the classical writers, and 
thence to Ja>va, Sumatra, China and Japan, would be possible• by 
the purely Aryaa agency, along and perhaps contemporane
ously with, the Dravidian trade with countries across the \Vestern 
seas. 
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Speaking of the Dravids, Mr. Kennedy IS himself obliged 
to observe :--

" But the Dravidians of Southern India were accustomed 
to the sea, and afterwards furnished a large propor
tion of the ships and sailors, not to say pirates, on the 
Indian Ocean ; so that, although the ~oastline was long, 
perilous and uninviting, there is no obvious physical or 
ethnological reason why an early intercourse by sea 
shOuld not have existed between India and the West. 
I can only say, that as a matter of fact, there is no 
valid proof of it". 
( J. R. A. S~- 1897 pp. 241-288 ). 

But he is unjust in his assumptions, and unfair in his critic
ism of the available evidence. The story of the Baveru Jataka Mr. 
Kennedy regards as referring to a much later date, about the 5th. 
Century B. C.; and, as such, this distinct mention of trade with 
Babylon ( Baveru) he considers as not disproving his main thesis. 
But the misfortune of an inexact or unavailable chronology of 
Indian people is pressed by him too far, when he tries to explain 
away the Biblical references to trade with India, and the Egyptian 
evidence fo~ the same in periods much anterior to his assumed 
date. There are passages in the Bible distinctly referring to the 
Indo-Babylonian trade in the Mosaic period ( 1491-1450 B. C.), 
and much more frequently in the age of Solomon ( 1015 B. C. ). 
The Hebrew words for cloth, ivory, apes, ginger, pepper, rice, 
peacock, sandalwood,- all products exclusively of India,- are 
distinctly of Tamil origin. Says Bishop Caldwell in his classic 
work, A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages :-

• 

'' It seems probable that Aryan merchants from the mouth 
of the Indus must have accompanied the Phoenicians 
and Solomon's servants in their voyages down the 
Malabar coast towards Ophir (wherever Ophir may have 
been ), or at least have taken part in the trad~. It appe
ars certain from notices contained in th~ Vedas that the 
Aryans of the age of Solomon practised foreign trade in 
ocean going vessels''. 
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ARTICLES OF TRADE MENTIONED IN THE PERIPLUS 
-BARBARICGM (At Mouth of the Indus ) 

IMPORTS INDIA-SCYTHIA EXPORTS 
Thin clothing Costus1 

Figured Lineus Bedellium 
Topaz Lycioum 
Cora Nards 
Storax Turquoise·• 
Franincense Lapis Lazuli 
Vessels of glass Seric Skins • 
Silver and Gold Plate Cotton cloth 
Wine, a little Silk Yarn 

Indigo 
INDIA- THE KI~GDO)'I OF NAMBANU5-BARYGAZA 

Wine, Italian, Arabian, or 
Laodicean 

Copper 
Tin 
Lead 
Cpral 
Topaz 
Thin Clothing, Infereior of all 

Girdles, bright coloured 
Storax 
Sweet Clover 
Flint glass 
Real gar; Antimony 

sorts 

Gold and silver coin; Ointments 
Costly vessels of silver, singing 

boys, beautiful maidens for 
harem, fine wine, thin 
clothing &c. 

Spikenard 
Costus 
Bedellium 
Ivory; Agate & Cornelium; 

Liceum 
Cotton cloth of all kinds 
Silk Cloth 
~!allow Cloth 
Yarn • 
Long pepper 
Ot!1er things from the vanous 

Ports 

INDIA- CHERA & PANDYA KINGD01IS 

Coin, in great quantity 
Topaz • 
Thin clothing • 
Figured Linens 
Antimony 

Pepper, produced in Cottornara 
Fine Pearls in great quantities 
Ivory 
Silk Cloth 
Spikenard from the Ganges 
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Coral; Crude Glass; 
Copper, Tin, Lead 
Wine, Realgar, Ointment 
Wheat for sailors 

Malabrothrum from the Interior 
Transparent Stone small kinds 
Diamonds 
Sap hires 
Tortoise-shell from chryse, and 

from nearby Islands 
INDIA - CHOLA KINGDOM, ARGARU (INLAND) 

Every thing made in Damirica, Pearls 
and the neighbouring count- Muslins 
ries, and most of wheat comes 
from Egypt 
IND.IA- EAST COAST, CAMARA, PADUCA AND SOPATMA 

· ( Where ships come from the West Coast, Ganges & Chruyse) 

Pearls 
Muslins of the finest sorts 

These lists are obviously incomplete. Putting together the 
evidence of Classic writers we might frame the lists of our principal 
Imports and Exports somewhat as follows :-
IMPORTS INTO INDIA EXPORTS FROM INDIA 

Minerals : Brass, Tin, Lead, 
Gold and silver 

Field Produce : Wines, Fruits, 
and ~rankincense 

Manufactures : Metal articles (?) 
silk, boats, precious stones, 
pearls, glassware, Chinese
Porcelain, Clothing 

Animals - Horses 

• 

15 

Live Animals- Apes, peacocks, 
dogs, ( From Tibet) Ele
phants, slaves 

Minerals- Precious Stones, 
Beryl, Diamonds, Onyx, 
Pearls 

Manufactures - Iron and Steel, 
cutlery, weapons, armour, 
Gold; other metalware; 
cotton-cloth, Muslin Sashes, 
silk fabrics and robes 

Ivory, Ships, Sandalwood, 
Pottery and Porcelain 

Drugs and Perfumes, Opium, 
other Unguents, Dye-stuffs, 
Indigo 

Food- Stuffs, Spices, including 
pepper, ginger, cloves, 

. nutmeg. c4nnamon, Card
amum, betel-nuts 

Corn- Principally Rice 
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11The Egyptians," says Lessen "dyed cloth with indigo, 
and wrapped their mummies in Indian muslin''. 

Indigo is undisputably an Indian monopoly, exported as a 
dye-stuff; and its presence in these early Egyptian tombs is con
clusive of a much earlier origin of the foreign sea-borne trade of 
India than Mr. Kennedy allu<vvs. 

If the fact of the trade between India and her neighbours 
across the sea on the \Vest could be establishe~ as having 
commenced over at least 3 t!1ousand years ago, the next question 
as to its organisaton, and the relati\·e share of the different mari
time nations on the coasts of the Arabian Sea, would be of second 
rate importance. It is assumed that for a long t:me befon: the 9th. 
century B.C., the Phoenicians were t11e sole masters of the eastern 
sea, and its only navigators. But even if it be granted for the sake 
of argument that the trade, if opened in times before the days of 
Darius, was conducted largely by the Phoenicians or their succe
ssors in the mastery of the Indo-African seas, it does not necessa
rily involve the corollary that Indians had no share in it; that 
they were content to remain merely passive importers or exporters, 
without being active carriers, at least in part, themselves. The 
folklore of India, as typified by stories like the Baverp. Jataka, or 
that of Bhujjyu in the Vedas. is definitely against such a conclusion. 
Common sense is also against it. For though the classical European 
writers, like Herodotus or Strabo or PEny, believed, on authority of 
the obscure compiler of the Periplus or ~avigation of the Erythrian 
Seas. that the secret of the Monsoon,-the real Trade-\Vinds of the 
Indo-African seas. - was discovered by a pilot named Hippalus, 
about 47 A.D .. it is impossible to believe that those who carried on 
this trade centuries before could have remained ignorant of such a 
regular, annual phenomenon as the south-west monsoon in the 
Indian Seas, and could thus have failed to make use of it. There 
is, in fact, positive evidence to show that Indian mariners, Tamils 
as well as Aryans, were familiar with the great annual natural 
phenomenon. Dr. Vincent holds, in his edition of the Periplus, 
that there w~s communication between India and Arabia before 

• the days of Alexander; and it is impossible to believe that two such 
peoples, as the Indians and the Arabs, had to wait for centuries till 

• 
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a stranger should come and teach them the most obvious mystery 
of the seasonal change in their own sea. 

In McCrindile's translation of classical writers' notices on 
India, he reproduces a passage from Pliny which reads:- · 

"The same Nepos, when speaking of the northern 
circumnavigation, related that to Mettellus Coler, the 
colleague of Afrinius in consulship, but then a pro-consul 
of Gaul, a present was given by the king of the Suevi 
coMsisting of some Indians who, sailing from India for 
the purpose of commerce, had been driven by storms 
into Germany". 

And the following gloss upon this passage by the editor 
renders it still more interesting and significant:-

"Murphy, the translator of Tacitus. in one of his notes 
to Agricola, remarks thus upon the passage ... "The 
work of Cornolius Nepos has not come down to us; and 
Pliny, it seems, has abridged too much. The wh.ole 
tract would have furnished a considerable history f~r 
navigation. At present we are left to conjecture whether 
the Indian adventures sailed round the Cape. of Good 
H;,ope, through the Atlantic Ocean, and thence into the 
Northern Seas, or whether they made a voyage, still 
more extra· ordinary, by passing the islands of Japan, the 
coast of Siberia, Kamaschatka, S~mbla in the frozen 
ocean, and thence round Lapland and Norway, entered 
into the German Ocean". 

Without advancing. from such evidence, the perfectly agreea· 
ble hypothesis that the circumnavigation of . the world was first 
accomplished by Indian navigators, including the ·discovery of the 

North Pole, we may at least hold that such a race of hardy sea
-farers and adventurers could not have remained quite inactive in 
the foreign sea-borne trade of their own country. . . 

CHARACTER OF THE A:NCIENT INDIAN FOREIGN TRADE 

Given, then, the fact that the phenomenod of international 
exchange had been familiar and practised by ancient Indians 

• 
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from times that certainly go back 3000 years, - the next point of 
some interest in this study is to inquire into the character and 
organisation of this trade of ancient India. 

At the threshold of this inquiry we find that the mam articles 
of trade are nearly the same as they are to-day, and have been for 
all these centuries. Speaking of t~is trade :\Jr. Danell. I. C. S in 
his work on the Industrial Competition of Asia, has well observed 
that it consisted of an 

• 
"exchange of such of her productions as among the 

Indians were superfluities, but at the same time not only 
prized by the nations of Western Asia. Egypt and 
Europe, but were obtainable from no other quarter 
except India, or from the farther East by means of the 
Ind1an Trade''. 

It was thus a trade according to the true economic principle, 
i. e. in surplus of production, or specialities. Speaking of Buddhist 
Indian trade, the Cambridge History of Ancient India observes 
( p. 213 ):-

"The nature of the exports and imports is seldom 
specified. The gold, which was exported,. as early at 
least as the time of Darius Hystaspes, finds no explicit 
mention in the Jatakas. Gems of various kinds are 
named as the quest of special sea-farers anxious to 
discover a fortune." 

And, quoting Rhys Davids on Buddhist India, the same autho
rity adds:-

"Silks, muslins, the finer sorts of cloth, cutlery and 
armour, brocade, embroideries and rugs, perfumes and 
drugs, ivory and ivory work, jewellery and gold (seldom 
silver) these were the main articles in which the mer-
chant dealt". • 

This d~scription may be taken to relate to the trade or the 
Mauryan Empire• at its height. That, however, is not quite identi· 
cal with the geographic unit of India as we now reckon it. Imports 
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and Exports are, therefore, overlapping in a way, which would not 
occur if we considered the trade of India as the unit we now know 
it to be. A full and exhaustive list of the Imports and Exports of 
India from the ports of Broach and N elkunda ( Nilkantha ? ) some
where on the coast of Malbar is furnished by the writer of the 

. Peri plus, which makes little material variation from the known 
trade of the Middle Ages of Indian history, and even of modern times. 

Of other animal products, Ivory, was once a prominent article 
of export frop1 India. Pearls and Coral are other instances of 
India's great export in olden times without a need of corresponding 
import• Musk is mentioned by Dr. Mukerji as amongst the 
exports of India from the earliest times; but he gives no authority 
for the statement. Perhaps it was included in the rich spices and. 
unguents brought from India in the days of Solomon. 

Among the animals forming part of the trade to and from 
India, Horses may have, on the balance, been imported; while 
Elephants are certain to have been exported though chiefly by 
the trans-frontier land route. Historically, the most celebrated 
Indian animal exported is the Peacock, which was not only prized 
by the Greeks of the Alexandrian era, but apparently by the Jews of 
King Solomon as well. Even the Hebrew word for Peacock, 
- Thuki- is•borrowed from Tamil where this prince of birds is 
called Tokei. 

Silk, which certainly formed a large part of the exports to the 
West from ancient Indian ports! and ''which under the Persian 
Empire is said to have been exchanged by weight with gold", cannot 
quite be regarded as a native industry of India. The art of silk
-weaving may have been naturalised in this country for centuries 
before the rise of the first historical Indian Empire; and that the 
cocoon may have been developed here too is not improbable. But 
the evidence of Sanskrit literature; which identifies silk clothing 
with China, cannot quite be disregarded; and so we may take it that, 
however highly the art of the silk-weaving may have had develop
ed fn India, silk was an industry really native to China only. The 

• • 
undoubtedly considerable Indian trade was pro~bly in the nature 
of the entre pot trade, in which the stuffs were, in the first instance, 
brought to India by the Indian merchants, or their Javanese and 
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Malayan and Sinhalese cousins from China; and thence re-exported 
to Arabia Persia, Egypt, Greece, or Rome, via the Indian ports. 
The entrepot business, even now a considerable feature of our 
trade, was, perhaps, helped by the peculiarly Indian art of dyeing 
the stuff with fast natural colours. which increased their value in the 
minds of the Barbarians of the West. Porcelain is mentioned 
among Indian exports, in the Periplus; while pottery was an estab
lished Indian craft even in the Vedic Age. The former may have 
entered in our entrepot trade, as also pearls and other precious 
stones. • 

Of other food-stuffs, Rice has certainly formed part of. Indian 
exports in the earliest times, as evidenced by the survival of the 
Tamil word for that article in the Gretk tongue. But, as the 
Periplus says, in view of the difficulties of transporting such peri
shable commodities over large distance in ships of those days, the 
probability rather is that rice and other cereals like wheat were 
subject-matter of trade only in so far as they were required for the 
victualling of ships. \Vines figure in the l1st of imports, but not to 
a very large quantity. 

This brief review of the principal articles in the Indian Trade 
for the last three thousand years cannot be complete wit!10ut 
mentioning one item, which deserves more than a passing not:ce. 
Slaves are mentioned in the Peri plus, as imports from Kfne, Obulesk 
and Oman. But it is not clear where they came from. It ts 
however, certain that India never had a traffic in slaves. 1 

Apart altogether from the religious sentiment of perfect equality 
of all living creatures, which, certainly from Buddhist times. if not 
earlier, laid a positive embargo on this inhuman traffic/ there is 

1. Among trades five are ethically proscribed for the lay believer- daggers, 
slaves, flesh, strong drink, poisons. (Cambridge Hist. p. 35. See also ~Ianu VII 
96) which leaves out from the list of the conqueror's booty in victory tbe irem 
of the vanquished soldiers as slaves. At a later age, Akbar definitely forbade 
this inhuman practice. 

2 Among the five Trades forbidden to the Buddhist Bhiku, slave trade 
' was the most considerable. Manu also leaves out slaves of the vanquished as . . . 

booty for the Victors • • 
~Pet~~sf~~~~: I 

e~~ .. ~qnGi ~ :ar m t~at~kt ~ aQ. II Manu VII. 96. 
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the known fact of history that traffic in human beings was never 
made the cold-blooded business in India of the Aryans, that it 
was made . by the Christian Europeans after the discovery of the 
America. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR ANCIENT TRADE 

On a general review, then, of the commerce of ancient India 
from the earliest times to 1000 A. C., we find the chief character 
.of that trade to be a heavy export of manufactured goods, qtialiti
tavely ,speaking. Raw material for further manufacture abroad 
there certainly must have been ; and food-stuffs, cpiefly in the 
guise 'of edible spices, or stores for ships, did also figure in our 
export schedule. But from the point of value, Exports must have 
prepcnderated over· Imports, textile manufactures of all sorts 
forming the bulk of these. It was entirely on account of the 
preponderance of such valuable exports that India contrived, even 
in the days when Pliny was writing his Natural History, to 
drain the West of its supply of gold coin and bullion, even 
as she is reputed to do to-day, though in a quite different manner, 
and with radically different consequences to her· own national 
welfare. 

• 
Another characteristic of the ancient Indian commerce was 

the presence of a large ent1·epot trade which still persists though 
perhaps in slightly altered forms. Pearls from Ceylon, gold from 
Tibet, Burma and the Golden Chersonese (wherever that may be} ; 
precious stones and spices from the islands of the Indian archi
pelago ; silk and porcelain from China ; were all brought into the 
ports of this country, to be thence re-exported to the countries of 
the West, leaving us, presumably, a handsome commission as 
middle men. 

The existance: however, of an entrepot trade could not 
hav~ been possible in those days, without the necessary concomi- ~ 
tant ·of a considerable fleet of merchantmen for transp~rt by sea, . . .. ' 

and mighty caravans for similar office . by land. _And there is 
ample e\iidence to show thaf Indians of all- ages s.ince. -.the earliest 
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dawn of history have been great carriers by land as well as by 
water.1 

With the carrying business mainly in their own hands, and 
with a very considerable entrepot trade, it would not be surprising 
if we find the system of trade organisation carried to a very high 
level in ancient India. Whether or not the castes of modern 
India have developed from the trade guilds of ancient India, it is 
perfectly certain that, at least about the 5th. century B. C. if not 
much earlier • 

" Crafts and commerce are flourishing, highly organised 
corporately under conditions of individual and cor.porate 
competition, the leading men thereof the friends and 
counsellors of kings. We have -found labour largely 
hereditary, yet therewithal, a mobility and initiative 
anythiug but rigid revealed in the exercise of it And 
we have discovered a thorough familiarity w:th money 
and credit ages before the ith. Century A. D " 

Cambridge Hist. of India, p. 219. 

Partnerships in commerce were fairly well understood, 
though individual freedom of initiative and pluck were not 
restricted. as in a later-day joint stock enterprise, by merely 
travelling together in the same caravd.n. or bound on board the 
same ve~seP For purposes of discipline, the Sarthavaha, or 
caravan-c'li.!f, m ty have: been accorded a certain degree of 
prestige and authority among the fellow travellers and traders. 
But the latter by their acquiescence did not surrer.der their 
independence. 

1 According to Pliny's Natural History XII, 18, there was "no year in 
which India did not drain the Roman Empire of a hundred million 
sesterces ". This would equal in English money a million sterlin~t ' ~· or a crore and half ot rupees at the normal rate of exchange . 
• 

2 It would be interesting to summarise here Kautilya's famous chapter 
on Ship and Shipping in the Artha-Shastra. ( A. S. Book II 
Cb. 18 ). 
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The exception was the purchases of the King which were 
made by officially regulated prices. 

The late Dr. V. A. Smith was certainly mistaken as to the 
origin of currency in India, when he wrote :-

• 

" There is reason to believe that the necessities 
of commerce with foreign merchants were 
the immediate occasion for adoption by 

·· the Indian people of a metallic currency 
as well as· of an alphabetical writing 
(Imp. Gaz. Vol. II, p. 135). 

In an age so accustomed to money valuations as the Buddhist 
age of India undoubtedly was, the evolution of substitutes for 
money, or credit instruments as we would now describe them, 
would be a matter of course. Says Mrs. Rhys Davids :-

' 
" Of substitutes for current coins (or wha were 

used as such), or instruments of credit, we · 
read of signet rings used as deposits 
or securities, of wife or children pledged 

• or sold for debt, and of promissory notes 
• or debt sheets''. 

Even though the last would be in the form of mere registra· 
tions as between lender and borrower, their evolution and. use 
·must be held to mark a distinct advance in commercial civilisation. 
The Shethis of the Buddhist Literature apparently kept large cash 
amounts on hand, like the immense hoard of the devoted Anatha· 
pindika. These either loaned, or, more probabfy, used in 
business of their own as merchant bankers. 

Certainly, the minute regulations as to loans of money and 
interest thereon, mentioned in both the Buddhist canonical works 
and in the Hindu Dharmashastras, like the standard code of Manu 
or ~hanakya, could not have occurred, had not money-lending / 
been a well-known business. The echo of the Aristotelian and 

' . 
Christian fulmination against interest on money loans is, indeed, 
found in the still earlier works of the Indian legists. 

16 
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COINAGE, CCRRE~CY AND CREDIT 

\Vith such a developed and widespread commerce, both 
Foreign and internal, in such a vast land,-already an Empire in 
the fourth century B. C., some commonly accepted and acceptable: 
Medium of Exchange would be inevitable. It is difficult to say 
precisely when Coinage and Currency came into general use in 
India ; but they must have been long anterior to the most consi
derable of our earliest recorded Empires is incontestable. At the 
time of the Greek invasion, and even before that in the days of 
Darius, Indian coins, distinct in design and workmanship, were 
found i while references in the Vedic hymns to Pana and the 
Panis suggest a still more ancient origin. Dr. Vincent A~ Smith 
held the view:-

" There is reason to believe that the 
necessities of commerce with foreign 
merchants were the immediate occasion 
for the adoption by the Indian people 
of a metallic currency, as well as of an 
alphabetical writing " 1 

If we take this literally, we may question as to the accuracy 
of this estimate. For one thing, it is a moot point, with European 
scholars at least, as to when large scale foreign commerce arose 
in India. And, then, \\ith a country of the size of India ; and with 
Aryan migration going on ceaselessly for over thousand years 
perhaps, it is impossible to. say which lands must be treated as 
"foreign '', in the sense in which Dr. V. A. Smith uses the 
expression. Moreover, the Dravids of the South were seafaring 
and commercial people, long before the Aryans established them
selves in India. Even, therefore, if we take the remark of the 
English scholar literally, the history of Coirtage and Currency 
must be taken to be very long, stretching back into centuries, if not 
millennia, before Christ. The hoards of ancient coins discovered 
in seYCral parts of India lend full support to this view ; and the 
characteristic design and shaping which Indian coins exhibit, 
reinforce it. Perhaps the more common, more frequent and more 
considerable use of coined money was in connection with• the 

"\ requiremenfs cf large-scale business, internal or foreign ; \'i'hile 
the greater part M daily local transactions may have been bartered 
or token currency only. 

·-· 

1. Cp. Imperial Gazetteer, Vol. II. p, 135. 
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Mrs. Rhys Davids, the great student of Buddhist:lore and of 
the ]a/aka tales, goes further; she dates the use of substitutes for 
metallic currency long before the Mauryan age :-

"Of substitutes for current coins (or what 
were used as such) or instruments of 
credit, we read of signet rings, used as 
deposits or securities, of wife or children 
pledged or sold for debt, and of promis
sory notes or debt sheets". (Cp. Splen· 
dour That Was 'Ind.) 

That is 'indeed, not the same thing as what we might today 
call Paper Currency ; but the development of Credit Instruments 
was ob~iously pre-Mauryan, and very well understood in the 
days Qf Kautilya. The numerous and complicated Mint Regula
tions as outlined in the Artha Shastra1 and other ancient Treatises 
on the subject,-including seignorage, cutting of coins below 
standard weight, or below prescribed fineness, penalties on those 
who pass such coins or counterfeit them,-all indicate the high 
level of the Money Economy that had become usual in the days· 
of Chanakya, if n6t much earlier. The equally numerous regula
tions regard pledges or mortgage, and Interest payable on the same, 

1 The Superintendent of the Mint shall carry on the manufacture 
of the silver coins made up of 4 parts of copper, and one
sixteenth part of any one of the metals-Tikshna, Trapu, Sisa, 
and Anjana. There shall be a pana, a! pana, i pana and l/8th 

• of a pana. 
Copper coins, made up of four parts of an alloy. shall be a masha,! 
masha, kakani, and ! kakani. 
The examiner of coins shall regulate currency, both as a medium 
of Exchange, and as Legal Tender admissible in the Treasury. 
The premia levied on coins paid into the Treasury shall be 8%, 
known as Rupika, 5% known as Vyaji, 1/8th pana per cent known 
as parikshika (Testing charge) besides a fine of 25 pana imposed 
on offenders other than the manufacturer, the seller, the 
purchaser, and the Examiner." 

And later on, in Ch. 14, the same authority observes :-

' • 

" The Mint Master shall return to the owners coins or ornaments 
of the same weight and of the same quality, as that of the bullion 
which they received at the Mint. With the exception of those 
diminution, they shall receive coins which have been worn out, 
or which have undergone the same coins back i nto the Mint, . 
even after the lapse of a number of years. 
The State Goldsmith shall gather from the artisans employed in r 
the Mint information concerning pure gold, &.etallic mass, r 
coins and rate of Exchange. • 
In getting a gold coin manufactured from gold, one kakani (l/6th} 
weight of th6 metal more shall be given to the Mint towards 
the loss in manufacture". 
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also indicate nnm;staka.ble proof of a fully dn·elor·ed Creel i 
sy~tem practised hy the ancient Ind:ans of 2500 years ago.1 

These regulations indicate !hat the l\Lnt was open to 
coinage hy any body, suh;ect (o· ·a small se;gnorate charge. 
Exchange rates must, therefore, ha\·e approximated lo t!1e actual 
bullion in the different coins. 

The talc of Anathapindika is an excellent illustration uf the 
vast hoards of ready cash, which the leading S'teth:s of that 
period usually ktpt readily a\·ailable w:th hem; and uut of this 
they could loan money, as <md vd;en \vanted, on rai-cs of Interest 
highly favourable to the lender. .A larger portion of such hoards 

1. Cp 1\iar.u-Smriti Ylll Verses 140-152. 

crfel31ci~<'ff ~f~ ff~r~~Fr'Ti{ 1 
aro'Tf~m w~;:r:. mmp~~ flSf<li: !iJFr 11 140 1 1 
fu<t u~ err ~@'F.rri'J ~t ~1-f~VJ: 1 

~ w ~ ~., ~~W'f13ft 1114111 
ft~ f?tefi" ~ ~ tr~ "''' ~a' ~l1. I 
+rrm"ll erfu wt,l;arq;: cruri-=rr~u: 11142 11 
~j ~t;Oi)f~ <oT$r1 ~fu-:rr+Jrm~='l!l=,_ 1 

., ~·: <r.~~mrnsfu:r ;; fii~~: 11 143 11 
~ ~ ,......~ ...... ~ ~ 

'1 +rr~• "i&.lifll·.:r~ ~\r\1"11 ~~,~~tl~ I 

~ mq~~~.fui;{Js~ +r~ II 1 i4 II 
au~~~;;~~~ -=r or;~~cr: 1 
~t +r~ai ~ ~~~crft".i~f !1145 II 
~sr'Tcm ~iffrrr~ -=r ~cr <f;~Rif 1 
~r ~if~~~: sm~~ 111461! 
~ ~:: ~...... ,.... -~ .......... .,...A. 

m~I,.~'(U cr:!"ITOf ~~T~"'I sr&:m ~<11 I 
2.1~+rrrt q-~~~uft ;; B" C\"~"'11~ Rr II 14 7 I I 
a~1!~~ fef~ ~~~I 
+TTrf ~ttrT ~Tffir d~o~~fu!) 148 )} 

,...._ A- • ,...._' ' r ~ ,...., amer: B1+rr '"!1~-.:r t~;crr:rr-:IT'<:T: ra~: 1 

um:ci J}Trfu~ ~ ;; +rm-=r ~'-lrn II 14fJ II 
,..... l;"... ...... r-. 

~: ~~+rv:rr~~rcr;rr, ec ~sl"CR"~: 1 
ij-.,fe19f·g:;fr~ ~ ~i~ l;tc<Jiffi: II 150 I I 
ri·.ali'F:f~!bmf .-Jt~lcr t=t~·~tt~'ll r 
~T"~ ~~ ~~trm Oi"1"fu;;r.r+rf~ tf<>-... {i'lf!\.1! 151 .1 
-a•araBI'CI~~T ~Rrft'ffiT if fu;,.?lfu I 
w:ft~tr~+rJ1~cf ~ ';iJI'f.!i~ fd II 15 2 l! 

~ 
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must have been commonly used in their own business, by these 
merchant-bankers of ancient India, and the profits of their business, 
-their overseas ventures must be handsome enough to ensure 
a steady increase in such mobilised and readily available capital. 

It is interesting to note, in . passing, the ancient Indian 
treatises permit and even justify larger scales of Interest on loans, 
no matter for what purpose ;1 and in tl1is they stand out in marked 
contrast with the Aristotelian School which influenced both the 
Bible and the Quran. The latter consider money to be barren by 
itself; and s~· interest on loans of money, at whatever rate, to be 
unjustifiable .. Notwithstanding the custom of the Babylonians or 
the Plioenicians, they did not or would not realise that the Money 
loan, which was used to further production was really Capital,
an active factor in producing new wealth ; and therefore, rightly 
entitled to a share in the increase. When, however, economic 
evolution had progressed beyond the feudal and manorial stage, 
later canonical writers of Europe evolved the doctrine of implied 
partnership and share in the risks of bu-siness, for which Interest 
would be a just and justifiable return. But, that is obviously a 
round about, and somewhat clumsy way of getting round their 
original doctrine. ·We shall consider this point about interest still 
further, in another connection later on, 

Coins both of gold and silver were in circulation side by 
side, the two. metals ·exchanging at a fixed rate of 1.16.2 Prof. 

1 Cp. above Manu-Monthly 2% to 5% were legitimate rates of Interest. 
Kautilya also is of similar opinion :-Bk. III. 11 

~qm.n ~ w.~: qur~~~, qo;aqon ~~1, 
~':ii"G"UfT efil;;a-Ronurl, ~~ Bl!!~i!ii, ffir: q-.( ~: 
i'fiRiirg:a- ~: ~n&:oe ~ o:s : 1 · 

Prof. Aiyangar considers the prevalenc~ or recognition of such high 
rates of interest (maximum 60% per annum to be an indication of 
the scarcity of loanable capital. But perhaps the high rate of 
profit on commercial investment is a better explanation of such 
high rates permitted by our law givers. 

Says Shukra-(IV, ii, 92). 

~ tll~':IT~uf ~~ ~~ ~::~~ I 
Prof. Aiyangar, however, considers this to ha...-e been more a recommenda

tion,, than a legally fixed and commonly observed ratio. On his own showing, silver/ 
was ~career and may have had to be wholly imported. Its Ratio ~ Gold, there-
fore, may have been slightly higher than that prescribed by Shukra. The weights 
and measures. given in Kautilya A. S. Book II Ch. 19, re~d al0ng with Ch. 13 
in the same book, suggest the Shukra ratio must have been commonly followed. 
The Mint being open to free coinage, the ratio may have fluctuated. Prof. Aiyangar 
says -"It was 3·40 in the days of Darius the Great and 1·9 in the first century A. D . 

• 
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Aiyangar, however, considers:-" Gold was t!1e metal for the 
standard coin", though he also recogmses that the two metals mu:-.t 
have circulated side by side. Gold being more valuable, and 
easily transportable,-combining high value in small bulk,-was 
naturally the metal par excellence of foreign commerce. And 
that is, probably, why India was able to drain the }{oman Empire 
alone of its gold as remarked by Pliny. A relatively small 
quantity of gold may have been locally produced; but the greater 
part of the gold hoards of India, looted in the beginning of the 
Moslem invasions in such large quantities. must have been accu
mulated as the result of such foreign trade. Silver, baser metals, 
and cowrie shells, are also known to have served as medium of 
exchange and been in circulation ; and prices being very ·low in 
those days, coins of lower metals or shells, could not but have 
been imported, usually in exchange for our exports of silk, spices 
and gems, as well as certain highly prized animals. 

The value of a Pana,-apparently the most commonly used 
coin, is difficult to determine. Judging from the tables of prices 
and wages found in the acient Treatises, and the scales of fines 
for particular offences given in Kautilya, it would seem as if the 
pana of Mauryan India must have corresponded to our modern 
rupee of before World \Var II. There must, hotvever, have 
been considerable fluctuations from time to time. L 

1. In his Translation and annotation of Shukra-Niti, Prof. B. K. Sarkar 
gives the following table of comparative prices. 

Ch. IV Sect. I. p. 137. 

233 A pana is a piece of copper coined by the King weighing ten 
masas. 

234-A Karsapana is the value of one hundred and fifty varatis 
(cowries). 

Ch. IV Section II. p. 143 . 
• 

133-Fouretankas make one tola in the case of gold and corals. 

138-Eight ratis make one masa, ten masas make one suvarna. 

139-Five times that suvarna make eight silver Karsakas . 

• 

• 
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Foot Note-
Ch. IV Sect II, p. 145 
The relation between the metals in Value:

Gold = 16 silver 
Silver= 80 copper 

Copper = 1 i zinc 
Zinc= 2 tin 

, = 3 lead 
Copper= 6 iron. 

Ch. IV. Sect. II, p. 146. 
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199-200-The good horse is that which can go one hundred yojanas 
• in one day. Its price is five hundred gold (eight thousand 

silver rupees). 

201-202-The good camel is that which can go thirty Yojanas in one 
day. Its price is one hundred silver palas (eight hundred 
rupees). . 

203-204-The elephant that is unrivalled in strength, height, fight, and 
mada (rut) is priced at two thousand Niskas. 

2C5- -=-Niska is the value of gold weighing four masas. 
206- -And in estimating the value of elephant five ratis make one 

masa. 
Ch. IV Sect. II p. 146 
The price of the best elephant is, therefore 8,000 masas of gold or 40,000 

ratis of gold or 640,000. ratis of silver or 
64~~00 tolas or silver 

~000 . •
6
• = 6,666 Rs.) = Rs. 6,666 approximately. 

The mention of prices and ratios in the above lines gives ·good statistics, 
which 

0 

might be used as the basis· for the formation of an Index 
Number. 
Ordinary prices :

Cow 
She-goat 
She sheep 
Sheep 
Elephant or horse 

Camel 
High prices for best things :-

1 pala silver 
i cow 
! goat 
1 pala silver 

Buffalo 

8 tolas or rupees. 
4 tolas or rupees. 
2 tolas or rupee:;. 
8 tolas or rupees. 
2,000, 3,000 or 4,000 rupees. 
56 or 64 rupees. 

Cow= 8 or 10 palas silver= 64 or 80 rupees. 
She goat= 1 pala silver = 8 rupees . 

. ~e buffalo= i cow or cow; = 64 or 80, or 96 or 120 • 
• Bull= 60 palas silver = 480 rupees. • 

Buffalo= 7 or 8 palas = 56 or 64 rupees • • Best Horse= 500 gold = 8,000 rupees. 
Best Camel= 100 silver palas = 800 rupees. 
Elephant= 2,000 gold Niskas = 6,666 rupees. 
She sheep 1 pala silver = 8 rupees, 

.. 



The ancient Inrtlan me;·,·lnU v;as also a Banker, a:;d, as 
such lnd com:'nnd of t'w g:e:-de:- portun of t'te b-1_u!d, mohil sLLl 

capital wealth of the country. The Kirg.-!he l'ubEc Exc!tequc:.
was another hoarder ; hut t'1e weahh locked up in the State 
Treasury,-was not eas:ly re:eased for dai!y use :n incL.:stri;J 
ventures or commercial i1~vest:ne:~t. And so the ~lerc:·:ant-Bankcr 
did all kinds of banking or cre<~it husit1ess, loan::~g money 
on personal secudy of persons of good standing, as well as 
taking money on loan, or depo..:;its, remitting sum..:; between two 
trade centres \Vith t!1e device of t'1e Hundi, de\'dopin~ f1e system 
of mild and nidhi,-pledgc and dei1('S t,-and cxc':ar~gin.~ t-1iffaellt 
standard coins or curreuc;es \\ith une anot::er for a small profit
a~io or discount, The ample injur.d:ons of the Arf:a-S:1as1ras as 
well as Dharma-Shastras, reg<~.nLr g ti1e use of propc:-ty t;eposited, 
as the return for that use, and :::11 cor:sc-quent ·a:~d cor:Pedn! 
incidents, suggest a great J.enlopmc:~t and wide use of crt'L\t ''1~d 

Banking. 

The basic justiftcation of Tnte:-est is found, hy a~cicnt bd:an 
Economists, in the essential pruc!uctivity of capital or t'1e money 
loan h:rned to account. That is why they al!ow no interest o:; 
valuable material pledged, and turned to use by t:1e pledgee. Th:.: 
share between the mortgagor and mortgagee of US61hle material 
deposited may be fixed by agreemeet hehveen the parties ; but the 
pledge, which is allowed to be used, or w:1ic~1 is capable of being 
so utilised to his own advantage by r~e pledgee, may be regardetl 
as part of his business equipment, where on he reaps a lcg1t1mate 
profit. The authority of Manu, quoted at lengt:1 carEer, makes 
this point fully clear. He is equa:ly clear regarding the \·ariation 
in the rates chargeable according to the community or the caste of 
the borrower,1 presumbly on the assumption that the credit worthi
ness of a borrower varies directly with his st:1tus, or caste, in 
society. This is not really, a non-economic note on ::1troduccd 
uneconomtc theory to complicate it. Cons:dcring the kinds uf 

• • 
1 Foot No.e See ante p. 124. 

b lSr~ ~ =&l' q~sfi =ef ~ 'EI:.;l"#_ I 

~ ~f.k :!l~{r~ ~,.Tj~,VI~\;~~;r.·: II ~i. S. VIII, 112 
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business these categories of persons habitually engaged in ; con
sidering the resources normally available to them for discharging 
the debt with interest ; considering the use likely to be made and 
the advantage gained by the borrower particularly a·merchant, 
there seems some reason in permitting these different scales of 
interest varying according to the caste or the role of the borrower 
in the economic scheme then prevailing. Compound interest is 
permitted on the same considerations1 and if '' money invested 
in trade is treated as though it was not a debt "2 it was because the 
trader was ehgaged in business most commonly on his own capital. 
The interest was, therefore, part of the profit earned. When 
intere;t, however, is exacted from persons in very hard condition, 
-the' very name of Kusida, suggests the relative unpopularity of 
the gain, on Shylockian terms, the Moralists as well as 
Economists frowned severely upon the attempt.3 

Kautilya is emphatic on the need for public control, regulation 
or supervision of this sector of the national economy, of this form 
of gain for the individual. He holds the relationship between the 
capitalist and the debtor-productive borrower we may say-as of 
vital national importance, and of importance to the public Exche
quer.4 If loans were made in kind,--e.g. Grain-or interest 
expected in commodity form, that should not exceed half the 
money val\te of the original capital lent, interest on stock should 
not exceed half the profit.5 

• 

1 But not by Manu who holds (VIII, 156) 

"45h'!f.h: ~r~~ ~o:tti!fit~«t€1~~: 1 
~fd4it+l~':ili!fil~~ ;r dNI~+I€11"d/U~ II 

2 Aiyangar, Op. Cit. p. 108 

3. i~6nt_ Ulcr6~Cf f;tff.io:ttt: sr~ I 
:ofS!!iuf qrs~ ~e)~q~ ~6: II Brhaspati : X. 6 

4-. A. S. Bk. III. 11 

Qq(i:qurr ~~ m't=r~: qo&o:ti6f4 I q'fiqon ~~~~1 I 
~qurr ~;:6T~CfiTOI11{ I fcmR\'qorr QT~rorJll I ~~: qi 
'li~!Cfit~S!~ 'fi: ~T8:~\fO'G: I ~~<fi SRf{~: I 

• ~~~ff~i{q~ g ~fil~qr~~it~·~ I • 

5 Ibid. • 
"W~'!f;s:: Q~(;f~f~q(~l ~ ~~ ~ I 
~~1{~1~ QM'{fil~iff Cfl~~i ~~r I (A. S, III, 11 ) 

17 

• 
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This interest on stock should be paid yearly regularly ; for, 
if it is allowed to accumulate, because it was so willed by t!-:e 
parties or because of the absence abroad of the debtor, the amount 
payable shall be twice the principal lent.1 

Any one claiming interest when it is not due, or representing 
that as principal \Vhich is really the aggregate of the principal and 
interest combined, was fined four t:mes !l:e amount under dispute.2 

As all transactions were advised to be reduced in writing, such 
fictitious claims must have been very rare. • 

Any one claiming 4 times the amount lent was fined 4 •times 
the unjust demand, of which 1 was payable by him, and { by the 
debtor. i.e. the latter paid the amount really due to the state ; 
and the former three times his original capital lent to the state. 
This must have effectually prevented unjust or exaggerated claims 
being proffered.3 

For good reasons debtors \Vere further protected. ~ o 
interest was to accumulate on debts due from minors, or those 
engaged in long-drawn out sacrifices, or who were diseased (and, 
therefore, unable to earn) and those in studenthood in their 
teachers' homes.1 Reasons of public policy, or long range interest 
of the community, or sheer humanity dictated these rules. 

If the creditor neglected to collect his dues for ten years, 
could not be collected,--except as regards debts due from minors, 
aged people, diseased or other people suffering from calamities, 
or those gone abroad, or who have fled the country, or in times of 
heavy civic disturbances or political revolutions.ll 

1 f.;:r,src;re: ~-;rsrR~ ~r ~erfir~ ~ t(A. s. III. 11 ) 
2 ~r tf';a ~~ cr~ar <if ~ ~ ifu+nittu. ~i:far Fi~~~a?t 
~:I Ibid. 

~ 

3 g=t':~:q'S!,~IqtiTT~T~~:;:rg~ Ui: I 

,. -.. • a~l:f ~~Tffilf((TQT C\~ I Utt ~HiT I Ibid. 
~ 4' ~~~P!to~fu~~~itq~ ii~t=rt( 'Sf( i=futli~q~~ I I did. 
5 cr~rcrqyq&._:ra~;rsrfu~~:r;:~7. tna-er;a:ou.tferqo(;f~R
it~~:{(t~fil~~m."if: t Ibict. 
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A debt unlimited in time or place, must be repaid by the 
party contracting it, or by his sons, grandsons, or any other heir 
of the deceased debtor. Similarly, debts for which life marriage 
or land is pledged, and which are not limited by time or place, 
must be repaid by the sons or grandsons of Jhe deceased debtor.1 

Surety of a ~inor is of no avail. 

The rules regarding the relative priority of the claims of 
several creditors against one debtor are .based on the same 
principles, a.nd so need not be repeated here, even in outline. We 
are, likewise, not concerned here with the detailed rules of 
procedure and evidence in suits of this kind. All that matters is 
the fact that interest was a legitimate claim ; that very high rates 
prevailed ; and that considerable protection was aff<?rded to 
debtors, in the interest of the state or the community at large, or 
on purely humanitarian ground. 

SHIPS AND SHIPPING 

Other accessories of a flourishing Trade, both local and 
international were equally attended to in the organised public 
economy of those days. We have already referred to the duty of 
the king,-the state--to provide proper roads, rest-houses, and 
other facilities for merchants and travellers on the public highways. 
Every time· that roads are mentioned, waterways also referred 
to; and the famous chapter of Book II of the Artha Shastra, 
devoted to the duties of the Superintendent of Ships, obviously 
refers to shipping both inland, coastal and on the high seas. The 
detailed and very minute regulations about the provisions of 
boats, equipment and personnel on those vessels ; the rules regard
ing tolls and port dues ; the regulations about loading and sailing; 
about shipwreck or stress of weather , treatment of foreign mer
chants, with a special reference to customs and tolls, and the 
injunctions about exemptions from customs of ferry dues-all 
bespeak, not only a very elaborate, efficient and wideawake 

I.! ~'<r ~r: ~~.:it~ ~;q= I !fT<rt~T CfT Rq:~~r: Q~f~: SIM~t -en 1 ·~ 
WI Slfffl~T~"I({QT~ &I'Ti!isrrfu'~ro~J{ I Sf~~~Tij~ctiRt ij ~: ~ 
'fT~~r qr ftq:~ ~~rurr ~: 1 ~f~~f'lsrtftt~;~~'ffif
~~ ij ~: ~ en CT~5: I (A. S. III. II) 
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admiralty of the Imperial Mauryas; they also indicate the 
presence of a vast and valuable commerce, with adequate 
means of transport, moderate customs charges, and liberal ports 
and shipping regulations, which, taken collectively, suggest a full 
perception of the place of Transport, by land or sea, in the authors 
of our ancient Economic Treatises. 

The following outline, taken from Kautilya, Book II 
on the Superintendent of Ships and Shipping ( ~ ) would 
serve to give point and authority to these observations .. 

THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SHIPS 

The Superintendent of Ships was an Imperial Officer not 
the Admiral to fight Naval battles in times of war, but an adminis
trative chief who had to examine the accounts relating to naviga
tion, not only on oceans and mouths of rivers, but also on lakes, 
natural or artificial (waterways) and rivers, in the vicinity of 
sthaniya and other fortified cities. 

Seashores or river-side villages had to pay a fixed 
amount of tax, rent or commuted payment for Port dues or 
Admiralty charges. Fishermen gave one-sixth of their haul as 

• fee for fishing licence ; while merchants paid the customary toll of 
ports. 

Passengers aboard the Royal ships paid the usual fixed 
fare the yatravetanam ; while those who used the king's boats 
in fishing for conch shells or pearls paid the fixed hire 
(naukahatakam ), 

The Superintendent of ships had to observe the customs 
prevalent in commercial towns, and the orders of the Port 
Municipal authorities. 

Whenever a weather-beaten ship arrived at a port, it was 
Lsl.1own every.kindness. If it carried merchandise spoiled by welter 
lhat was either exempted from toll altogather, or the charge was 
reduced to half. Ships doing entreport trade had to pay what we 
would now call Transit Duties . 

• 
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Pirate ships (himsrika), and vessels bound for enemy 
countries and those which had violated the Port customs were 
destroyed. 

On those large rivers impossible to ford even during the dry 
season, there were large boats in charge of a captain, a steerman, 
and ordinary seamen for handling and manreuvring the boat. 
Smaller boats were likewise kept on smaller rivers which had 
enough water only during the rainy season. These boats all 
belonged to the state. · 

• 

F_ording of rivers without perm1ss~on was prohibited, less 
traitors might come that way. 

The following were exempted from F,erry charges :-Fisher
men, carriers of firewood, grass, flowers, fruits, gardeners, 
vegetable dealers, herdsmen, persons parsuing suspected criminals, 
messengers following other messengers, those carrying provisions 
and orders to the army, those who use their own ferries, as well 
as those who supply villages of marshy districts with seeds, necess· 
aries of life, etc. 

' The following had free Ferry or Boat passes :-Brahmans, 
ascetics, children, the aged, the afflicted, royal messengers and . . 
pregnant women. . 

Foreign merchants, frequent visitors to this country and 
those well-known to local merchants, were allowed to land in 
port towns. 

Any person abducting the wif6 or daughter of another or 
carrying off the wealth of another, a suspect, one seeming to be of 
perturbed appearance, or without baggage, or attempting to conceal 
or evade the cognisance of valuables carried by him, or in disguise, 
or just turned out ascetic, or pretends to be suffering from disease, 
or seems alarmed, or is carrying weapons, explosives, or poison, 
or one who has come from afar without a pass, was arrested and 
det.Aned, until his case was satisfactorily disposed of. • 

• 
Details of Toll rates, Ferry fees and Port charges need not 

detain us here. 

• 
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PUBLIC FINANCE: TAXATIO:"T AND OTHER SOURCES OF 
REVENUES. f'UBLIC EXPENDITURE AND BORROWING. 

EFFICIENT ACCOUNTING OF PUBLIC RECEIPTS 
AND EXPENDITURE. 

The importance of a proper regulation of Public Finance, 
the keystone of the arch of national economy1 was fully recognised 
by our ancient Economists. 

Says Kautilya (Book II Ch. 8) 11 All undertakings depend 
upon finance. Highest attention must, therefore,. be paid to the 
Treasury." The ancient Indian State was, as has been remarked 
more ban once earlier in these pages~ deeply indirectly interested 
in a number of productive enterprises, in land and mines,. forests 
and fishery, trade and industry. Besides its direct profits from 
these, large amounts were received from taxation of all sorts ; and 
proceeds of these had to be properly expended on a varied host 
of public departments. Over and above these, there was pos:tive 
duty imposed on ancient financiers to make savings, so as to bu~ld 
up an ample Treasury and a handsome Warchest. Problems of 
Finance were, therefore, even more importaht in those days than 
in our own. 

The basic ideas and dominating objective of Public Finance, 
in Ancient India, seem to have been to enable the people to 
attain, as easily and effectively as possible, their aim in life
Dharma. As has been well pointed out, it was a Dharma
parayana social system, not simply Ai·fha-Parayana1 or material 
happiness. All the aims or injunctions of Politics, Eth:cs and 
Economics met and coalesced in this, and made a synthetised, 
harmonised, integrated whole. Because of t;1is, the right of the 
state to collect taxes, of all sorts, and its obligation to lay out the 
proceeds properly, was regulated by the precepts of the Dlzarma
Shastras. This assumed, postulated, a contract behveen the state 
and the citizen, on the one hand for the latter, to contribute to the 
charges of 111e state, on the other for the former, to protect and 
defend the latter, enabled him to live in full security, and lead a 

.Ji.fe in full eonsonance with the requirements and injunctiorls of 
----· •...... . .JI. - -- ~ ·' 

1 Cp. Rangaswamy Aiyangar. Op. Cit. p. 113. 

~~t.ti:f~J~~~ I Apastamba II. 10. 26, 9. 
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the Varna-Ashrama-Dharma. The principal categories of public 
revenues, land tax, customs, fees and tolls were thus of a 
somewhat religious sanction, as the Mahabharata lays down in the 
Shanti Parva, already quoted. If the citizen failed to discharge 
his part of the contract, definite punishments were prescribed in 
the Artha-Shastras ; and if the State,--the King,--failed to perform 
his part of the bargain, the subjects (Citizens) were authorised and 
permitted, both by the Nitishastras and the Artha-Shastras, to 
abandon such a country.1 

r • 

Subject to this basic ideal, and in conformity with the 
• dominating sentiment, the immediate aim of ancient Indian 

Treatise-Writers was to secure as high a surplus of receipts over 
expenditure as possible. In a pithy verse Shukra lays down :-
1' The King must regulate his expenses according to his income. 
If the expenses habitually exceed income, even Kubera's Treasure 
would be exhausted. ''2 

And in the very first chapter, Kautilya says m his Artha
Shastra, speaking of Varta and Danda-Niti :-3 

11 Varia (Economics) consists in Agriculture, Anitnal 
• Husbandry and Trade. By their means (we 

obtain) grain, cattle, gold, forest produce and 
labour. With the help of these, (the King) 
subdues (makes his friends) his own and the 
opposite sides, with the aid of Treasure and 
arms''. 

1 Cp. ante. Lecture II 

2 Cp. Shukra. 

3 A. S. I. 4. Free Translation of the Text. 

~~fqq~q~ ~T 'if qra1; 

111F~q~f~~~t~fCi~Slf{JifFttq!fiff~'f I 

~~~ ~q~ q~~ 'if CfdtcroRr ri}f{fqO(iJI+?.lfi{ I 

• ., 
• 

• 
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Postulating this general attitude of the ancient Indian public 
financier, let us now cast a glance at t!1e outline picture of the 
national Budget including expenditure as well as the principal 
sources of revenues. 

The Indian financier did not, ordinarily speaking, budget for 
a deficit. That is why Kaut:lya gives some very surprising items, 
under the pretext of extraordinary or Emergency Finance, which 
may include even forced loans.1 

The principal source of expenditure was, ·of course, the 
maintenance of the security of the state. This included.,not only 
the maintenance of an adequate armed force,--in all its branches 
of army (infantry, cavalry, chariotry and elephants) and Navy, 
with proper equipment, both for offence and defence. In addition 
there must have been, under the same head, a whole organisation 
of Secret Service, Store-houses, Armouries, and the \Var-chest. \Var 
was, indeed, not of daily occurrence; but no one who prized the 
security of the State could afford to neglect the preparedness for 
war, should it chance. The details given by :VIegasthenes of the 
armed forces of the 1\Iauryan Empire, read with the regulations 
in the Artha Shastra make it evident that a very considerable 
proportion, probably as much as half,--must have been absorbed 
under this head. In the list of 18 Ministers givel'l in the Artha 
Shastra, the Senapati, or the Defence Minister, takes rank next 
after the Chief Minister, .Mantrin and the High Priest, (Purohita)2 

and received the highest salary along with the :VIinisters of the 
First Rank, who included the Heir Apparent. He was, moreover, 
not the Commander in the field,-the N ayaka, but a civil chief 
directing the policy which resulted in War, or kept the peace. 
Even while war was not actually being waged, and while no direct 
outlay had to be incurred on conducting Military operation the 
amounts devoted to this head must have been considerable; a good 
proportion being sent to the Treasury to form a \Var-Chest. 
Altogether, this must have been the most considerable single item 
in the Budget of an Empire like the Maurya or the Gupta.'1 

! • • 
• 

1. Cp. A. S. Book V; Ch. 2 & 3 pp. 245 er seq. 

2. Cp. A. S. Book I; Cb. 12; also Book V; Ch. 3 p. 245. 
3. Cp. Shukra Niti, I, 631-5 • 

• 
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Other items in Expenditure 'must have included the ordinary 
obligations of what we might nowadays call a welfare State, as 
contradistinguished from a Police ·State. Some of these have 
already been noticed, e. g. Roads and their equipment with 
Bridges and rest-houses, trees and watering places, Irrigation works; 
Temples and institutions of public welfare, like schools, hospitals, 
and universities; charitable foundations ; police andother protect
ive establishment for the peaceful citizen, merchants and other 
travellers; Ships and ferries; ~egal, Judicial and punitive depart
ments; Civil• List for the King and Court, his Ministers and 
Officers ; aids to local governments ; Insurance against Famine, 
like G·ranaries and Goshalas: maintenance of Mines and Forests 
and Public Factories, Mint and Royal Store houses, Places and 
Forts, and the Royal Hunt. Very detailed regulations are 
provided in our classic Treatises on these subjects, which, though 
they may differ in details, are identical in principle. Taken as a 
whole, it is obvious that the claims of the Public Expenditure, of 
all kinds, are taken as paramount, and they also determine the 
revenue side, in the ultimate analysis. Kautilya laid down heavy 
penalty against a King who did not spend properly} 

Before closing this part of the discussion, we may note the 
proportions,. prescribed by Shukra as right and proper, to be spent 
on specified objects by the Exchequer.2 

!fl~ll ar({~f U;{ !fl+rtrrwt_ ~f~cit~~a- 1 
~f.:r~~~ \:1~ l{T'lil\:f~;{ =if II ..._ 

SNTU'l sr~acit ~~tuo:ttfcr<tirftur: 1 

at~lir.mhntar w1sit'l :q ~~~~ 11 

etJll~~~ 'lifGf.Jr+rt~M ~lll=a- crt~~ II ' ·~ 

Following Shri. B. N. Sarkar, we translate these freely:-

The heads of fhe Grama are to receive one
twelth of the income from· the grama. The 
Army is to be maintained by three (such parts); 

1. Cp. A. S. II 7. 

~T!!({fT({~~q-q-~Ft;t OlflJijt:f~1:1 "~rs~r.~q- 1 
~ 

2 Shukra Niti I, 315-17. 
18 

• 

• 
• 
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charity }; as also the people (} ), the officers, 
and the King's personal Expend:ture (-} ). The 
Treasury the remainder. By dividing the 
income into six such divisions, the King should 
yearly incur expenditure. 

Prof. Aiyangar, however points out:-

"This rule, dividing the income into six 
divisions, is obviously designed f~r all but the 
smallest states. In a later part of his t.reatise, 
a different proportion is given by Shukra:-
• The ruler, whose income is 100,000 karshas, 
should every month spend 1,500/ on conti
ngencies, charities and personal wants, 100 
on clerks, 300 on counsellors, 300 on wife 
and children, 200 on men of letters, 4,000/ on 
cavalry and infantry, 400/ on elep!1ants, 
camels, bulls and arms, and save the remaining 
1,500 for the Treasury.'' 

He adds :-" It will be noticed tbat the 

two standards differ greatly. In thl! former, the 

Military expenditure forms only 25~~ of the 

revenue, while in the latter it amounts to 52.8 )~
The allotment for the charity and learning is a 

little over 4% in the first, and only 2·4;~ in the 

second schedule. The cost of administration 

is set at a little over 12~~ in the former and at 

only 3'6% in the latter. In the first, 50;:~ of the 

revenue is to be saved for the Treasury, and tn 

the second 18%," 

He reconciles this apparent difference, or contradic
J;U;>n in the -same Treatise, by suggesting t:1at the first schdne, 
is concerned witlt the distribution of the village income proper, 
in and for the village, leaving half the village income 
derived from the village for the Central Exchequer ; while the 
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latter gives the general proportions of the over all central 
expenditure. 

It would be interesting to add that while Shukra is full of 
details, Kautilya thinks more or broad generalities, and is 
interested more particularly in Central financing. Items, therefore, 
which are more immediately of interest to Local Bodies, or to 
organisations, do not find such an important place in his treatise, 
though even he recognises the obligation of the State to provide 
for Charitab1e institutions, Poor Relief, work for the unemployed 
and a~ylums for the aged or the infirm. He would, however, 
place this burden primarily on the able-bodied near relations of 
such 'sufferers. Very considerable resources were available, in 
Mauryan days to local bodies, as the Artha Shastra bears 
witness1 

; and so they bore a fair share of such burdens as we 
would now describe Social Services. The village sanitation, poor 
relief, watch and ward, irrigation and communications fell upon 
the local authority in the first instance, though the Centre never 
refused aid when needed. · 

1 Kautilya's ideas on Public Expenditure are given, mainly, in 
Book II. Ch.•6 pp. 59, 62. They may be summarised :-

(Sham Shastr:y's Translation pp. 57-61) "Chanting of ausptctous 
hymns during the worship of gods and an::estors. and on occasions of giving gifts, 
the harem, the kitchen, the establishment of messengers (spies ?) the Store-House 
(Granaries?) the Armoury, the \\'are-House, the Store-house o£ raw materials, 

•Manufactories, Free Labour, maintenance of Infantry, Cavalry, Chariots and Ele• 
phants, herds of cows, the museum of beasts, deer, birds and snakes, and storage 
of firewood and fodder, constitute the body of the expenditure.'' 

The Artha Shastra does not give in one place, in such detail as Shukra, 
the proportions to be spent on the several heads mentioned by him. It is, however, 
no less careful about the proper collection and accounting, including opening and 
closing balance, arrears due and the like, which are summarised elsewhere, 

• Apparently.,'' Free labour," being included as pat\ of normal expenditll'lle 
of the State, could not have been the Begar of later days, but rather surplus or 
floating Labour, which was employed on the Royal Domain in busy season and 
was paid on at prescribed rates. See Bk. V. Ch. 3 p. 247 • 

• 

.. 
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There was a:1 excellent Budget Systt:m w:1ich was strictly, 
regularly, effectively enforced. Kauttlya giYes very detailed, 
minute rules about the keeping, preparation, submission, and scruti
nity of accounts. Then. even more t!1an today, the function of the 
Accountant and Auditor -General was no sinecure i but then, better 
than today perhaps, e1e ent1re Cabinet sat in scrutiny of the 
accounts presented, and not merely a committee of laymen from 
Parliament who have neither the t1me, knowledge or aptitude for 
auditing, scrutin:sing such volum~nous and complicated accounts. 
The present-day Auditor-General is, it is true, rwt a servant 
of Government, as he used to be under the British regime. He 
is now appointed and is responsible to Parliament,-the People's 
House. But, he still continues to be a member of the organised 
public service ; and, as such, cannot ordinarily speaking, have the 
same independence and originality of out-look, as Auditor-General 
selected from the public would have. The Mauryan Auditor
General, was in a some-what different position, as he was 
appointed by the King like his other heads of departments, 
and was responsible to t!1e Irr1perial Cabinet of eighteen as a 
whole. 

Reverting to be Budget system of the :Vlauryans days, we 
find, on the authority of the Artha Sha~tra, that every year, 

• 
probably at the commencement, the Finance ~Enister, with the 
help very likely of the Cullector-General of H.evenues, made a 
note of the opening balance in the Treasury, of all current expen
diture, including capital projects in hand ( Karaniya) as well as of 
those which had been completed ( Siddham ). Side by side there 
was a detailed statement of receipts from all sources,--CrO\vn 
Land, and share of produce from other lands, Customs, Excise, 
tolls, fees, Port and Town dues of all kinds, profits of mining, 
forest and fisheries, and of all state factories or commercial enter
prise ; and also a ·statement of the closing balance anticipated at 
the end of the year. 

On the Expenditure side, which was the determining factor, 
the principq,l items were : the cost of the national Defence an~ of 
'Civil administratien, including the Civil List, Ministers' salaries, 
and expenses of all departments of Government. Procurement 
and payment for the Stores and other necessaries of life, for the 

• 
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·National Store houses and Granaries; for arms and· equipment 
for the Services if purchased in the year, for gem~, ornaments and 
precious stones. The balance went into the Treasury and the 
War Chest. 

Full and precise accounts were kept of all receipts on 
Revenue as well as Capital accounts ; and of all outgoings in the 
same manner. Plans were also prepared and included in the 
Budget of all purposed new and profitable expenditure for 
Investment during the year just beginning. Investment of 
Capital ( Vit(akshepa), the salvaged balance of wrecked. under 
takings. and the actual savings accrued and realised from the 
net es~imated outlay on public works etc. _ ( Vyayapratyaya) were 
all carefully accounted, so as to keep an effective check on 
Expenditure. 

REVENUES 

To meet the heavy obligations of Government in Ancient 
India, the State had several and plentiful sources of Revenue. 
The general. attitude towards the imposition of taxes and other 
State Revenues, as described in the Treatises, exhibits a marvellous 
solicitude, for the tax-payer. The simile of taxing the earth and 
milking the cow occurs again and again, both in the classics and 
in the authm-itative works -on the subject proper. It is said
~~~~~~~~~ q~ ~l"'h+itl ~ t (Subhashita· 
ratnabhandagara, Ch. III 4'405, p. 152) Kalidasa also says in the 
Raghuvamsha I. 26. ~~ qf~ ~~ ~ ~~q~ II ~~T 
~g4::r:q;:c:r.=a;m#:f'D'~ II 

Every attempt was, therefore, made to adjust the tax burdens 
so as to cause the least inconvenience to the tax-payer, both in 
time and place and manner of payment ; and at the same time get 
the utmost possib>le for the State, with the least loss to the tax
payer. We shall consider these " Canons of Taxation as Adam 
Smith called them, a little more fully later on." The object of 
collecting revenues being to spend them on proper occasions and 
for t'roper reasons, • 

Kamandaka advised :-( V, 86 ). 

~~ ~ qpi ~fct fif~sM~ I 

• 

• • 



The King who was an arbitrary or exorbitz nt taxer m:ghi be 
destroyed by his exasperated subjects without any sin, on the high 
authority ofShanh Parva. The occasions for proper and adequate 
spending have been already indicated, t!1e State w:1ich failed to 
discharge its traditional duties could only pave the way for its own 
overthrow. All taxes, duties, fines and forfeitt.:res, as well as the 
State Dues from its own property or enterprise, were to be er~~
dictated by the Dharma Shastras, as Apastamba enjoins i or as 
Mahabharata describes all forms of public revenues, from which 
the King's own salary is drawn :--

tm~t.if"Rl"c:r ~~ ~~ ( 1\Iahabharata XII. 71. 10} 

Land was, of course, the principal source. Very large areas 
were included in the Royal or public domain, which yielded the 
entire margin of profit, or cent per cent, of the rent. But side by 
side, there were private proprietors also who usually paid a sixth 
of the produce. vVe have already quoted t!te authority of the 
Mahabharata on this point, and may add here t::e more specific 
and detailed authority of Kautilya and the Shukra-:\ it'fsara, which 
has some interesting points on not only the proportion of income 
from land to be taken as the Royal or public dues, but also as to 
the procedure to be appointed in collecting these dut,:s. Kautiiya 
also gives detailed directions in this behalf, and adds a few more as 
to the method of accounting and audit of accounts which the pre
sent-day Accountant and Auditor General might do worse than 
consider.1 

Briefly stated, the Shukra-Niti rules of imposing, assessing 
and collecting Land Revenue (including Rent from the Royal 
Domain ) provided that. 

Apart from Crown Lands or public domain, the land held in 
private proprietorship should be carefully measured, mapped, and 
proper account kept of the entire landed wealth of the community . 

• . ------~- ___ ___.___ --

1 A. S. Bk. II, Ch. 2, 6 aDd 7 • 

• 
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The Finance Minister and Ac:countant-Ge11eral or Revenue 
Commissioner must have had a hard task of it, as shown by 
Shukra.1 

The revenue from each should be properly assessed and 
fixed (in kind) and one person should be fixed upon, in each 
village, to be responsible for the collection and payment into the 
Exchequer of the entire amount due to the Treasury. The rate of 
land revenue varied from one-twelth to as much as one-third of 
the produce from each holding in times of emergency.!! 

. 
If no single individual could be found for this purpose, 

the amount of State dues should be guaranteed payment 
of by some one. Failing this, public officers were to be appointed,
the village revenue Collectors,-who were also village defen· 
ders,-to discharge these duties. These were to be remunerated 
by a stated proportion of the Exchequer's share of the revenue. 
Each cultivator, proprietor, or tenant, received his title deed to 
rights in lag,d, sealed by the Great Seal of the State. 

1 The Sumantra (Finance Minister ?) should communicate to the King 
• 

' 

the amount of commodities laid by, the amount of debts etc. the 
amount spent, and the surplus or balance in both moveables 
and immoveables during the course of the year; (also) how 
many cities, villages and forests are there, the amount of land 
cultivated, who is the rent receiver, and the amount of revenue 
realised ; (also) who receives the remainder after paying off the rent, 
how much land remain uncultivated, and the amount of revenue 
realised through taxes and fines; (also) the amount realised without 
calculation ( i.e. ) nature gifts, how much accrues from forests, the 
amount realised through ~ines and jewels.-Shukra. Part II, 
lines 204-12, 

2 Cp. Aiyangar Op. cit. p. 127. Also Manu VII. 129-130. 

~ttiWIW+i'?.(R41d ~€1H:SI:li<.Q'?.(: I 

otltWi.:Al '£4i{ldatU '<lfi~l~lli'fl: ~: II 

~~~~~Iff at'(~~ ~ Q~~(Ot(~: I 

~~ +11fT: qjt ~ qqo in II 

• 

• 
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Along with t~e land dues from agricultural lands, rent was 
also collected from h:Juses. Perhaps it would be better descrihed 
as House or Buildings tax, which included a Shops Tax. 
There seems to have been in addition Road Tolls and Street 

Dues, collected from farmers of revenue in this bt:half. Fruit
and-Trees Tax or Land revenue from Garden (\Vet) lands 

added still further to this category, while collections in kind 
from cattle (e. g. milk from cows) made up no mean third 

in this category. 
• 

It is difficult to say what used to be the proportion of the total 
public income derived from all this various sources connected 
v.dh land and animal husbandry, fruits and vegetables; but it 

cannot but have been more than half of the total. 

Income from forests produce was, like receipts from the 
Royal Domain in agricultural land, the direct property of the ... 
State. After deducting, therefore, the expenditure connected \Vith 

the management and maintenance of the forests, and their replanta· 
tion where necessary, the entire proceeds went into the Treasury. 
So also the income from ~Iines, :VIetals and Metallutgical Indus
tries. These formed part of the public domain and State enterprise. 
The net profit of these must have formed a considerable proportion 
of the total income of the State. Judging from the ample instruc
tions given by Kautilya, in a variety of chapters in his great work, 
the economists of those days must have realised the essential 
advantage of the profits from public domain and State enterprise, 
as the abundant and reliable sources of public income, as against 
the compulsory contribution from private wealth we call taxes 
nowadays. \Vhile the former provides additional employment 
and adds to the sum total of the national wealth every year, at the 
same time retaining the inherent wealth or natural endowmeqt of 

• the country within its own possession and control, the latter Taxes 
serYe at best to take up t~1e additional incom~.: which a pri\·ate 
individual may desire by his skill, enterprise or ingenuity. Ordi-
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narily they are frankly a deduction from private wealth without 
any direct correlation between taxes paid and benefits received.1 

Kautilya's injunctions on this subject are contained in his 
Book II chapters on the Revenue Collector and Accountant 
General of Tolls and Master General of Shipping. In the former 
he says:-

" The Collector-General shall attend to ( the collection of 
revenue from) forts ( durga), country parts ( rashtra), mines (khani) 
buildings and.gardens (setu), forests (vana), herds of- cattle (vraja) 
and roads of traffic (vanikpatha) . 

• 
T.olls, fines, weights and measures, the town-clerk (nagaraka), 

the superintendent of coinage ( lakshanadhyakshah, the superin
tendent of seals and passports, liquor, slaughter of animals, threads, 
oils, ghee, sugar (kshara), the state goldsmith (sauvarnikar), the 
warehouse of merchandise, the Prostitute,2 gambling, building 

I. As already stated, these have been summarised from Shukra Niti, 
II, which are .. ot materially different from the injunctions of Chanakya given else
where in other connection. Prof. B. K. Sarkar, the translator, points out that 
the proportion of dues to be collected from land differed according to the system of 
Manu, which was somewhat more rigorous than that. of Prajapati ; but reconciles 
this divergence by saying that while the lighter system was used in ordinary times, 
the more rigoro~ system of Manu may be used in more stringent times. 

Prof. Sarkar, in his Foot-Note sums up the rules governing the imposi-
tion and collection of land revenue as follows :-

(1) Collection in normal times according to Prajapati standards ; 

(2) Revenue realisation never arbitrary or exorbitant ; 

(3) Land rights (of the State) never to be given up ; 

(4) Gifts of land may, however, be made for temples, public high
ways, or for the use of peasants for constructing houses. But 
these must only be for life-time of the first generation only. 

See also Kautilya, Book II, Ch. 1. 
2. This is a form of Profession Tax, which yielded very heavily in 

ancient and medieval India. The chief Courtesan was a high State dignitary, with 
handsome emoluments and acknowledged status as well as functions. Sewell, in 
A Forgotten Empire (Vijayanagar) states, on good authority that the Tax on 
Court~san or Demimondes of Vijayanagar yielded enough to .maint:in the entire • 
police force (some 12,000 strong) of that Capital city of the 14th to 16th centuries 
A. D. The puritan hypocrisy, which would refuse to recognise the existence of 
inconvenient facts, was not much in vo~e in India of Pre-British days. 

19 

• 
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sites ( vastuka ), the corporation of artisans and handicrafts men 
( karusilpiganah ), the superintendent of temples, anti taxes 
coiiected at the gates ( chungi ?) and from the people ( kncwn as 
Bahirikas) come under the head of forts. 

Produce from crown lands ( sita ), portion of produce 
payable to the government (bhaga\ religious taxes (bali), taxes 
paid in money ( kara ), merchants, the superintendent of rivers, 
ferries, boats, and ships, towns, r:~sture-grounds, road-cess 
(vartani), ropes (rajju), and ropes to bind thieve.:; ( chorarajju) 
come under the head of country parts. 

• 

Gold, silver, diamonds, gems, pearls, corals, conc:1 ·shells, 
metals (loha), salt and other minerals extracted frcrn plains and 
mountain slopes come under the head of mines.1 

Flower gardens, fruit gardens, vegetable gardens, wet fields, 
and fields where crops are grown by sowing roots for seeds 
( mulavapah, i.e. sugar-cane crops, etc.) come under setu/ ,... 

Game forests, timber forests and elephan: forests are 
forests. 

Cows, buffaloes, goats, sheep, asses. camels, horses and 
mules come under the head of herds. •· 

Land and water ways are the roads of traffic. 

All these form the body of income ( ayaszriram ). 

Capital (mula), share (bhaga), premia (vyaji , parigha (?), 
fixed taxes (klrpta), premia on coins 1rupika) and fixed fines 

• (aryaya) are several forms of revenue (ayamukha, i.e. the mouth 
from which income is to issue). 

• 

THE SUPERINTENDENT OF TOLLS 

Most of these may be classed as Indirect Taxation, Customs 
and Tolls, though Professions Tax is so far as it cannot be trans-

. ------------
• 

1 These ar: Public Monopolies of the Mauryan days, exploited and 
worked on commercial lines. 

2 Cp, Shakuntala, Act V • 

• 
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ferred to other shoulder, might be treated as an example of Direct 
Taxation. The Tax on Land, being payable in kind and 
charged on the produce of the land, could not be called, 
strictly speaking, Direct Tax like our modern Taxes on income. 
Direct Taxes like Estate Duties or Inheritance Taxes were 
unknown, but the entire estate of a man dying without any heirs 
of his body, or by adoption, went to the State. The Ki1_1g was the 
universal heir. 

Fees for licensing weights and measures are mere charges 
for service rendered than taxes proper' as also fees. for passports, 
slaughter houses, gaming houses ·and other places of amusement. 
In tim~s of emergency, domestic cattle and artisans' wares were 
liable to be taxed. . The Indirect Taxes must have yielded quite a 
large proportion of the public revenue, as besides the customs 
duties on imports and exports, there were a number of tolls, cesses 
and local dues. To use Kautilya again :-1 

The Superintendent of Tolls-had a toll--house with its flag, at 
the main gate of the city. When merchandise with their merchants 
arrive at tht'toll-gate, four or five collectors took down their names 
(merchants) whence they came, what amount of merchandise they 
had brought, and where for the first time the seal-mark (abhijnana· 
mudra) had peen made (on the merchandise). 

Unstamped merchandise paid twice the amount of the toll 
and those who had counterfeited the seal, paid eight times. 

Near the Toll-House was the public market where the 
merchants offered their goods for sale and named their price. 
Goods must be sold to those who paid that price. When several 
purchasers bid for the same goods, the price could be raised, the 
enhanced price together with the toll was paid into the Royal 
Treasury in the first instance. If under the fear of having to pay 
a heavy toll, the quantity of price was lowered. the excess was 
confiscated or the duty was raised eight times the toll. 

If bidders ran high and enhanced the pri~e beyond its pro· 
per) value, the enhanced amount, or twice the am.ount of. toll, 
was taken as duty. All merchandise was silld only after it • 
~was precisely weighed, measured or numbered. 

1 Foot Note-A. S. Book II, Cb. 21. pp. 110 et seq • 

• 
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There was a very large Lst of customs and tolls exemptions. 
Commodities intended for marriages, or taken by a bride from her 
parents' house to her husband's (anYayanam), or intended for 
presentation, or taken for sacrificial performance, women's confine~ 
ment, worship of gods, ceremony to tonsure, investiture of sacred 
thread, gift of cows ( godana, made before marriage), any religious 
rite, conse<;ration ceremc.ny (diksha), and other special ceremonials 
shall be left out free of toll. Smugglers, however, were heavily 
punished. 

• 
There was, similarly, a list of forbidden imports e.g. weapons 

( sastra ), mail armour, metals, chariots, precious stones~ grains 
and cattle. Any one in~porting them was fined heavily and made 
to forfeit his merchandise. These were public monopoLes whose 
production and sale was not part of the Free Trade system. 

Customs Duties were levied on both Imports and Exports. 

Imported commodities paid 20~6 ad valorem. Flowers, fruit, 
vegetables ( saka ), roots (mula), bulbous roots ( kanda ), 
Pallikya (?), seeds, dried :fish and dried meat, were ch-:rged 16%. 

On Conch s:1ells, diamonds, precious stones, pearls, corals 
and necklaces, expert appraisers fixed the duty-a specific charge . .. 

Fibrous garments (kshauma), cotton clothes ( dukula ), silk 
( krimitana ), mail armour ( kankata ), sulphuret of arsenic \haritala), 
red arsenic ( manassila ), vermillion ( hingulaka ), metals ( loha ) 
and colouring ingredients ( varnadhatu ) ; of sandal, brown-sandal 
( agaru ), pungents ( katuka ), ferments ( kinva ), dress ( avarana) 
and the like; wine, ivory, skins, raw materials used in making 
fibrous or cotton garments, carpets, curtains ( pravarana) and 
products yielded by worms ( krimijata); and of wool and other 
products of goats and sheep, paid 10% to 8, 2/3%. 

Cloths ( vastra ), quadrupeds, bipeds. threads, cotton, scents1 

medicines, wood, bamboo fibres ( valkah ), skins and clay pots; 
of grains, o~s, sugar ( kshara ), salt, liquor ( madya ), cooked {ice 

• and the like, paid 5% to 4%. 

Gate dues ( dvaradeya) were 1/Sth of the toll. This tax may 
be remitted if circumstances necessitate such favour . 

• 
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ACCOUNTS AND AUDITS 

Very considerable stress is laid, in all principal Treatises on 
Artha-Shastra, on regularity in keeping accounts, on fullness of 
details, and on punctuality in prescribing the accounts. There 
were definite Forms and Tables prescribed, according to which 
the Public Accounts were to be presented, relating to daily, 
monthly and yearly accounts. As has been shown' more fully 
elsewhere, the accounts included estimates for the coming year, 
and the actual results of the year just ended. When the clerks 
of Accounts came with all their books of account, the entire 
Cabinet sat in conclave, so to say, to scrutinise them1 and 
pronounce upon their accuracy, fullness and satisfactory nature in 
all respects. It will be noticed that it was not the business only of 
the Finance Minister proper or even of his entire Ministry .: it was 
the business of the whole Ministry sitting together. And their 
business was nqt only to verify the actual figures, to tally authority 
with outlay by vouchers and receipts ; they had also to see that full 
value was ~eceived for every pie spent ; that the clerks, officers 
and departmental heads had done their duty honestly, conscient· 
iously, and efficiently. A system of fines for defaults or worse 
offences and of rewards for special merit in the discharge of these 
duties hel~d to make the system more effective.11 The rewards as 
well as punishments fell as much upon the mere clerks, as upon 
the superior officers, inspectors, directors, or even the Auditor 
General. The attempt to correlate reward to the work done, or, 
conversely, punishment to the fault incurred, is a peculiarity of the 
Indian economic and financial system which receives emphasis in 
every treatise 

1. A. S. Book II, Ch, 7 

z. Cp. A. S. Bk. II Ch. 7 

n=~~· ' SC'€110..1+4 +ti{i+U'SII: ~: ~l"JeJ~: I 

~Sill£lf.(t~'E41RIQIOf ~ eN(!', ~ ~ ~ Ql~~ (l'({~tJt
~ ~~I ~ ~::cRt~ I ~14lll"&+ti1i~ldli1114!1'Edifr· 

~"'~~~:I 
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Other methods, still, of procuring extraordinary finance 
are known to have occurred. The devices mentioned in the 
Chapter of the Artha Shastra just quoted from,-tbe eff:.1rts of 
spies and the wiles of the agents provocateur added to some 
devious devices by the revenue collectors themselves, could not 
all have been practised normally; and it is ever. likely that they 
were very rarely and reluctantly resorted to. For the injunctions 
of the Mahabharata were implicitly believed in and followed in that 
age, which made the King, the Ruler, ahvays ren~ember that the 
people, exasperated by his excessive and incessa'ht exactions, 
might uproot him altoget!1er.1 It is interesting to add ho\VeVfr. on 
the authority of the Artha-Shastra that spies could ta:'"e away, under 
the pretence of guarding it more effective!y, e~e wealth or gods 
and temples ; while even the official appointed in charge of t:le 
sacred places could legitimately put togeber all the temple 
valuables and take them away to the Royal Treasury." The 
example is heartening in these days when India is anx;ous to 
utilise her newly regained sovereign authority to make up for all 
leeway in economic development, social serv~ces (ijtd public 
utilities and when nation-wide plans arc being made for the 
purpose, one of the greatest obstacles we have to face is lack of 
readily available, mobilised capital for investment. To overcome 
this obstacle we are urged to raise loans abroad, ~pledge our 
national credit and mortgage our yet uncreated resources to foreign 
money lender, even though immense wealth, readily availahle in 
investable form is locked up in our temples and mosques, 
churches and synagogues. What good are these immense and 
idle hoards, provided by our forbears out of their religious zeal or 
charitable impulses, if we cannot utilise them !n our hour of 
need. 

Earlier in the same place, the King was advised : for 
objects no less of public benefit than those with which the original 
endowments were made and trusts formed. E\i en if we cannot 
take and use them up bod1ly, what harm could there be in taking 
them on lo~n, with reasonable interest and repayable withi~ (J. 

---- -- ----- -

1. Mahabharata XII. 87, 18. 

2. Op. Cit. p. 241 . 

• 
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certain period, both principal and interest. It would need, however, 
a Kautilya to suggest, and a Mauryan hero to execute such daring, 
drastic measures, in the face of the superstition or prejudice still 
befogging the masses in India. 

One more extraordinary device may be mentioned before we 
close this section. The late K P. Jayaswal mentions in his 
Ancient Hindu Polity/ on the authority of Jain tradition, the 
expedient of Chanakya, as Prime Minister of Chandragupta 
Maurya, issuing 80 crores of debased silver coins to fill the 
treasury, perhaps in connection with the War with Salenkos. 
Modetn technique in this respect is a little more refined, issuing 
utterly inconvertible paper money and giving it the force of legal 
tender whereby inflation can be carried on to any extent. 

All the forms of ordinary revenue we have received so far 
indicate a great solicitude not only for the treasury, but also for 
the tax-payer. The advice of the Maha Bharata,2 regarding the 
time and place and manner of collecting taxes, fees, tolls, customs 
and excise duties, as well as the most important of them all the 
Land Rev~ue, is as applicable in these days as it must have been 
acted upon in the days when it was first given. All state imports 
had to be so .adjusted, as to be in proportion to the taxable 
capacity; t~xes were to be levied like milking a cow, not wrench
ing out the nipples.3 When imposed they must be light in inci
dence, but may be gradually raised, so that the burden being 
adjusted and distributed, is unperceptible. 

~"' """' .t-...:. ~ a:t'l".!'i~il".!tfif ~~ CI'~+U-t SC~1Q ("( I 

ffiiT ~l w:r: Sfi~ (1¥U"!l\("( II 

1 Op. Cit. p. 333. 

2 Op. Cit. XII. 87 and 88 particularly 87. 20-22 . 

~~~~~~~ 
~~~~=tim ~fa'~ l 
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Says the sage in the great Epic. 

Before levying a tax. financier must estimate its incidence, 
with due regard to the reaction on production. In other words no 
tax must be such as would frighten away labour or capital being 
invested in an industry whose products are to be taxed. 

Manu himself lays down :-

~~ ~<1 ~~a 'T~T ~~ ~ <tl~q:_ I 
(f~!S~?{~~Pl iT d,, OS~ t=rmf Cfi~:Io:t:. I ( VII. 128 ) 
~~1 ~1~ 'if asaT :;;r ~CIT !fi;ifur mmill" I 

~~tt~ g; am 'l~ srU'rtrr: ~ijij ~r: n (XII. 87. 17, 1~) 
• 

And particularly when it came to taxing commodities, 
whether on import or by way of excise, the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer had to see to it, that the trader or producer was able 
to recoup himself for his labour and capital invested, as well as a 
reasonable margin of profit. L 

As already noted ear~ier, the fiscal policy was d!signed to 
prohibit objectionable or useless imports or luxuries ; while those 
which yielded any benefit were admitted free. The Artha Shastra 
declares :-\Bk II. 25). • 

Sl~ fqw4 O((J~ ~H<:€i'Y ii'To:tf~ts~~: I 

a~! ~•Hut ~~f:qij' ~3~~f( II 

Repetition of imports on the same commodity was to be 
avoided.2 Every body capable of working was provided with 
work ; the labour of even criminals and civil debtors was utilised 
for public works of great social utility. The entire system, taken 
as a whole, aimed, therefore, at achieving simultaneously the 
welfare, of the individual citizen, the prosperity of the community 
and the fullness of the Treasury. 

• 
1 ep~~ q-;p.qr;:f ~ 'ef qqf(;;~~ I 

itll~r:i ~ ~it~ '6ffUr~r tff({~fl, tfi~"-1 ( Manu VII. 127 ) 
~ . . . 

2 ~~ra~~tt.c:r ~ ~6ii ~mr sr~cr~a: 1 

~fi{~f~=i')~ ~ ~ ~&~~ 1t (Shukra NS. IV.2. 109) 

\ 
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EMERGENCY FINANCE 

The principles of taxation, outlined above, in vogue in ancient 
India, concerned ordinary normal times of peace. For extra· 
ordinary occasions or special emergencies, the financier could and 
often did resort to special devices, some of which had other 
motives. also ; but all of them had the primary aim of replenishing 
the Treasury. In a long special Chapter II in Book V of his 
great work, Kautilya considers the ways and means of this 
purpose.1 Attention is first of all directed to land which is well-
watered and highly productive where as much as one-third of the \ 
produce may be · demanded. But even under extraordinary 
circumstances no such demands were to be made of cultivators 
in inferior quality regions, or from those who help in the building 
of forts, gardens or roads, colonisation of waste lands, exploitation 
of mines or formation of forests of timber, or people living on 
the frontiers exposed to danger of invasion. It was also an 
absolute principle and immutable principle of public finance that 
no deman~e made of those who had not even enough for their 
own subsistence. On the contrary, those who help to reclaim 

, waste lands must be supplied with seed, cattle and other require· 
ment, of their business.2 

If mort! is to be obtained from those who have a surplus, it 
should be purchased upto a fourth of their balance after deducting 
what is needed for seed and their own consumption.3 

- If these 
do not suffice, double cropping may be resorted, with such threats 
or inducement, as the tax-collectors could devise. Throughout; 
however, grain scattered in harvest fields must be left untouched 

1 A. s; Bk V Ch. II pp. 242-246. 

i1o:n+~ei)o:n: Sl~Riff~~~: ~F~ttl 
~rt-;m•~sr~or err ~Cf+tlq'li sr~ 
~~iu t!a't<r :qs~· err ~~<r • 
~GR +f'~>~ err ~,J~g<fi~qfGri!.fti~;~~-

J ~~?.J~criiCfimq<fitftur sr~~o:a~+~rot err if ~R-Q.a 
2 '"~q~'~•uf~ firfctmfin~ ~ttl • 
3 lbid ~gthiU ~t (t~~~ :q {t(~ ~~1?1.1 
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to be used for offerings to Gods and ancestors, feeding cows, alms 
to ascetics or wages to village workmen. Nor need such burdens 
he imposed upon Brahmanas, who \Vere specifically exempted 
from Taxation.1 

Various categories or forms of taxable wealth are next enume
rated, and the maximum tax chargeable on each of them prescribed 
in times of emergency. It would take us too much into detail to 
particularise these. There are both ad valorem and specific 
charges on inanimate objects of wealth or living animals, like pigs 
or poultry. Shukra even permits taking away as much as one
half of the total wealth of the proud and the arrogant, irres~ective 
of any emergency. So far, however, as extraordinary exactions 
were concerned, they were, says Kautilya, to be rare. 

~~ ;:r fa: >rtfl~: 1 ( A. S. V. 2 ) is his text, though if a real 
emergency occurs in the life time of a ruler more than once, 
the text could not be used to forbid further recourse to such 
measures. He even advises forced loans or benet·olences from 
those who could afford. 

Says Kautilya, a-~u.r;s'w qr tr~a-t, 
CfiT~Jtt:rf~ q),~Tift:rt{F.( f+ri(ra I 
~a(i,;n~ '{c.l~fum~ ~: 1 

~aif sr~ ~rm t!Tt~t;:r~~ ~ 1 
trRffi' CfJ f(~V~~T"\ ~~~I (A. s. V. 2) 

• 

Other methods, still, of procuring extraordinary finance are 
known to have occurred. The devices mentioned in the Chapter 
on the Artha Shastra just quoted from.-the efforts of spies and the 
wiles of the agents provocateurs added to some devious devices 

• 

A. S. Bk. V ch-II pp. 242-246. st<"~~ld itfiftr~ :q t:rft~tr,. I 
Also cp. Manu-( VII, 133 ) f;r~muftstlf(~ij' if {M ~~ tfiW 1 
or Ibid (VIII. 407) Jll&I'Qff f~fifii~Cf ;r trtttrr~ ~ 1 

or Kautilya p. 161. aT({l~Cfi {Ji1iT itht. I SF~'5f ~f~<f!{o4JQ,. I 
or Vasis~tha I, 42-4 ot.r~ ~ 1:1~~ utrr_l ~~ ~ttl 
and Shukra I\~ 3, 4. Hli9ih'1 ~so:~'lifi f~Rd'itm(Cir 1 

\ 

Which gives the real reason in this otherwise rather unjustifiable exemption. 
Brahmanas expected to have not a superabundance of worldly goods. 
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by the .revenue collectors themselves could not all have been 
ipractised normally; and it is even likely that they were very rarely 
and reluctantly resorted to. For the injunctions of the Mahabha
rata were·implicitly believed in and followed in that age, which 
made the King, the ruler, always remember that the people, 
exasperated by his excessive and incessant exactions, might uproot 
'him altogether.a H is interesting to add, however, on the authority 
·of the A.rtha-'Shastra that spies could take away, under the pretence 
of guarding it more effectively, the wealth of God's and temples; 
"While even \he ·official appointed in charge of the sacred places 
could legitimately put together all the Temple valuables, and take 
'them-.away to the Royal Treasury.2 The example is heartening in 
these· days when India is anxious to vitalize her newly regained 
sovereign authority to make up for all leeway in economic develop
ment, social services and public utilities, and when nation-wide 
plans are being made for the purpose, one of the greatest obstacles 
we have to face is, lack of readily available mobilised capital for 
investment. To overcome this obstacle we are urged to raise 
loans abroid, pledge our national credit and mortgage our yet un
created resources to foreign money lenders, even though immense 
wealth, readily available in investable form, is locked up in our 
temples and mosques, churches and synagogues. What good are 
these im~nse and idle hoards, provided by our forbears out of 
their religious zeal or charitable impulses, if we cannot utilise them 
in our hour of need for objects no less of public benefit than those 
with which the original endowments were made and trusts 
formed ? Even if we cannot take and use them up bodily, what 
harm could there be in taking them on loan, with reasonable inte· 
rest, and repayable within a certain period, both principal and 
interest ? It wood need, however, a Kautilya to suggest, and 

1 ~ ~~ ~~fd@'J~o:tq I MBH. XII 87. 19 
Earlier in the same place, the king was advised 
er N""lf'II~ ~~ tR1lT c;fflq ~r (XII. 87. 18 ) 

.2 cncco~ef!{o~'fmfsNitnt m~ qy mu: • e',~ • 
SM~ ~~~q' iff ~ RI{Qf+t~qt{(~: I • 

~TS"ll~ ~ikt~Qlili 'f~r~itcti~~ ~~ ~I 
m ~~fl. ( A. s. v. 2 > 
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a Mauryan hero to execute such daring, drastic measures, in the 
face of the superstdion or prejudice stil1 befogging the masses 
in India. 

One more extraordinary device may be mentioned before we 
close this section. The late K. P. Jayaswal mentions in his 
Ancient Hindu Polity1 on the authority of Jain tradition, the 
expedient of Chanakya, as Prime ~finister of Chandragupta 
Maurya, issuing 80 crores of debased silver coins to fill the trea
sury, perhaps in connection with the \Var with Selen l(os. Modern 
technique in this respect is a little more refined, issuing utterly in 
convertible paper money and giving it the force of legal tender 
whereby inflation can be carried on to any extent. 

1 Op. cit P. 333. 

• 

·-
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Appendix 

- LIST OF CHAPTERS OF THE ARTHA SHASTRA 

First Book 

The End of Sciences 
Association with the Aged 
Restraint of the Organs of Sense 
Creation of 1_iinisters 
The Creation of Councillors and 
Priests. _ 

~~:I 
'!"G:'Ei~: I 

~~:I 
al'Jij~('qRI: I 

ffF51~~~~: I . 
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Ascertaining by Temptations 
Purity•or Impurity in the ·chara
cter of. Ministers. 

"' [I' 4 ~~: ':t lii1'401iiiiiii.,•UUCJ.4iijf~ I 

The Institutions of Spies 
Creation of Wandering Spies 
Protection of Parties for or aga
inst One's own cause in One's 
own State 
Winning over Factions for or 
against atr • Enemy's Cause in 
an Enemy's State 

.. The Business of Coundl Meeting 
The Mission of Envoys 

• 
Protection of Princes 
The Conduct of a Prince kept 
under Restraint and the 
Treatment of a restrained Prince 
The Duties of a King 
Duty towards the Harem 
Personal Safety 

~~q'tt %('lilii44~ I 

~~ il('lili?<CQaflQ'!Ift: I 

~~:I 
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